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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Chaim Botwinick, Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen 

From: Gail Dorph 

Date: January 4, 1995 

Re: Our next meeting dates 

CC: Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, Ginny Levi, Nessa Rapoport 

Please save the dates March 8 - 9, 1995 for our next meetings. 



COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Chaim Botwinick, Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen 

From: Gail Dorph 

Date: January 13, 1995 

Re: Our next meeting dates 

CC: Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, Ginny Levi, Nessa Rapoport 

Our next meetings will take place on March 8 and 9 at the CIJE offices in New York. On 
Wednesday, the 8th, we will discuss your plans for personnel in your communities and on the 
9th, we will meet with denominational leadership to discuss place/role of denominations in these 
plans. Feel free to invite other key members of your team to participate in the meeting. 

For now, assume these meetings will last from 9:00 to 5:00 each of these days. If you have 
suggestions for how to structure these days to have maximum effectiveness for your planning 
process, please contact me -- the sooner the better. 



FOR DISCUSSI ON PURPOSES ONLY 

LEAD COMMU N ITIES AT WORK 

A. INTRODUCTION 

· The Commission on Jewish Education in North America completed its work· with five 
recommendations. The establishment of Lead communities is one of those recommenda
tions, but it is also the means or the place where the other recommendations will be played 
out and implemented. Indeed, a lead community will demonstrate locally, how to: 

1. Build the profession of J ewish education and thereby address the shortage of qu~ified 
personnel; 

2. Mobilize communio/ support to the cause of Jewish education; 

3. Develop a research capabilitywhich will provide the knowledge needed to info.rm decisions 
and guide development In Lead Communities this will b~ undertaken through the 
monitoring, evaluation and feedback project; 

4. Establish an implementation m echanism at ~he local level, parallel to the Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education, to be a catalyst for the implementation of these recom
mendations; 

5. Toe fifth recommendation is, of course, the lead community itself, to function as a local 
laboratory for Jewish education. 

(The implementation of recommendations at the continental level is discussed in separate docu
merus. ) 

B. THE SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

1. A Lead Community will be an entire community engaged in a major development and 

im!)roveme;:it program of its J ewish education 
to demonstra~e wbat can happen where there is an infusion of oucstanding personnel imo 

the educational system. where the imponance of Jewish education is recognized by the 
community and its leadership and where the necessary resources are secured to .meet 

adc'itional ne;· ,r1v-Y 
- -;Ll- . 
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LEAD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

The vision and programs developed in Lead Communities will demonstrate to the Jewish 
Community of North America what Jewish education at its best can achieve. 

2. The Lead Community project will involve all or most Jewish education actors in that 
community. It is expected that lay leaders, educators, rabbis and heads of educational 
institutions of all ideological screams and points of view will panicipate in the planning 
group of the project, to shape it, guide it and take part in decisions. 

3. The Lead Community project will deal with the major educational areas - those in which 
most people are involved at some point in their lifetime: 
• Supplementary Schools 

• Day Schools 
• ICCs 
• Israel p rograms 

• Early Childhood programs 

In addition to these areas, other fields of interest to the specific communities could also 
be included, e.g. a community might be particularly interested in: 
• Adult Leaming 
• Family education 

• Summer camping 

• Campus programs 
• Etc ... 

4. Most or all institutions of a given area might be involved in the program ( e.g. most or all 
supplementary schools). 

5. A large proportion of the community's Jewish population would be involved. 

C. VI SION 

A Lead Community will be characterized by its ongoing interest in the goals of the project. 
Educational, rabbinic and lay leaders will project a vision of what the community hopes i.O 

achieve several years hence, where it wants to be in terms of the Jewish knowledge and 
behavior of its members, young and adult. This vision could include elements such as: 

• adolescems have a command of spoken Hebrew; 
e incemiarricge decreases,-
• many aduf cs study classic Jewish ter.rs; 
• educarors are qualified and engaged in ongoing rraining; 
• supplemer?tary school artendance has increased dramatically; 
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LEAD COMMUNfTIE.S AT WORK 

• a locally produced Jewish history curriculum is changing the way the subject is addressed 
in formal education; 

• the local Jewish press is educating through che high level of ics coverage of key issues. 

The vision, the goals, the content of Jewish education would be addressed at two levels: 

1. At the communal level the leadership would develop and articulate a notion of where it 
wants to be, what it wantS to achieve. 

2. At the level of individual institutions or groups of institutions of similar views ( e.g., all 
Reform schools), educators, rabbis, lay leaders and p.cems wi1I aaiculate the educational 
goals. 

It is anticipated that these activities will create much debate and ferment in the community, 
that they will focus the work of the Lead Communities on core issues facing the Jewish 
identity of North American Jewry, and that they will demand of communities to face complex 
dilemmas and choices ( e.g., the nature and level of commitment that educational instimtions 
will demand and aspire to). At the same time they will re-focus the educational debate on the 
content of education. 

The Institutions of Higher Jewish Learning, the denominations, the national organizations 
will join in this effort, to develop alternative visions of Jewish education. First steps have 
already been taken ( e.g., ITS preparing itself t0 "take this role for Conservative schools in 
Lead Communities). 

D. BUILDING THE PROFESSION OF JEWISH EDUCATION 

( Communities may want to address the shortage of qualified personnel for Jewish education. in 
some of the following ways: 

L Hire 2-3 additional outstanding educators to bolster the strength of educational practice 
in the community and to energize thinking about the future. 

2. Create several new positions, as required, in order to mee, the challenges. For example: a 

director of teacher education o r curriculum development, or a director of Israel program
mmg. 

3. Develop ongoing in-service education for most educators in the comm.unity, by program
matic area or by subject matter ( e.g.the teaching of history in supplementary schools; adult 
education in communiry centers). 

3 



LEAD COMMUNfTIES AT WORK 

4. Invite training institutions and other national resources to join in the effort, and invite them 
to undenake specific assigrunenlS in lead communities. (E.g. Hebrew Union College might 
assume responsibility for in-service education of all Reform supplementary school staff. 
Yeshiva University would do so for Orthodox day-schools.) 

5. Recruit highly motivated graduates of day schools who are students at the universities in 
the Lead Community to commit themselves to multi-year assignments as educators in 
supplemen- tary schools and JCCs. 

6. Develop a thoughtful plan to improve the terms of employment of educators in the 
community (including salary and benefits, career ladder, empowerment and involvement 
of from-line educators in the Lead Community development process.) 

Simultaneously lhe CIJE has undertaken to deal with continental initiatives to improve ·he 
( personnel situation. For example it works with foundations to expand and improve the 

training capability for Jewish educators in North America. 

( 

E. DE VELOPIN G COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

This could be undertaken as follows: 

1. Establishing a wall-to-wall coalition in each Lead Community, including the Federation, 

the congregations, day schools, JCCs, Hillel etc ... 

2. Developing a special relationship to rabbis and synagogues. 

3. Identify a lay "Champion" who will recruit a leadership group that will drive the Lead 
Community process. 

4. Increase local funding for Jewish education. 

5. Develop a vision for Jewish education in the community. 

6. Involve the professionals in a pannership to develop this vision and a plan for itS irnpiemen
tacion. 

7. Est3.bli~h a local implementation mechanism \,-1th a professional head. 

8. Encourage an ongoing public discussion of and advocacy for Je\,ish education. 

4 
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LEAD COMMUN"1£S AT WORK 

F. THE ROLE OF THE CIJE IN ESTABLI SHING LEAD COM
MUNITIES 

The CIJE, through its staff, consultants and projects ~ill facilitate implementation of 

£,_rograms and will ensure continental input into the Lead Communities The CUE will make 

the following available: 

1. BEST PRACTICES 

A project to create an inventorv of good Jewish educational practice was launched. The 
project will offer Lead Communities examples of educational practice in key settings, 
methods, and topics, and will assist the communities in "importing," "translating," "re-in

venting" best practices for their local settings. 

The Best Practices initiative has several interrelated dimensions. In the first year the 
project deals with best practices in the following areas: 

"' Supplementary schools 
• Early childhood programs 
" Jewish community centers 
"' Day schools 
" Israel Experience programs 

It works in the following way: 

a First a group of experts in each specific area is recruited to work in an area ( e.g., 

JCCs). These experts are brought together to define what characterizes best practices 

in their area, ( e.g., a good supplementary school bas effective methods for the teaching 

of Hebrew). 

( b. The experts then seek out existing examples of good programs in the field. They 
undertake site visics to programs and repon abom these in writing. 

As lead communities begin to work, expens from the above team will be available to be 
brought into the lead community to offer guidance about specific new ideas and programs, 
as well as t0 help impon a best practice inw that community. 

2. MONITORING EVALUATION FEEDBACK 

The CUE bas established an evaluation oroject. Its purpose is three-fold: 

a. To carry ouc ongoing monitoring of progress in Lead Coaununj.ties, in order to assist 

community leaders, planners and educarors in their work. A researcher will be commis 

~ioned for e2ch Lead Community and will collect and analyze data and offer it to 
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LEAD COMMUNrrtES AT WOAK 

practitioners for their consideration. The purpose of this process is ta improve and 
correct implementation in each Lead Community. 

b. To evaluate progress in Lead Communities - assessing, as time goes on, the impact 
and effectiveness of each program, and its suitabiliry for replication elsewhere. 
Evaluation will be conducted by a variety of methods. Data will be collected by the 
local researcher. Analysis will be the responsibility of the head of the evaluation team 
with two purposes in mind: 1) To evaluate the effectiveness of individual programs and 
of the Lead Communities themselves as models for change, and 2) To begin to create 
indicators ( e .g., level of participation in Israel programs; achievement in Hebrew 
reading) and a database that could serve as the basis for an ongoing assessment of the 
state of Jewish education in Nonh America. This work will contribute in the long term 

to the publication of a periodic "state of Jewish education" report as suggested by the 

Commission. 

c. The feedback-loop: findings of monitoring and evaluation activities will be con
tinuously channeled to local and CIJE planning activities in order to affect them and 
act as an ongoing corrective. In this manner there will be a· rapid exchange of 
knowledge and mutual influence between practice and planning. Findings from the 

field will require ongoing adaptation of plans. These changed plans will in turn, affect 

implementation and so on. 

During the first year the field researchers ~ be principally concerned with three ques

tions: 

(a) What are the visions for change in Jewish education held by members of the com

munities? How do the visions vary among different individuals or segments of the 
community? How vague or specific are these visions? 

(b) What is the extent of community mobilization for Jewish education? Who is involved, 
and who is not? How broad is the coalition suppon:ing the CIJE's efforts? How deep 
is participation within the various agencies? For example, beyond a small core of 
leaders, is there grass-roots involvement in the community? To what extent is the 
community mobilized financially as well as in human resources? 

( c) What is the nature of the professional life of educators in this community? Under 
what conditions do teachers and principals work? For example, what are their salaries 
and benefits? Are school faculties cohesive, or fragmented? Do principals have of
fices? What are the physical conditions of classrooms? 15 there administrative support 

fo r i!lllovation among teachers? 

The first question is essential fo r establishing that specific goals exist for improving Jewish 
education., and for disdosing what these goc.!s c.re. The second and third questions concern 

6 
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LEAD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

the "enabling options" decided upon inA Tzrne to Ace, the areas of improvemenc which 
are essential to the success of Lead communities: mobilizing community support, and 

building a profession of Jewish education. 

3. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

The CUE will offer professional services to Lead Communities, including: 

a. Educational consultants to help incroduce best practices. 

b. Field researchers for monitoring, evaluation and feed-back. 

c. Planning assistance as required. 

d. Assistance in mobilizing the community. 

( 4. FUNDING FACIUTATION 

The CUE will establish and nurture contacts between foundations interested in specific 

programmatic areas and Lead Communities that are developing and experimenting with 
such programs ( e .g., the CRB Foundations and youth trips to Israel; MAF and personnel 

training; Blaustein and research). 

5. LINKS WITH PURVEYORS OR SUPPORTERS OF PROGRAMS 

The CIJE will develop partnerships between national organizations (e.g., JCCA, CI.AL, 
JESNA, CAJE), training institutions and Lead Communities. These purveyors could 

undertake specific assignments to meet specific needs within Lead Communities. 

G. LEAD COMMUNITES AT WORK 

The Lead Community itself could work in a manner very similar ta that of the CUE. In fact, it 
is proposed that a local commission be established to be the mechanism that will plan and see 

to the implementation and monitoring of programs. 

\Vhat would this local mechanism ( the local planning group) do? 

a. It would convene all the actors; 

b. It would launch an ongoing planning process; and 

c. It would deal with content in the followin2: manner. 
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LEAD COMMUNfTfES AT WORK 

1. It could make sure that the content is articulated and is implemented . 
. 

2. Together with the team of the Best Practices project and with the Chief Education Officer, 
it would integrate the various content and programmatic components into a whole. For 

example: it could integrate formal and informal programs. 

It could see to it that in any given area ( e.g., Israel experience) the vision piece, the goals, are 

articulated by the various actors and at the various levels: 
• by individual institutions 

• by the denominations 
• by the community as a whole. 

In addition, dealing with the content might involve b~ving a "dream· department" or "b).ues
kying unit," aimed at dealing with innovations and change in the programs in the community. 

H. LAUNCHING THE LEAD COMMUNITY - YEAR ONE 

During its first year (1992/93) the project will include the following: 

1. Negotiate an agreement with the CUE including: 

a Detail of mutual obligations; 

b. Process issues - working relations within the community and between the com
munity, the CDE and other organizations 

c. Funding issues; 

d. Other. 

2. Establish a local planning group, with a professional staff and with wall-to-wall repre

sentation. 

3. Gearing-up activities, e.g., prepare a 1-year plan, undenake a self-study (see 6 below), 

prepare a 5-year plan. 

4. Locate and hire several outstanding educatars from outside the community ta begin work 

the following year (1993/94). 

5. Preliminary implementation of pilot projects that result from prior studies, interests, 

communal priorities. 

6. Undertake an educational self-study, as part of the pla.i-ming activities: 
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L£AD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

Most communities have recencly completed social and demographic studies. Some have 
begun to deal with the issue of Jewish continuity and have taskforce reports on these. 
Teachers studies exist in some communities. All of these will be inputs into the self-study. 
However, the study itself will be designed to deal with the important issues of Jewish 
education in that community. It will include some of the following elements: 

a. Assessment of needs and of target groups ( clients). 

b. Rates of participation. 

c. Preliminary assessment of the educators in the community ( e.g., their educational back-
grounds). 

The self-study will be linked with the work of the moni.coring, evaluation and feedback 
project. 

Some of the definition of the study and some of the data collection will be undertaken with 
the help of that project's field researcher. 

1/93 
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CLEVELAND COLLEGB OPJBW]SH STUDIES 

MASTER OF JUDAIC STIJDJS 
IN JBW]SH EDUCATION 

AT MILWAUKBB 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

The master's degree proS?IIl offered by the Cleveland C.Ollege of Jewish Studies at 
· locations away from the College is bound by the same educational requirements that 
~ to the progiams offered at the College Itself. However there are some 
modtftrattons in the way the program is structmed and delivered to accommodate the 
rwties of distant loations. 

GOAT$ 

The program is designed as an mteg?ted set of experiences aimed at intensifying 
partldpants' uroerstandinst of basic Jewish concepts and appreciation for and 
mm~lence in the study o[Jewish texts; deepeningpartid~ personal involvement in 
Jewish life; and fostering an approach to education that is holistk and reflective. It takes 
into account the varied paths Utat bring applicants to the field of Jewish education and 
the varled tasks that they wm be expectea to undertake. It a5$WD.es the central 
importance of the lamily to Jewish education and the integration of the formal and the 
Jnformal, the ~live and the affective. It views education as taking place in multiple 
contexts, including but not limited to the classroom. It has several overarching goals 
that are fostered tfuoughout the curriculum.. They include developing the following 
skills: 

• the ability to reflect on the meanmg of Judaism in one's o-wn life and on one's 
own practice of education; 

• the ability to~ basic Jewish texts and to cultivate an appreciation of 
them in students of all ages; _ 

• the ability to analyu problematic situations and to develop solutions to 
them;and 

• the capacity to work with clilldren, adults aJ1d families. 

The ~WUX11s bu:ilt on an initiatory_~odel, d~ to provide graduates with the 
tools, s1dIIs ilild desire to ~ Jewfshly and to confront the ever changing demands 
ladng the Jewish educational professional. 

IDGIBILlTY AND RBOUIRHMENTS 

The prognun is open to students with an undergraduate degree from an acaedited 
institution who demonstrate the ability to study JudaJca on the graduate level Students 
with weak background in Judaica may be asked to engage in additional study as co-
requisites for the F.gram. In addilion, before completing the d~ee, students will be 
required to establish that they have minimum level-Hebrew com~ency equivalent to 
2nd year college level Hebrew. Th.is study will be undertaken locally. The program iS 
designed to be completed in thl'ee academic years and two summers while taking into 
account the needs of working educators. 

The program foruaally reqwres the completio11 of twenty~four ~ts in Education and 
twenty-one credits In Judaiat. Judaic knowledge is also .furthered in the educational 
courses. Similarly., Judaic cowses are consbucted to be sensitive to the pedagogic 
knowledge required of the Jewi5h educator. While there is a core required of all 
students ·here are opportunities for electives and individualized study based on 
students background$ and career interests. In JJeu of a thesu, participants will be 
required to write an Integrative essay to be descn"bed below. Student$ who have 
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completed giaduate work in other venues that replicate courses within the program may 
be a:flowed up to six (6) transfer credits. 

The Program will be cUreded by a member of the College's education faculty and will be 
administered locally by a coordinator designated by the home community. The 
Program Director and the community coordinator will meet with students in the home 
community to provide an orientation them to the ptagram and to map out a course of 
study. 

Education R~ents 

All colloq~ one supervised. intemship and individual coUISes share a unified 
aPFoach to the work of educators that is inquiry bued and fosters reflection. The 
program also recognizes the need for the ac.QUfsition ol essential skills and 
understa.ndlngs about how people learn andlnteract. 

I Core 

2credits 

3aedits 

1 credif:· 

lntenslve Colloquium: Restructuring Jewish Education -
~ns Issues and Promise - to be o.ffered at or near the 
begjnning of the program to pro-ride an orientation to the themes 
to oe developed throughout the curr.iculmn 

' 
Monthly Colloquium on lssuea in Jewish Education 
(One a-edit aratUally) 

One Ye.ar Supervised. Internship (Additional internships without 
aedit may be designated where deemed appropriate.) 

II 9 Credits Required. of All Students 
(After_consultation with the hoine community .. :may be revised.) 

3 credits in Foundations of Jewish Educztion (wfth a focus on either history or 
philosophy) 
3 aedlts fn Cmnculum for Jewish Educational Settings 
3 credits in Developmental Issues in Jewish Education 

m 9 Credits of filectiv,es to be Selected from the Following: 

3 cred1ts in Family Education 
3 credits in Leamlng and Teaching 
3 credits in Mentoring Coaching and Supervtsing 
3 credits in Adminlsterlng JewJsh EdU0lfional Programs 
3 credits fn Te.aching in the Various Subject Areas 
3 credits in Working with Groups 
3 Credits in Informal Education 

Judatca 
All Judalca anJises are text-based and are designed to deepen the students• ability to 
work with traditional JewiSh texts and to encourage the process of exploring the 
meaning of fudaism in the students' life. The core of the Judaic CUrriculum is built 
around Iom courses, two of which will be selected in consultation with the home 
couumuuty. These courses are cho$en because of the range of texb to which the 
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students will be exposed, the centrality of the thematic material to Jewish life, and the 
way the topic; help explicate authentic Jewi.9h modes of learning and transmitting 
culture and identity. 

1 6 Credits Required of AU Students 

3credits 
3 credits 

The Passover Haggadah 
Parshat Hashavua 

IL 6 Credits to be Determined from the Following: 

3credils 
3credits 
3credits 
3credifs 
3credits 

Daily, Yearly and Life Cycle.s: Sources and Signlflcance 
Jewish Prayer: Text and Context 
A History of Jewish Ideas 
Relating to the Land of Israel/the State of Israel 
Sources of Jewish Spirituality 

III. 9 Credits in Judaica Blectives 

These can be selected by the students with advisor aPP.roval from among 
courses offered at the College or at other approved colleges or 
universities (at personal cost at other institutions). 

Final Essy or Pm.tes 
The concluding integrative essay o:r curricular or education related project of the 
Master's Program is designed to assist the student in integrating the varied experiences 
of the prog:ram. This will be developed with the guidance of the Project Di:rector. 
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CLEVELAND COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES 

MASTHR OF JUDAIC STIJDIES 

YEARONE 
1 aedit 
6 credits 

Fall 

$.pring 

YBAR'IWO 
1 aedit 
9credits 

Summer 

$.grlng 

YBARTHREE 

1 credit 
6credits 

Summer 

PROGRAM WIDE 

1 credit 

IN JBWISH EDUCATION 

TENTATIVE 

SCHEDULE FOR DISTANT 1COMM1JNITIES 

Monthly Colloquium 
Intensive semesters (at Co~ or in Milwaukee) 

3 aedits Vide Conference Co~ 

.. 

2credits 
3cred:its 

Intensive Colloquium 
Video ·conference c.omse 

Monthly Colloquium 
Intensive semeste?s (at College or in local cOIIIIIIWlity) 
(Placement of additional 3 aedit Course to be determined) 

.. 

2oedits 
3credits 

lnten&veColloquium 
Video Conference c:oune 

Monthly Colloquium 
Intemive semesters (at College or in local commwuty) 

3 credits Vide Conference Course 

... 

2aedits 
3aedits 

Intensive Colloquium 
Video Conference Course 

Supervised Intermhip 
.. Up to 6 credits will be available at the College in intensive semesters each 

summer. 

iaioos .. 
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CIJE Seminar on Community Vision 
Professor Michael Rosenak 

Wed. Feb.14,1995 
4 p.m to 7 p.m. 

15 E. 26 St.I 10th floor 

Professor Rosenak has asked us to distribute the attached essay, "A 
Community-Wide Vision for Jewish Education," as the starting point 
of our seminar on the 14th. He is eager to engage in a discussion of the 
questions raised by the paper as they apply to your own contexts and 
communities. 

Among these questions are: 

Is a community vision of Jewish life and Jewish education possible? 
Desirable? 

How might we formulate a vision of the kind of Jews we want our 
communities and communal institutions to foster? 

What roles might communal institutions--sucb as federations and JCCs-
play in advancing such a vision? (Can we/should we move from an idea 
of communal institutions as facilitators and "umbrellas" to one of 
catalysts for a vision? What might be the consequences of such a 
change?) 

Please bring your own questions and responses as well. This seminar 
will be a pioneering discussion of a critical issue. 

We look forward to seeing you on Feb. 14. 

15 East 26th Street, New York, NY 10010-1579 • Phone: (212)532-2360 • Fax: (212)532-2646 
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MEMO FEB 1 7 1995 

TO: CHAIM BOTWINICK, STEVE CHERVIN, RUTH COHEN 

FROM: GAIL DORPH 

RE: LEAD COMMUNITY CONSULTATION ON MARCH 8, 9 

CC: ALAN HOFFMANN, BARRY HOLTZ,tINNY LEVI, NESSA 
RAPOPORT 

FEBRUARY 15, 1995 

Our next meeting is scheduled for March 8 and 9. Our goal for these meetings 
is to move ahead in the process of developing personnel action plans for our 
communities. If you think it appropriate to invite additional members of your 
planning teams to these meetings, please feel free to do so. Just let us know 
so that we can have enough room and food. 

As you remember, several "homework" questions form the agenda for our 
meetings on Wednesday: 

I. What in-service opportunities currently exist in your community? 
What are their strengths and weaknesses? 
2. Where do you want to be in five years? 
3. Given where you and where you to be, what's your plan for getting 
there? Chart the next six months time. 

It is critical for moving our work forward that we be able to build on your 
responses to these questions. 

As you requested the meetings will also include an opportunity discuss in
service education with representatives from the education departments of the 
denominational movements. Therefore, on Thursday, the following people 
will be joining us: Robert Abramson (United Synagogue Department of 
Education), Aharon Eldar (Torah Department of the World Zionist Council), 
Robert Hirt (Yeshiva University), and Kerry Olitsky (Hebrew Union College
Jewish Institute of Religion, NY). I have asked them to speak about the ways 
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in which they are currently structured in order to facilitate your work in terms 
of planning and/or implementing in-service programs for teachers and/or 
educational leaders. We will then have an opportunity to discuss possible 
appropriate collaborative efforts in the development and implementation of 
your communal personnel action plans. 

If you have suggestions about ways in which these days' conversations can be 
structured in order to best meet your needs, please let me know. Currently, 
we are planning these meetings to run from 9:00 - 5:00 each day. This should 
allow us enough time to address the issues 
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MEMO 

TO: CHAIM BOTWINICK, STEVE CHERVIN, RUTH COHEN 

FROM: GAIL DORPH 

RE: LEAD COMMUNITY CONSULTATION ON MARCH 8, 9 

CC: ALAN HOFFMANN, BARRY HOLTZ, GINNY LEVI, NESSA 
RAPOPORT 

FEBRUARY 15, 1995 

Our next meeting is scheduled for March 8 and 9. Our goal for these meetings 
is to move ahead in the process of developing personnel action plans for our 
communities. If you think it appropriate to invite additional members of your 
planning teams to these meetings, please feel free to do so. Just let us know 
so that we can have enough room and food. 

As you remember, several "homework" questions form the agenda for our 
meetings on Wednesday: 

1. What in-service opportunities currently exist in your community? 
What are their strengths and weaknesses? 
2. Where do you want to be in five years? 
3. Given where you are and where you want to be, what's your plan 
for getting there? Chart the next six months time. 

It is critical for moving our work forward that we be able to build on your 
responses to these questions. 

As you requested the meetings will also include an opportunity discuss in
service education with representatives from the education departments of the 
denominational movements. Therefore, on Thursday, the following people 
will be joining us: Robert Abramson (United Synagogue Department of 
Education), Aharon Eldar (Torah Department of the World Zionist Council), 
Robert Hirt (Yeshiva University), and Kerry Olitsky (Hebrew Union College-
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Jewish Institute of Religion, NY). I have asked them to speak about the ways 
in which they are currently structured in order to facilitate your work in terms 
of planning and/or implementing in-service programs for teachers and/or 
educational leaders. We will then have an opportunity to discuss possible 
appropriate collaborative efforts in the development and implementation of 
your communal personnel action plans. 

If you have suggestions about ways in which these days' conversations can be 
structured in order to best meet your needs, please let me know. Currently, 
we are planning these meetings to run from 9:00 - 5:00 each day. This should 
allow us enough time to address the issues 
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MEMO 

TO: ROBERT ABRAMSON, AHARON ELDAR, ROBERT HIRT, 
KERRY OLITSKY 

FROM: GAIL DORPH 

RE: CIJE LEAD COMMUNITY SEMINAR, MARCH 9, 1995 

CC: ALAN HOFFMANN, BARRY HOLTZ, GINNY LEVI, NESSA 
RAPOPORT 

FEBRUARY 15, 1995 

Thank you so much for agreeing to participate in our lead community 
consultation. This memo will summarize where we are at this point and our 
goals for our March consultation. 

In December, we met to work on the development of "Personnel Action 
Plans" in the communities. Enclosed are the minutes and worksheets that we 
produced before and after our last consultation which we held in December. 
As you will read in the minutes the first part of our meeting was devoted to 
communal reports. Then Barry and I presented two things: 

l . A Generic Personnel Action Plan 
2. Suggestions and Strategies for Creating Communal Personnel 
Action Plans 

In March, this group will be meeting again. On March 8, we will be 
reviewing communal progress in terms of development of these plans. On 
March 9, we would like to discuss the role, place of denominations in the 
future development and implementation phases of these plans. At this 
moment, I am picturing that this portion of our meeting will run from 9:00 -
1 :00 (Please plan to stay for lunch if your schedule permits so that there can 
also be some informal schmoozing time). 

By the end of this meeting, we hope that these communities will know more 
about the ways in which you are currently structured in order to facilitate their 
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work in terms of planning and/or implementing in-service programs for 
teachers or educational leaders. Additionally, you will have a better sense of 
their thinking about professional development and what kind of help they 
think they need. (As we think these communities are representative of other 
communities as well, this information goes beyond the specifics of these three 
cases.) 

In order to reach this goal in the shortest possible time, I suggest that we think 
about the four hours in two hour segments: the first, built on a "show and 
tell" model, the second, designed as a discussion. 

9:00 - 11 :00 --Presentations and Clarifying Questions: 

I would ask each of you to take about 20 minutes to describe the ways in 
which your organization is organized to deal with issues of in-service 
planning and implementation. There would then be a 10 -15 minute of 
clarifying questions. If there are descriptive brochures or hand-outs of other 
kinds that you would like us to reproduce for this occasion, please let me 
know. 

11 :00 - 1 :00 --Planning Discussion 

During the second part of the morning, I would like to engage in a discussion 
about possible appropriate collaborative efforts in the development and 
implementation of their communal personnel action p lans. 

Think about whether this format makes sense to you. I will be in touch with 
each of you next week for your feedback both about issues of content, strategy 
and timing. 
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·.a:he J:50a.rd <.>! .1tsW.l.1,l, Eu.u"a.t.1~~ e! OJL1ea.~or Wo.ohington umounced this 
week that its p~lication, Lilmod Lel•mad.1 A Video Libra;:Y of 
Tea~hing Strategies, will be released the week of Marah 6th. 

The project is 5 comprehensive t.aining prog.am that providaa 
eighteen hours of teacher trainin; materia..l. apec:ifically developed 
for Jewish educators. It waa funded by·a covenant Grant from the 
crown Family Fowid&tiQn and the Jewish Education service of North 
Amerioa . 

'l'he program adapts to the Jewish ■chool environment six teaching 
strategies whi0h were ori;inally outlined in the authoritative 
text Models o.f Teach.in;-. Chaun Lauer, EXecutive Director of the 
BJB, explained that the goal of Lilmod Lelamed ia ''to equip Jewish 
teacher• with a variaty of teaching strataqiea tha.t have been 
sh.own to be exceptionally effeative in the olaaaroom.. 11 The 
atrateg1ea tau9ht on the ninety minute videotape are; inquiry; 
ayneatics, role-playing, advance organizers, ooneapt attainment 
and eooperativ• leu~in9. 

"The fascinating ~hing about these six techniquaa," said Rabbi 
Mark Levine, Project Manager of•Lilmod ~Jan,!d "ia that they each 
have a. f il:'m foundation in traditional Jewish educational 
practices. In this aanse, n he continued, "we are teachin9 modern 
Jewish teachers how to reclaim an ~ducational tradition tha.t ha.a 
eharac~erizad Jewish learning for centuries." 

Or. Bruce Joyce, n,.t.1 anally reacgni&tJ,d educator and author of 
Models of Teaching, will attend a previewing aeaaion for tJ.lmocl 
Laianied whi(!h will be sponsored. by the Board. of Jewish Education 
on Monday, March 6th, trom 10:00AM to 12.00 noon. Dr. Joyce will 
lead a workshop for Jewish educators on the mod.els of teaching 
approach and ita ~&et upon students. 

Call the. SJ! office at 301-984-44S5 to register f or the seminar. 
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Reframing the 
School Reform 

Agenda 
Developing Capacity for 
School Transformation 

Refonns based on a behavioristic view of 
learning will never enable schools to meet rhe 
demands of the lnfomiarion Age, Ms. Darling
Hammond assens. lnsread, she suggests, 
refonn should begin with rhe asswnprion rhat 
students are not srando.rdized and reaching 
is not rouzine. 

BY LlNDA. 0ARLLNG,HAMMONO 

0 
VER THE last decade the rhetoric of school im
provement has changed from a language of 
school reform to a language of school restruc
turing. Efforts to make our current education 
system perform more efficiently have shifted co 

initiauves that aim for the fundamental redesign of schools. 
of approaches to te:i.ching and learning, and of goals for school
ing. Just ns the las, cenrury's transformation from an agrarian 
sociery to an industrial one made the one-room schoolhouse 
obsolete. replacing it with today's large school bureaucracies. 
so this century's movement into a higb-cechnology Informa
tion Age demands a new kind of education and new forms of 
school organization. 

There is little room in today's society for those who cannot 
manage complexity. find and use resources. and continually 
learn new technologies. approaches. and occupations. In con
trast to low-skilled work on assemblv lines. which was de
signed from above and implemented by means of routine pro
cedures from below, tomorrow's work sites will require em
ployees to frame problems, design Lheir own tasks. plan. con
struct, evaluate outcomes. and cooperate in finding novel solu
tions 10 problems.• Increasing social complexity also demands 

UNDA DARLJNG-HAMMOND is a professor of ed11ca1io11 and co
direaor of the National Center for Resm11:mring &Jucwion. Schools. 
and Teaching at Teachers Cu/lege. Columbia l:Jmvf!rs1ry. New York. 
N. Y. This anicle is based on a paper presented /11 /992 as w, im•ited 
address at the annual meeting uf rhe American £d11rnrio1wl Research 
A.ssocim1on. hf!ld in San Francisco. 
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citizens who can understand and evaluate multidimensional 
problems and alternatives and who can manage ever more 
demanding social systems. 

These changes signal a new mission for education - one 
that requires schools not merely to '"deliver instructional ser
vices" but to ensure that all students learn at high levels. In 
turn, the teacher's job is no longer to "cover the curriculum" 
but to enable diverse learners to construct their own knowl
edge and to develop their talents in effective and powerful 
ways. 

This changed mission for education requires a new model 
for school reform, one in which policy makers shift their ef
forts from designing controls intended to direct the system to 
devel.oping the capacity of schools and teachers to be respon
sible for student learning and responsive to student and com
munity needs, interests, and concerns. Capacity-building re
quires different policy tools and different approaches to 
producing, sharing, and using knowledge than those tradition
ally used throughout this century. 

COMPETING MODELS OF POLICY MAKING 

Over the last decade, hundreds of pieces of legislation have 
sought to improve schools by adding course requirements, in
creasing testing requirements, mandating new curriculum 
guidelines, and requiring new management processes for 
schools and districts. Similar reforms during the 1970s had 
tried to 'leacher-proof" schooling by centralizing textbook 
adoptions. mandating curriculum truides for each !!rade level 
and subject area, and developing rules and tests governing how 
children should be tracked into programs and promoted from 
grade to grade. 

These efforts are the most recent expressions of a model 
of school refonn put into place at the tum of the 20th century 
- a model grounded in the view of schools as bureaucracies 
run by carefully specified procedures that yield standard 
products (students). Based on faith in rationalistic organiza
tional behavior , in the power of rules to direct human action , 
and in the ability of researchers to discover the common proce
dures that will produce desired outcomes, 20th-century school 
reform has assumed that changing the design specifications 
for schoolwork will change the nature of education that is de
livered in classrooms - and will do so in the ways desired 
by policy make rs. 

This model fits with a behavioristic view of learning as the 
management of stimulus and response, easily controlled from 
outside the classroom by identifying exactly what is to be 
learned and breaking it up into small, sequential bits. How
ever , we now know that. far from being "blank slates" wait
ing to accumulate pieces of infonnation. learners actively con
struct their own knowledge in very different ways depending 
on what they already know or understand to be true, what they 
have experienced, and how they perceive and interpret new 
information. Furthermore, learners construct this .knowledge 
in a much more holistk and experiential fashion than is as
sumed by the sequenced teaching packages. worksheets, tex.ts, 
and basal readers typical of the old approach to teaching and 
learning., 

To foster meaningful learning, teachers must construct ex-
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periences that allow Students to confront powerful ideas whole. 
They must create bridges between the very different experi
ences of individual learners and the common curriculum goals. 
They must use a variety of approaches to build on the con
ceptions, cultures, interests, motivations, and learning mode!> 
of their students. They must understand how their students 
think as well as what they know. 

This more complex approach to teaching requires that teach
e rs combine deep knowledge of subject maner and a wide 
repertoire of teaching strategies with intimate knowledge of 
students' growth, experience, and development.3 Furthermore, 
if schools are to be responsive to the different needs and tal
ents of diverse learners, they must be organized to allow for 
variability rather than to assume uniformity. Teachers must 
diversify their practice so that they can engage each of their 
students in whatever ways are necessary to encourage learning. 

These tasks suggest a radically different approach to educa
tional improvement. Rather than seek to make the current sys
tem of schooling perform more efficiently by standardizing 
practice, school reform efforts must focus on building the ca
pacity of schools and teachers to undertake tasks they have 
never before been called upon to accomplish. Schools and 
teachers must work to ensure that all students learn to think 
critically, to invent, to produce, and to solve problems. Be
cause this goal requires responding to students' no~ tandard
ized needs, it far exceeds what teacher-proof curricula or 
administrator-proof management processes could ever accom
plish. 

Reformc that rely on the- tranc;formativt" power of individu
als LO rethink their practice and to redesign their institulions 
can be accomplished only by investing in individual and or
ganizational learning, in the human capital of the educational 
enterprise - the knowledge, skills, and dispositions of teachers 
and administrators, as well as those of parents and communi
ty members. The new reforms also demand attention to equi
ty in the distribution of those educational resources that build 
school capacity, including well-qualified teachers support
ed by adequate materials and decent conditions for teaching 
and learning. The dramatic inequalities thal currently exist in 
American schools cannot be addressed by pretending that man
dating and measuring are the same thing as improving schools. 

The shift in our approach to school reform began during 
what has come to be known as the second wave of reform in 
the 1980s, which emphasized the need to improve education 
by decentralizing and professionalizing teaching. by invest
ing in the knowledge and skills of educators rather than in 
prescriptions for uniform practice. 1n response. many states 
and districts have begun to experiment with decentralized 
decision-malcing structures, such as site-based management 
and shared decision making. If these innovations are to suc
ceed. however. they require highly educated and well-prepared 
teachers who can make sound decisions about curriculum, 
teaching, and school policy. 

lndeed. all the solutions to the problems cited by education's 
critics are constrained by the availability of talented leachers, 
by the knowledge and capacities those teachers possess. and 
by the school condition.<; that define how that knowledge can 
be used. Rais ing graduation requirements ii1 mathematics. sci
ence. and foreign language. for example. is of little use if we 
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do not have an adequate number of qualified teachers to teach 
those subjects. Exhon.:nions to improve sruden!S' higher-order 
thinking will accomplish linle without able teachers who know 
how to engender such thinking and who reach in an environ
ment that supports rather than undennines such learning. Con
cerns about -at-riskr children - those who drop out. tune out. 
and fall behind - cannot be addressed without teachers who 
are prepared to understand and meet the needs of srudents who 
come to school with varying learrung styles. from diverse fam
ily situations. and with differing beliefs about themselves and 
about what school means for them. 

AT THIS ~IO~IENT WE HAVE TWO 

VERY DIFFERENT THEORIES OF 

SCHOOL REFORM WORKING IN PAR.AL-

LEL - AND SOMETIMES .\T CROSS-

PURPOSES - TIIROUGHOUT TIIE U.S. 

Though these arguments may sound persuasive, it is impor
tant to realize I.hat American education has been down this path 
before. The criticisms of current educ:ition refonners - :h::t 
our schools provide most children with an education that is 
too rigid. too passive. and too rote-oriented to produce learn
ers who can think critically, synthesize and transfonn. experi
ment and create - are virtually identical to those of the 
..l~ogressives at lhe rum of the century, in the 1930s, and again 
in the 1960s. Many current reforms were pursued in each of 
these eras: the interdisciplinary curriculum; team teaching; 
cooperative learning; the use of projects. ponfolios, and oth
er .. alternative assessments"; and a "thinking" curriculum aimed 
at developing higher-order performances and cognitive skills. 
Indeed. with the addition of a few computers, John Dewey's 
1900 vision of the 20th-century ideal• is virtually identical to 
current scenarios for 21st-century schools.5 

These effons, aimed at more child-centered teaching and 
::-iore universal, high-qualiry education, were killed by underin
vesonent in teacher knowledge and school c~paciry. Lawrence 
Cremin argues that ~Progressive educ:3tion . . . demanded in
finitely skilled teachers, and it failed because such teachers 
could not be recruited in sufficient numbers. "6 Because of 
this failure, in each of its iterations Progressivism gave way 
to standardizing influences: the efficiency movement of the 
l920s. the teacher-proof curricula of the l950s, and the uback
to-basicsft movement of the 1970s and 1980s. Disappointment 
with the outcomes of these attempts at rationalizing school 
i;r.x edures led in each instance to re newed criticisms of 
schools and attempts to restructure them. Current efforts at 
school refonn are also likely to fail unless they are built on 
a foundation of teaching knowledge and are sustained by a 
COmmitmeru to structural rather than merely symbolic change. 

At this moment we have two very dif!"erent theories of school 

reform working in parallel - and sometimes at cross-purposes 
- throughout the U.S. The first focuses on tightening the con
trols: more courses. more tests. more directive curricula. more 
!>"undards enforced by more rewards and more sanctions. Some 
versions of recent national testing proposals follow this model, 
as do several states' versions of school reform legislation. 
These approaches essentially assume that the basic problem 
is a lack of focus. direction. and effort on the pan of school
people. In o rganizational management terms. this is the The
ory X of school policy. 

The second theory anends more to the capacities of teachers 
and to the development of schools as inquiring, collaborative 
o rganizations than to changes in mandated curricula or man
agement systems. Policies built on this theory include efforts 
to strengthen teacher education, licensing, and certification 
processes: co create knowledge-building institutions. such as 
professional development schools: to decentralize school de
cision making while supporting teacher Leaming; to rethink 
local assessment practices: and to create networks of teachers 
and schools. While this model of educational improvement 
emerges. however. the old one remains in force, and the edu
cation system is pulled in opposite directions. 

A COLLISl0:-1 COURSE FOR SCHOOL CHANGE 

The re are many examples of these opposing forces. One is 
apparent in heavily regulated New York State. where a new 
-compact for Leaming· exhorts schools to set their own goals, 
:c .::-:; ::;.: . :1 .,~!':cu:-c~.:d ,clhinl.ing ..nJ .-i:Je:.1gn. ,o u.:vdop 
alternative assessments of student learning, to "teach for un
dcrst:mding • through interdisciplinary team teaching and 
cooperative learning, and to develop more personalized learn
ing environments. Yet at the same time the curriculum is strait
jacketed by RegentS courses and testing requirements, which 
are not interdisc.iplinary or inquiry-based. and by directive syl
labi that often maintain the view that teaching means trans
mitting information co be memorized within the context of 
traditional age-graded. single-discipline companments. Prac
titioners are well aware that there is an unresolved tension be
tween the policy framework chat currently exists and the poli
cy desires that are being voiced in the rhetoric of school-based 
reform. Until the new vision is more fully enacted. practition
ers, parents, and students will live in a state of policy conilict. 

Top-down directives are based on the presumption that 
teache rs cannot be trusted to make sound decisions about cur
riculum and teaching. Clearly. school-led innovations will re
quire knowledge building for at least two purposes: co enable 
more challenging forms of teaching and co disarm negative 
presumptions about teachers. Meanwhile, however. capacity
building mechanisms - such as staff development programs. 
te:icher education investments. and supports for school change 
- are funded much less well than activities designed to con
trol the curriculum. Recently, New York Smte's mentor teacher 
program and its teacher centers . which had formed the bed
rock of the state·s professional development program. were 
eliminated in a round of budget cuts. The e_xperience in many 
other stares is similar: ambitious and well-intentioned refonns 
are enacted while opporrunities for people to le:im new prac
tices are being cur back. 
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Ironically, the understandings about human learning that 
have informed the development of new approaches to curric
ulum do not appear to have informed the process of policy 
implementation yel. Teachers are expected to change their be
liefs, knowledge, and actions as a result of a change process 
that consists primarily of the issuance of a statement and the 
adoption of new regulations or curriculum packages. This ap
proach to policy implementation clearly cannot achieve the 
goals of reform. 

The responses of school practitioners to polkies depend on 
a wide array of environmental factors: local resources, stu
dent needs, community expectations for schools, competing 
priorities and ideologies, and previously passed pol.icies, many 
of which stand as direct or indirect obstacles to the pursuit 
of the intentions of new policies. Speaking of teachers' en
counters with newly arrived "improvements," Penelope Peter
son notes, "The pedagogical slate is never clean."7 

A massive geological dig would be required to unearth the 
tangled influences that created the many layers of policy that 
people in schools must now contend with. These influences 
make the serious implementation of new policies difficult. even 
impossible, without excavation and reform of what has gone 
before. 

One example is the set of recently developed curriculum 
frameworks in California that aim to promote a more concep
tual, constructivist approach to teaching and learning. Re
searchers who examined the implementation of the new math
ematics framework discovered that it collided with several ex
is~i:i~ poli:ic~. One \\·as the s~t~ system o~ s~h:.:;d.:zc~ test· 
ing, which values algorithmic knowledge and rote perform
ances rather than those deeper Wlderstandings sought by the 
new framework. As one teacher explained: 

Teaching for understanding is what we are supposed to be do
ing . ... It's difficult to test, folks. That is the bonom line .... 
They want me to teach in a way that they can't test. Except 
that I'm held accountable to the test. It's a Catch-22.8 

Not only is the kind of teaching required to achieve the goals 
of the mathematics framework different from that required to 
achieve the goals of the current standardiz.ed tests. but the type 
of teaching that allows students to puz.z.le and d.elve deeply, 
to experience and explore alternatives, may require tradeoffs 
- at least in the short term - between breadth and depth of 
content coverage. The same teacher reads and comments on 
a statement from the framework:·· 'Teaching for understand
ing .. . takes longer to learn: Hey, if I were spending the 
time to really get these kids to learn it, I might be several pages 
back."9 

This is the reality of classroom life in most schools, where 
the press of teaching is "'getting throughfl the curriculum, even 
if the students are being left behind (or left numb and unen
gaged) as the curriculum marches on, page by page and day 
by day. Contrast this approach with the mathematics curricu
lum framework in Japan, which, for a major portion of an 
entire year in the early middle grades, focuses on "deepening 
the understanding of integer. .. 1t assumes that the goal is co 
learn to think mathematically rather than to cover large num
bers of problems. memorizing facts and algorithms along the 
way. 
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A second policy collision is occasioned by the earlier in
troduction in a number of California districts of certain "di
rect instruction" models for teaching and teacher evaluation. 
The Achievement for Basic Skills Program is used in some 
schools, and Madeline Hunter's Instructional Theory into Prac
tice model is used in others. Where such programs constitute 
heavy influences on teaching and evaluation, teachers feel that 
they constrain their abilities to use student-centered, inquiry
oriented strategies of instruction. Both of the models rve men
tioned assume a teacher-directed classroom, strucrured by brisk 
presentations of lessons followed by guided practice and evalu
ation of mastery. These models' implicit view of teaching and 
learning is quite different from one that envisions a classroom 
in which exploration guides students to their own discovery 
and testing of concepts, and right answers are not the -only 
goal of instruction. 

Although teachers could sense the curricular conflict that 
had been produced by this layering of policies, neither the state 
nor the districts seemed particularly aware of the dilemma or 
prepared to help teachers deal with it. And where instruction
al policies are enacted at the state level, local districts do not 
have the authority to resolve the discrepancies between con
flicting state mandates. 

This can create a kind of Alice in Wonderland world in 
which people ultimately begin to nod blithely at the inevita
bility of incompatible eventS - a world in which educators 
ceasz to try to make sense of their environment for themselves 
as professionals or for their students. They have to explain 
th~ p:o:::::Ju:-;: .• :.::i..! poli ;:i::::. th:.:: siud::~t: ::r.:oc::1:::~ nnl) ir. 
terms of what some faceless . external, and presumably non
rat:onal "they'" say we have to do. 
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When teachers are unable to help students make sense of 
the school environment. che studentS (and often lhetr teachers 
as well) become a.lienated. Young people :ire very good al iden
Lifying things that do not -make sense~ and rejecting them. 
They find other ways by which co organize their time, their 
thinking. and lheir lives. Solving the problem of contradicto
ry policies is a prerequisite for solving the problems of stu
dent t:ngagemcm and le:iming in schools. 

IMPLICATIONS OF COMPETING MODELS 

The two very different streams of policy that are creating 
such cognitive dissonance in teachers stem from radicaHy 
different notions of how srudents learn and what is required 
for effective teaching. 10 In one view. students are raw mate
rial to be -processed" by schools according to specific:itions 
dictated by schedules. programs. courses, and ex.it tests. 
Teachers administer the procedures 10 the srudents assigned 
to them. using the tools they are given: textbooks, curricu
lum guidelines. lists of objecrives, course syllabi. Correctly 
defining the procedures is the key to edueat.iqnal improvement. 
If the outcomes are not satisfactory, lhe solution is to provide 
more detailed prescriptions for practice and to monitor irn
plemenLation more carefully. 

There are no problems of practice in this view. There are 
only problems of implementation. As a consequence, we have 
created a superstrucrure of regulatory offices that prescribe 
a variety of practices and design a range of programs: they 
:nsj:~::~ Jnd .nonitor, re1.:.:iv..-: rcpom anu audit them. in audi
tion to reducing options for meeting students' needs, this ap
proach Jrains resources out of classrooms into penpheraJ 
offices at the edges of the core teaching/ learning enterprise: 
only half of education professionals are classroom teachers, 
and a much smaller share of our total resources makes its way 
to classrooms than is true in most other indusnialized coun
tries. 11 These countries invest more in supporting the work 
of "front-Line workers" in schools than in trying to inspect, 
monitor. and control that work. 

Because this view assumes that students are standardized 
and that educational treaanents can be prescnoed, it does not 
view teachers as needing expertise. Thus most major teach
ing decisions are banded down through policy and encapsu
lated in packaged teaching materials. lt is better that teachers 
not be especially "empowered," because correct implementa
tion depends on a certain degree of uniformity controlled from 
above. There is no rationale in this conception of teaching for 
substantial teacher preparation, induction, or professional de
velopment, aside from "inservicing" designed to ensure more 
exact implementation of prescribed teaching procedures. There 
is no need and little use for professional knowledge and judg
ment or for collegial consultation and planning. 

As a consequence of this view, "real teaching" in American 
schools consists of teaching large groups of students, often 
one after another in five or six batches of 30. Anything else 
that a teacher does is considered "released time." Time is rarely 
available for planning, for working with other colleagues on 
changes in the school organization, for meeting individually 
with students or paren.cs, and for working on the development 
of curriculum or assessment measures - activities that are 

not considered pan of the teacher's main job. 
ln contrast. teachers in most countries work with large 

groups of students only 15 to 20 hours per week and spend 
the other 20 to 30 hours per week working individually with 
students and parents. planning and consulting with other teach
ers. and developing curriculum and assessments. The concep
tion of teaching in these countries assumes that collegial work 
is the basis for instructional decisions and actions rather than 
that individual assembly line workers process "products" pass
ing by on a conveyor belt. 

T 11E VIEW TIIAT UNDERPlNS THE 

NEW P.\R.\DlQ;\I FOR SCIIOOL REFOR.\l 

ST.\RTS FROM THE ASSilllPTIONS THAT 

STUDENTS ARE X0T STANDARDIZED 

.\ND TII.\T TEACIIIXG IS ~OT ROUTINE. 

It is the logic of our assembly line approach to teachfag that 
has allowed U.S. policy makers to avoid investine substantial 
resources m teacher preparauon or in teacher salaries. U.S. 
teacher preparation programs typically spend less per student 
than other schools or departments in most of our universi
ties. ii U.S. teachers earn about 30% less than other college
educated workers with the same amount of experience. There 
is no need to invest in rigorous preparation of teachers if there 
is nothing of value to be learned. There is no reason to anend 
to the abilities of those recruited and retained in teaching if 
these are only marginally related to the outcomes of school
ing. If we can fut teaching by developing better regulations, 
there is no need to produce better-educated teachers. 

One of the most extreme versions of this viewpoint has been 
implemented in one of the nation's largest urban school dis~ 
tricts. in which teachers are supplied with a K-12 standardized 
curriculum outlining the scope and sequence for instruction 
in each subject in each grade, complete with a pacing sched
ule showing how much time teachers should spend on each 
topic as well as lesson plans for each day of the school year. 
Grading standards are also prescribed. showing how much 
weight teachers should give to each type of assignment (the 
assignments are also specified) and how they should calculate; 
grades. Promotion standards are determined by standardized 
tests, which were developed to match the curriculum. The as
sumption is that marclling the students through these pr,oce
dure-s is all that is necessary co ensure learning. 

The second view of reaching and learning, the view thar un
derpins the new paradigm for school reform, starts from the 
assumptions that students are not standardized and that teach
ing is not routine. Consonant with recent research on teach
ing and learning, this view acknowledges that effective teach
ing tecbniques will vary for students with different learning 
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styles, with differently devr;loped intelligences, or at differ
ent stages of cognitive and psychological development; for dif
ferent subject areas; and for different instructional goals. Far 
from following standardized instructional packages, teachers 
must base their judgments on knowledge of learning theory 
and pedagogy, of child development and cognition, and of cur
riculum and assessment. They must then connect this knowl
edge to the understandings, dispositions, and conceptions that 
individual students bring with them to the classroom. 

Thinking about teaching and learning along these lines sug
gests a very different approach to education reform. lt also 
suggests a very different relationship between research and 
practice - and between researchers and practitioners. Among 
the major sources of conflict in the history of educational re
search in this century are issues concerning the typeS of knowl
edge sought and the uses to which knowledge should be put. 
ls the goal to discover unvarying relationships between educa
tional processes and outcomes and then to use that knowledge 
to create the "one best system" of educational practice and thus 
control curriculum and teaching?1J Or is knowledge to be 
used for illuminating the complexities of human learning for 
the purpose of enriching teachers' own thinking about their 
practice and empowering them to see teaching and learning 
through many lenses? 

In the first instance, researchers produce knowledge for poli
cy makers and administrators who use it to create the right 
design specifications . They then "impar.- knowledge, usually 
in memo form or on inservice training days, to teachers who 
an. ,c, a.b:.vrc i; an.:! u!>c ;: ir. ;aid) straightforv.·::,c way~. In 
the second instance. knowledge is produced with and for 
teachers. 

John Dewey's quest for the sources of a .. science of educa
tion" was motivated by the desire to enrich the teacher's ca
pacity for understanding and intelligent decision making rather 
than to control the teacher's behavior. Dewey argued that those 
who thought scientific study would ultimately result in a 
"'uniformity of procedure" misunderstood the problem: 

Command of scientific methods and systematized subject 
maner liberates individuals: it enables them to see new prob
lems. devise new procedures. and. in general. makes for diver
sification rather than for set uniformity. . . . This knowledge 
and understanding render [the teacher's) practice more imcJ
Jigem, more flexible. and beaer adapted to deal effectively with 
concrete phenomena of practice .... Seeing more relations 
he sees more possibilities, more opponunities. His ability to 
judge being enriched, be has a wider range of alternatives to 
select from in dealing with individual situations. 1' 

Contrary to the efforts of many recent reforms to translate 
research findings into uniform and unvarying rules for prac
tice. Dewey argued that "no conclusion of scientific research 
can be convened into an immediate rule of educational an." 
Educational practice. according to Dewey, is always highly 
complex and contains "many other conditions and factors than 
are ind uded in the scientific finding. The significance of one 
factor for educational practice can be determined only a\i it 
is balanced with many other factors. "is 

This is essentially the same conclusion that Lee Cronbach 
and others reached when they investigated the relationships 
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between specific teaching treatments and student outcomes, 
even after adjusting for "'aptitudes" or characteristics of stu
dents. Cronbach discovered that interaction effects that may 
be identified from research on teaching a re not confined to 

T HE PRESCRIPTIVE POLICIES FOR 

TEACHER EVALUATION THAT EXIST 

IN MA!\TY STATES ACTUALLY IMPEDE 

TEACHERS FROM TEACHING 

RESPONSIVELY AND EFFECTIVELY. 

easily translatable two- or even three-way inte~ctions, thus 
limiting the prospects of achieving generalizable rules for prac
tice: 

An A TI (aptitude-treatment interaction) result can be taken 
as a general conclusion only if it is not in tum mode.rated by 
further variables .... Once we attend to interae1jons, we en
ter a hall of mirron, thal exLcnd~ to infinit) .... 16 

Cronba:::h concluded tha: the search fo:- c:npiric:il generali
zations "in a world in which most effects are interactive" shoold 
give way to "response-sensitive" research. which takes excep
tions seriously and makes continual adjustments on the basis 
of individual, context-specific responses. 

This is precisely what teachers must do every day. They 
must adapt and respond on the basis of individual needs and 
interactions to a complex. ever-changing set of circumstances 
- taking into account the real knowledge and experiences of 
learners. including their cultures, their communities, and the 
conditions in which they live. Yet this is what many current 
school reform policies seek to prevent teachers from doing. 

In addition to h.ighJy prescriptive curriculum and testing poli
cies. such as those described above. the prescriptive policies 
for teacher evaluation that exist in many states actually im
pede teachers from teaching responsively and effectively. One 
such policy, adopted in several states, requires that teachers 
be .rated as "ineffective" for engaging in practices that take into 
account the needs and interests of their students.17 Despite re
search that suggests the importance of linking classroom work 
to students' personal experiences. the Florida Performance 
Measurement System (FPMS) codes as "ineffective" any teach
er questions that ~calJ for personal opinion or that are answered 
from personal experience." The coding manual notes that "these 
questions may sometimes serve useful or even necessary pur
poses; however, they should be tallied here [in the ineffective 
column] since they do not move the class work along academ
ically. "18 

Even though the research underlying the development of the 
FPMS was assembled in a very thoughtful and carefully rea
soned research summary. the instrument it.self frequently con-
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travenes these findings. Rather than try to put 1he research 
knowledge inco the hands of teachers for use in making com
plex judgments. the policy sought to summarize it in a few 
simple and unvarying rules for practice to be used in the ad
mjniscrarive control of teaching. 

The FPMS. which has been borrowed by a number of oth
er states. is littered with statements suggesting that beginning 
teachers should be prepared to be insensitive to the students 
they tc:ich and ignorant of a broader knowledge base on teach
ing. Robert Floden and Hans K.linzing·s conclusion is on the 
mark: 

T r:uning teachers to follow a fixed set of prescriptions dis• 
courages teachers from adapting their instruction 10 the par• 
ticular subjeccs and stu<lentS they are teaching. Hence. the in
structional effectiveness of teachers given such training is un
likely to be at a high level. 19 

A 21ST-CENTURY MODEL OF SCHOOL REFORM 

If we a:re to move to a new model of school reform. we must 
reframe the reform agenda by reducing prescriptions for prac
tice while investing in new forms of professional development, 
policy development, and political development. 

Professional development. Supporting the type of practition
er knowledge that can inform teachers' judgments in complex 
situations is critical. Such knowledge can be sustained through 
continued investment in and strengthening of preservice teach
er education as well as through investment in ongoing profl!S
sional development. One of the most puzzling funding deci
sions by legislatures, government agencies, and foundations 
is the frequent conclusion that limited resources should be spent 
exclusively on inservice teacher education - sprinkling tiny 

"Impoverished parents, impoverished students, impov
erished alumni of this great impoverished university ... • 

droplets of resources among 110,000 individual schools -
rather than on concentrated efforts to improve schools of edu
cation. only 500 of which prepare 80% of all teachers in this 
country. 

The issue of teacher preparation is particularly important 
today. because there will be 2.5 milJjon classroom vacancies 
10 be filled over the next decade - and nearly the same num
ber in the following decade. It would be shonsighted not to 
seize this opportunity to improve teacher education programs 
so that all of them can prepare reflective practitioners, able 
to teach students knowledgeably and responsively. Efforts to 
restructure teacher education by redesigning curriculum and 
estabHshlng professional development schools are already un
der way in Holmes Group institutions and many others. If ac
creditation and licensing standards are strengthened and a com
mjunent is made to invest in program development, aJI insti
tutions that educate teachers should be enabled to prepare 
teachers for learner-centered schools. 

The new emphases in teacher education will be enhanced 
by research and development efforcs that generate and dis
seminate knowledge that is useful to teachers and constructed 
with teachers. Continued research that digs deeply into the 
textures of teaching and the nuances of teachers' thinking will 
augment OUT understanding of subject-matter pedagogy; of cur
riculum building; of teacher learning; of student learnmg; of 
links between intelligence, perfonnance, assessment, and 
classroom practice; and of successful reacher education. Such 
research can also help create more mearungful and sensitive 
~m~nc.s 01 teachers' knowleage tor licensing, certification, 
and evaluation systems. 

At lhe same time, policy makers and practitioners need 
to find ways to support collegial discourse and inquiry in 
schools. Teachers should have opportunities to engage in peer 
coach.i.og, team planning and teaching, and collaborative re
search that enables them to construct new means for inquir
ing into their practice. Participation in professional commu
nities through school and teacher networks also deepens teach
ers' understanding. 

Ann Lieberman and Milbrcy McLaughlin note that teacher 
networks - such as the Foxfire Teacher Networks, the Ur
ban Mathematics Collaboratives, and the North Dakota Study 
Group - can transform practice and create professional com
munities by inspiring teachers to solve problems, take risks, 
assume ownership of their teaching, and exercise leadership 
in their schools. Lieberman and McLaughlin comment: 

The coruexr in which educarional change is pursued is every
thing. Many policies are based on 3SSUmptions about contexts 
for reform that do not take into account the alternative that 
networks offer. Instead of targeting individuals and attempt
ing to provide them with new s.lcills or perspectives, networks 
concentrate on building comnuuiiiies of teacherlkamers. It is 
thus critical !hat policy makers and others approach teacher 
networks oot from the standpoint of management and control, 
but from that of the nonns and agreemerus of communal rela
tions. 20 

This collective perspective has to penneate the entire process 
of organizational development in order to create schools that 
can focus on learners. 
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Policy deve/Qpme.n1. State licensing and evaluation standards 
that embody conceptions of the type of teacher knowledge 
needed for adaptive and reflective practice are key to build
ing the foundation of a new model of school reform. In addi
tion to redesigned preprofessional programs, internship op
portunities in restructured schools are crucial for new teachers; 
ideally, they should occur in professional development schools. 
Minnesota is the first state 10 require - and 10 begin 10 fund 
- such opponunities. A number of other states are consider
ing doing so. 

Policies that will build capacity in schools must include the 
equalization of school funding, so that adequate investments 
wiU be made in the capacity of all schools to offer a thinking 
curriculum and to employ well-qualified and weU-supponed 
teachers. Without such investments, current rhetoric about 
Mworld-class standards., and new kinds of assessment will 
perpetrate yet another cruel hoax on chlldren in schools that 
haven't the remoteSt chance of offering "world-class" educa
tion with the resources they command. 

Policies can also promote organizational development by 
supponing dialogue and shared decision making, along with 
opportunities for professional development and reflection. 
Policies should encourage and allow schools to strucrure shared 
planning rime for teachers to engage in dialogue about prac
tice and for collective inquiry into what is working well and 
how srudentS can be bener served. States and districts should 
also fund time for teacher development outside the boundaries 
of the traditional school year. For example, South Carolina 
fund!. ar. :idditional I() d?v• Tler vear for teacher.; to eneaee 
in planning and professio·oa1· de~elopment. • • 

Political development. By ·political development" 1 mean 
the ways in which groups of people develop shared goals and 
understandings - a broad consensus about the kind of educa
tion they want for chlldren. Schools today largely function by 
submerging talk about those things that are likely to be most 
controversial - and thus are likely to be most important. De
bates about the most fundamental concerns of teaching and 
learning are typically squashed - or tacitly agreed to be out 
of line - in faculty meetings, parent/teacher organization 
meetings, and other gatherings of members of the school com
munity. 

Schools have tried to implement bureaucratic rules and 
procedures by burying the dialogue that would allow reaJ prob
lems to emerge. A fragile agreement to maintain the silence 
allows us to keep on going without struggling to detennine 
what we want from our srudents and what that requires from 
our schools. Consequently. we have failed to form true com
munities in most of our educational inStiturions. 

The foundation of genuine accountability - one of the most 
frequently used words in the school reform lexicon - is the 
capacity of individual schools: I) to organize themselves to 
prevent students from falling through the cracks, 2) to create 
means for continual collegial inquiry (in which hard questions 
are posed regarding what needs to change in order for individu
als and groups of students to succeed). and 3) 10 use authority 
responsibly to make the changes necessary. No testing pro
gram can produce this kind of accountability. It will occur only 
if we find ways to empower, encourage. and allow schools 
to build an inquiry ethic, a community of discourse in the 
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school. that is focused on students and their needs rather than 
on the implementation of rules and procedures. 

This kind of accountability also requires a substantial amount 
of local control over school procedures and over the assess-

S c1100LS I IA VE TRIED To 

IMPLEMENT BUREAUCRATIC RULES 

AND PROCEDURES BY BURYING THE 

DIALOGUE THAT WOULD ALLOW 

REAL PROBLEMS TO EMERGE. 

ment of outcomes. One of the things we are learning in our 
work at NCREST (the National Center for Restrucruring Edu
cation, Schools, and Teaching) is that local school engage
ment in developing alternative fonns of student assessment 
turns out to be a powerful tool for organizational develop
ment. 21 There are ripple effects throughout the entire school 
organization when teachers begin to ask questions such as 
these: What do we want students to be able to do~ How will 
we know if they can do those things? What can we develop 
as a means lor evaJuaung tne ir knowlrwgc; anti abilitic:. in ar. 
authentic way? How do we develop shared views of what con
stitutes competence? How will we help studentS get there? Ul
timately, these questions drive transformative changes in cur
riculum, in collegial discourse, and in the ways in which the 
organization focuses on students. 

For this reason the question of who controls assessment is 
one of the major dimensions of the current debate about as
sessment reform. Even the most challenging and thought
provoking perfonnance-based assessmentS will fail to trans· 
form schools if they are externally mandated and delivered. 
If some significant ponion of the assessment process does not 
suppon teachers, students, and parents in their efforts to de
fine themselves as a lea.ming community, then the possibili
ties for organizational change and improvement will once again 
be wrested away from schools. The engine for school change 
- the catalyst for a community's political and educational de
velopment - will have been removed once again from the lo
cal school arena, where it must reside if it is to be effective. 

The Eight-Year Study, conducted by the Progressive Edu
cation Association in the 1930s. illustrates the significance of 
this kind of community building. During those years, a group 
of 30 experimental schools pu1 into place nearly alJ of the var
ious reforms we are once again talking about. Three hundred 
colleges and universities agreed to accept students from these 
schools based on teacher recommendations and student prod
ucts rather than on test scores and Carnegie units. From its 
evaluation of nearly 1.500 matched pairs of studen~ from 
experimental and nonexperimental schools, the study demon
strated that. on virrually any dimension of student develop-
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ment and performance - from academic honors to civic and 
social responsibility. according to the judgmenrs of profes
sors. teachers. or others - lhe students from experimental 
schools outperformed those from traditional schools.21 

Most important. Lhe srudy found that the most successful 
schools were characterized not by the particular innovation 
they had adopted but by their willingness to search and strug
gle in pursuit of valid objectives. new strategies. and new 
forms of ::lSsessment.::.i It was the process of coUective strug
gle I.hat produced the vitality, the shared vision, and the con
viction th.at allowed these schools to redesign education in fun
damentaUy different ways. lf the processes and outcomes of 
education are already defined by those outside of the schools. 
there is nothing left to talk abouc. Thus the removal of local 
responsibility for thinking things through deprives schools and 
communities of the opportunity to engage in the ldnd of em
powering and enlivening dialogue that motivates change. 

Therefore. we need policies that allow and encourage 
schools to engage in the kind of democratic dialogue that 
fosters the development of a polity, a community with shared 
purpose. As Dewey suggested: 

There is more uun a verbal tic between the words common. 
community, and communication. [People) live in a commu
ruty in virtue of th.e things which they have m common; and 
communication is the way in which they come to possess things 
in common. What they must have in common in order to fonn 
a community or society are aims, beliefs, aspirations. knowl
edge - a common understanding - like-mindedness as the 
sociologists say. Such thin~s cannoL be oassed ohvsically from 
one to another, like bncks; they cannot be shared as persons 
would share a pie by dividing it into physical pieces. . . . Con
sensus requires commurucaaon. 

Not only is social life idenrical with communication, but all 
communication (and hence all genuine social life) is educa
tive .... One shares in what another has thought and felt and 
insofar, meagerly or amply, has his own attitude modilied. . . . 
It may fairly be said. therefore, that any social arrangement 
that remains vitally social, or vitally shared, is educative to 
those who participate in it. 2A 

The new model of school reform must seek to develop com
munities of learning grounded in communities of democratic 

"I'm looking forward to gening our of the dorm and on 
my own. By the way, is my old room ready for mer 

discourse. It is only in this way that communities can come 
to want for all their children what they would want for their 
moSt advantaged - an education for empowerment and an edu
cation for freedom. 
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TO: CHAIM BOTWINICK, STEVE CHERVIN, RUTH COHEN, INA 
REGOSIN 

FROM: GAIL DORPH 

RE: CIJE -- LEAD COMMUNITY CONSULTATION, MARCH 8, 9 

CC: JANICE AL~, MARCI DICKMAN, ALAN HOFFMANN, 
BARRY HOLTZ, GINNY LEVI, NESSA RAPOPORT 

2/28/95 

In preparation for our meetings next week, please think about how you want to 
share the following three issues which will serve as the framework for our 
agenda on Wednesday: 

1. The personnel action planning process in your community 
2. "The Map" of Current Inservice offerings( and your analysis of 

strengths and weaknesses) 
3. "Your Communal Personnel Action Plan (The Map) in the Year 

2000" 

I am enclosing two articles by Judith Warren-Little. I have selected them 
because of their approriateness to the topics that we are discussing. Both deal 
with issues of professional development. One characterizes the nature of 
professional development; the other describes the differences between 
professional development initiatives which effect long lasting changes and 
those that do not. 

On Thursday, our schedule will be as follows: 

9:00 - 11 :00 --Presentations and Clarifying Questions: 

I have each of our guests (Robert Abramson, Aharon Eldar, Robert Hirt, Kerry 
Olitsky to take about 20 minutes to describe the ways in which their 
organization is organized to deal with issues of in-service planning and 
implementation. There would then be a l O -15 minute of clarifying questions. 

P.O. liox 94553. Cleveland. Ohio 44 101 • Phone: (216) 391-1852 • fax: (216) 391-5430 
IJ .f8st £6(// Street. New Yorg, NY JOOJ0-1519 • Phone: (£If) 5JNJ60 • fu: (ilf) JJf.£646 



11 :00 - 1 :00 --Planning Discussion 

During the second part of the morning, I would like to engage in a discussion 
about possible appropriate collaborative efforts in the development and 
implementation of communal personnel action plans. 

We will then have lunch. I have invited our guests to join us for lunch if it is 
possible. 

We will then have time to discuss what we have learned in the morning 
session and how this adds to the picture and planning that we have done on 
Wednesday and plan our next steps. 

P.S. 

Mazal Tov to Marci on the birth of a baby boy. We are delighted by his 
arrival but sorry that his presence precludes Marci's presence at our meeting. 

Janice is also sorry she will not be able to join us for these meetings. She 
already had commitments for these days when we set them in January. 
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TO: ROBERT ABRAMSON, AHARON ELDAR, ROBERT HIRT, KERRY 
OLITSKY 

FROM: GAIL DORPH 

RE: CIJE - LEAD COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 

2/28/95 

I want to share with you the two articles that I have sent to the participants in 
next week's meeting. They are both by Judith Warren-Little. 1 have selected 
them because of their approriateness to the topics that we are discussing. 
Both deal with issues of professional development. One characterizes the 
nature of professional development; the other describes the differences 
between professional development initiatives which effect long lasting 
changes and those that do not. 

Looking foxward to seeing you on March 9th at 9:00 am at the CIJE offices. 
Please let Robin Mencher (532-2360, ext. 440) know if you will be joining us 
for lunch at 1 :00. I hope your schedule will indeed be flexible enough for you 
to do so. 
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Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis 
Summer 1993;· Vol. 15, No. 2, pp. 129- 151 

Teachers' Professional Development in a Climate 
of Educational Reforin 

Judith Warren Little 
University of California, Berkeley 

This essay posits a probl.em of /ii among five streams of ref onn and prevailing configurations of 
teachers' professional development. It argues tha't the dominant training-and-coaching model~ 
focused on expanding an individual repertoire of well-defined classroom practlc~i.s not ade~ 
quate to the conceptions or requirements of teaching embedded in present refonn iniliaJives. 
Subject matter collaboratives tind other emerging altunaJives are found to embody six prindpla 
that stand up to the complexity of refonns in subject matter teaching, equity, assessment, school 
organization, and the professfcnalization of teaching. The principles fonn criteria for assessing 
professional development policus and practices. 

This ~ay posits a problem of "fit" among 
five streams of reform and prevailing configu
rations of teachers' professonal development. 
It argues that the dominant training model of 
teachers' professional . development-a 
model focused primarily on expanding an in
dividual repertoire of well-defined and skill
ful · classroom practicHs not adequate to 
the ambitious visions of teaching and school
ing embedded in present reform initiatives. 
Emerging alternatives to the training model, 
though small in scale, embody assumptions 
about teacher learning and the transforma
tion of schooling that ~ppear more fully com
patible with the complex demands of reform 
and the equally comp le~ contexts of teaching. 

The essay begins by posing some of the 
ways in which current reform movements 
shape challenges, possibilities, and con
straints for teachers' professional develop
ment. The second section frames a policy 
dilemma that revolves around the limitations 
of the dominant training paradigm for pur
poses of achieving the reform agenda. A 
third section introduces principles that seem 
especially congruent with reform require
ments,, together with examples of four op-

tions that appear to hold promise. The final 
section outlines selected issues that bear on 
the fit between reform imperatives and 
teachers' professional development and that 
inform the criteria for assessing professional 
development policy choices. 

1\vo caveats preface the broader argument. 
FIISt, the discussion concentrates exclusively, 
or nearly so, on teachers. R>r principled and 
pragmatic reasons it places teachers at the 
center, even while acknowledging the ways in 
which entire institutions, and all the roles and 
relations they encompass, are implicated in 
any reform effort. Second, the essay reflects 
certain reservations about any stance that 
places teachers solely or largely in the role of 
implementers of reform. To be certain, re
fonns pose certain technical demands-de
mands on-the knowledge, skill, judgment, 
and imagination of individuals. In that sense, 
the implementation problem at the level of 
the classroom is real. But reforms also con
vey certain values and worldviews. They 
communicate a vision of what it means to 
learn, and what it means to be educated; they 
communicate a vision of schools and teach
ing, of students and teachers. They are to 
greater or lesser degrees compatible with the 
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organizational structures and cultures in 
which persons work. In these crud :il ways, 
powerful reform ideas engage teachers in a 
broader consideration of the educational en•· 
terprise both in and beyond the classroom. 

Professional development in the. service of 
implementation may obscure questions re
lated to purpose and may mask the internal 
contradictions and tensions within and across 
reform initiatives. To make sensible criHques 
of proposed reforms requires getting at their 
~nderlying assumptions, their social and his
torical context, the degree to. which they are 
congruent or not with teacbe.rs' existing be
liefs, commitments, and practices, their 
probable consequences for students, and the 
ways in which they vary or converge across 
communities. By this argument , one test of 
teachers' professional development is its ca
pacity to equ:p teachers individually and col
lectively to act as shapers, promoters; and 
well-informed critics of. refomis • . The most 
robust professional development options will 
locate problems of impli;mentatior: within 
this larger set of possibilities. 

Professional Development and the 
Reform Agendas 

Five streams of reform, both singly an<t in 
combination, present complex challenges to 
teachers as individuals and as members of a 
wider professional community.' Those chal
lenges are illustrated, though not exhausted, 
in the descriptions that follow: The test of 
different professional development strategies 
resides in their capacity to engage teachers 
in the kinds of study, investigation, and ex
perimentlltion r~quired to underst~cd and 
undertake the multiple challenges de
scribed here, aod to grasp the relationships 
among them. 

Refor:: :s in Subject Matter Teaching 
(Standards, Curriculum, and Pedagogy) 
Reforms in subject matter standards, cur

riculwn content, and pedagogy increasingly 
aspire toward more ambitious student out
comes. Among them ~ne would count the 
shift to a whole language and literature
based approach to language arts, the new 
mathematics standards, proposals for inte
grated science curricula, and the like. Among 
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them, too, one would place conceptions of 
authentic achievement that require a funda
mental change in the nature of students' in
tellectual tasks and teacher-studeQt relations 
(Newmann, 1990). These reforms constitute 
a departure from canonical views of curricu
lum and from textbook-centered or recita
tion-style teaching. They demand a greater 
facility among teachers for integrating sub
ject content and for organizing students' op
portunities to learn. They represent, on the 
whole, a substantial departure from teachers' 
prior experience, established beliefs, and 
present practice. Indeed, they hold out an 
image of conditions of learning for children 
that their teachers have themselves rarely 
experienced. 

In addition, individual teachers may be 
pressed to move on many fronts at once (see 
Hargreaves, 1990, 1992; Little, 1992a). Ele
mentary teachers must absorb the changes in 
content and meth.od associated with an entire· 
spectrum of the elementary curriculum. The 
rotating curriculum adoption schedules for 
the California state frameworks, for exam
ple, could keep elementary teachers perma
nently in an implementation-of-innovation · 
mode-an exhausting prospect. Secondary 
teacher$ are asked to ccnsider possibilities 
for interdisciplinary curricula at precisely 
the time they are asked to reconsider their 
approaches to subject matter teaching-the 
latter reinforced by new state curriculum 
frameworks, standardized test protocols, 

· subject-specific· university admission require
ments, textbook design, and the like. Mean
while, reforms aimed at critical thinking sit in 
tension with the basic skills reforms that E-e
gan in the 1960s and that arc still a promir.i:nt 
part of the urban school improvement Ian4-
scape (Carlson, 1992). 

Reforms Centered on Problems of Equity 
Among a Diverse Student Population 

Equity reforms respond to the persistent 
achievement disparities among students from 
differing f amity backgrounds and are aimed 
at altering both the demonstrated achieve
ment and school completion rates of the !ow
e.st achieving groups. Over the past decades, 
such reforms have centeied largely on reme
dying individual student deficiencies. Al-
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though more recent analyses have pointed · · 
with increasing specificity and persuasive
ness toward institutional structures anct 
norms that define and contribute to student 
failure (e.g., Fine, 1991; Oakes, 1985, 1992), 
programmatic remedies continue to focus on 
students' individual skills (and deficits). 
There are a few exceptions in which reforms 
in school organization specifically target the 
structures of students' opportunity to learn; 
these range from the charter schopls experi
ment in Philadelphia high schools (Fme, 
1992) to a single teacher's efforts to "un
track" an Advanced Placement English class 
(Cone, 1992). By comparison with individu

.alistic remedies (to what is axguably a sys
temic and structural problem), these efforts 
are few in number; most school restructuring 
proposals are founded on other assumptions 
and strategies. . 

Advances in pr9fessional development, 
· ·· too, have centered on problems of diversity 

and equity in individual classrooms-assist
ing teachers to identify and alter classroom 
practices that contribute to student failure 
and that undermine equal opportunity to 
learn. The most promising of these efforts 
engage teachers collectively in studying class
room practices in way, that sometimes lead 
to more systemic changes at the school level 
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1992; Cone, 1992). 
They do so by building a norm conducive to 
the close scrutiny of well-established prac
tices and by buil~g a capacity for organiza
tional change. 

Reforms in the Nature, Extent, and Uses 
of Student Assessment 

Reform proposals argue for more wide
spread and rigorous use of authentic assess
ment. Yet the technical advances in assess
ment have typically fagged behind the 
formulation of standards and the advances in 
curriculum design. State and local policy
makers continue to judge the success of re
form efforts on the basis of standardized test 
scores. Components of statewide tests that 
strike teachers as most authentic (e.g., writ
ing sal!lples or open-ended math reasoning 
items) are also those most difficult and ex
pensive to develop and to score. In areas 
other than language arts and math, they may 

-
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also be relatively underdeveloped, especially 
where they call for synthesis across subject 
areas, as in the exhibitions favored by the 
Coalition of Essential Schools. At the local 
level, teachers' expressed interest in and 
commitment to alJernative forms of assess
ment far exceeds their professed skill and 
confidence in constructing, evaluating, or in
corporating such alternatives-and also ex
ceeds the resources currently available from 
the research and test development commu
nities. Yet local di$cussions do not and cannot 
wait upon the psychometricians' advances. In . 
schools embarked upon "reinventing," "re
designing," and "restructuring" themselves, 
teachers wrestle with the criteria for good 
work and the forms in wbich it might be ex
pressed. 

Reforms in the Social Organization 
of Schooling 

The recurrent strains of criticism through
out the 1980s culminate in the widespread 
agreement that business as usµal will not suf
fice. The convergence of i,nterest (and funds) 
around the broad image of school restructur
ing has been quite astounding. The call to 
more systemic reform permeates initiatives 
in school restructuring supported by states, 
private foundations, and, to ·a lesser extent, 
teachers' associatio.ns in concert with local 
schools and districts. 

The most ambitious of these initiatives 
have in common an orientation toward prin
ciples, not programs or specific practices. 
The Coalition of Essential Schools, for exam
ple, is united by a commitment to nine princi
ples for the redesign of secondary schools 
{Sizer, 1992). Predictably, teachers• co~t
ments to these principles are provisional and 
uneven; in that regard, we have what might 
appear to be a conventional implcmentation
of-innovation situation. But the dilemma for 
school leadership and for professional devel
opment goes far deeper in this instance: 
There is no well-developed picture of what 
these principles look like in practice. In the 
S!=ramble to define a model, isolated cases of 
success become the focus of lore-Central 
Park East springs to mind, but few others 
(Meier, 1992). And no matter how persua
sive the precedent. set by any success story, 
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broad principles require close atte~t!on to 
each local context. To fit opportumhes for 
professional development to a campaign for 
lhe principled redesign of sch~_ling is arg~a?IY 
a different matter from orgaruzmg the trammg 
and support to implement a program or a set of 
re:clily transferable practi~. y~t.w~ lack de-. 
scriptions of restructunng 1ruhahves that 
supply a detailed portrait of the learning de
mands on teachers and the corresponding 
professional development responses.1 

Reforms in the Professionalizati.on 
of Teaching 

The professionalization reforms at the na
tional and state levels center on teachers' 
demonstrated knowledge base (as reflected 
in standards for teacher education program 
accreditation and candidate assessment), on 
conditions surrounding teacher certification 
and licensure, and on the structure of career 
ppport~ties in teaching. At the local level, 
professionalization tends to take the form of 
extended assistance to new teachers, ex
panded career opportunities for experienc;:ed 
teacqers, a,nd experiments in site-based deci
sion making. Fe: . p~ses of this article, 
these reforms are interesting principally for 
the way in which they bear upon the four 
reform movements discussed above;-that is, 
~o,r ~-e way in which they equip teachers both 
md1V1dually and collectively to play an in
formed and active role in defining the enter
prise of education and the work of teaching. 
· 11us is not the place to repeat all the major 
arguments surrounding the professional stand
ing of the teaching occupation, although the· 
refor:-1s liave spawned a luge and growing 
literature. 1\vo comment; seem germane. 
First, state and local policymakers seem most 
readily disposed to support appeals :o profes
~ionalization where they see it as (a) sustain.: 
mg a reasonably well-prepared and stable 
teacher work force and (b) coupled with as
surances of local accountability for student 
outcomes. Second, initiatives that promise 
professionalization of teaching increasingly 
expand opportunity and reward in exchange 
for increased obligation. Teachers are ex
p~ct~d to contribute to the _support of be
ginning teachers and to participate in other 
ways in the improvement of schooling and 
teaching. 
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These five streams of reform cannot be 
done well pieceineal-':nor arc they reforms 
that succeed if .atte~pted only in isolated 
classrooms. As Fiiie (1992) puts it, the pres
e_nt ventures pursue the "big systemic, educa
tional question" of tra~sfonning whole sys
t~ms into '.'educationally and emotionally 
nch communities of. learners" · (p. 2). This 
suggests quite ·a --different organization of 
learning OfJportunity (and obligation) tb:m 
one that supplies teachers with measured in

crements in knowledge, skill, and judgment 
from a known po<;>t··of effective classroom 
practices • · ... -- : .. : ... . ·--·- -:-.· : .:::·· 

· .. :-- -:-·_::,--. 
The Polley Dilemma 

Three ass;~o~ ietp to shape the policy 
problem. They are derived in part from stud• 
ies that reveal the dominant configurations of 
professional development opportunity (Lit
tle, 1989; l~brand in part from emerging 
research anci othelcommentary on the de
mands thct muttipfc'rcform initiatives pres
ent to tea:-.heii. (f111c; 1992, in press; Little, 
1992a;" Meier: 1992).;:· .. • -

1 _-. Th~~:J1~cf models of skill d~elop
ment, 6u1lt on ilie sfaff development and im-
ple~e~t~!i§!~f{ip$~a~ions litera~es, will 
.w~rk.;~~S~~!l_to introduce those as- . 
pects o(~(orms tliat are technical or that can 
be··rei:i'cfercci{asf1{~rtoire of classroom 
Pci~~}-~o~ijfe ~ssibilities generated 
by_tll~Jiv?ffi~i ms·of reform, for example, 
arc. ~~ifif"p~; _,£8inS)n which outside ex
pert;s; -9.&¥.,iri~A..~~ ·coueagues introduce 
t~~-~~;,!!, J~-~ ~~-~--!!l~els of cooperative · 
le~mg;{ ig\ tli~Z-~~--of maoiputatives in 
~a-~_C!fl~tj~-W~~tion, or to methods for 
organ~g· ~ -~!9.lio;assessment of ~:··::e11ts' 

. y.,~~~ Q,~"~ "'~;~.i{t?f research into t ~: .. .:ondi
ti_Q~ pL~-~~~n.~~sk.tll transfer, the practi~s 
assoetn~:~W-~;skill training have demon
stra!~d~.•-~-~llStfgly greater sophistication 
(e.g.-,·J~!~l:l.{wphy, Showers, & Murphy, 
198?r·,~P,~f~~t.~ ... L<?~cks-Horsley, 1990). Ef• 
fecuv~;.~m:_ng_~_ha_s come to be defined 
large~y-~~-~1-~ -~b1~ty t? prov_ide adequate op
port':1111~~-[~r. practice and to provide for 
c!asst:09!1\ .... ·•:S9,nsultation and coaching as 
teach.c~.r~~ to use new ideas. All in all, 
~en_; ~-~-~•~~~ ~ake some substantial gains 
1~-~ ~~--r~ -;.~~ tf we more uajformly and 
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consistently" made use of what we have 
learned about the organization of training 
and classroom follow-up. 

2. However, much of what we anticipate in 
the present reforms does not lend itself to 
skill training because it is not readily ex
pressed in terms of specific, transferable 
skills and practices. Rather, the present re
forms require that persons in local situations 
grapple with what broad principles look like · 
in practice. In Deborah Meier's terms, we are 
called upon to reinvent teaching and school
ing, and to do so even while in the midst of 
day-to-day work (M~ier; 1992). This aspect 
of reform calls not for training, but for ade
quate opportunity to learn {and investigate, 
experiment, consult, o.r evaluate) embedded 
in the routine organization of te~cbeTS' work
day and work year. It requires the kinds of 
structures and cultures, both organizational 
and occupational, compatible with the image 
of " teacher as intellectual" {Giroux, 1988) 
rather than teacher as technician. And 
finally, it requires that teachers and others 
with whom they work enjoy the latitude to 
invent local solutions-to discover and de
velop practices that embody central values 
and principles, rather t_han to implement, 
adopt, or demonstrate practices thought to 
be universally effective. This assertion ac
knowledges both the uncertainty surround
ing best practice and the complexity of local 
contexts. 

3. Local patterns · of resource allocation 
tend to favor the training model over alterna
tive models. In the absence of a good fit 
between the nature of the reform task and the 
nature of professional development, schools 
and districts are nonetheless inclined to do 

· something in the name of professional devel
opment {before the fiscal year ends, the state 
program expires, or the school board de
mands results). That something is likely to 
look very much like the existing menu of 
training options: workshop series, special 
courses, or in-service days devoted to trans
mitting some specific set of ideas, practices, 
or materials to teachers. For example, a deci
sion to expand the available training in co
operative learning is readily defensible: The 
training is accessible as a well-tested pro
gram, and it has a plausible connection with 
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efforts to improve classroom teaching. But 
such a decision is also problematic on two 
grounds. First, the investment in packaged 
programs of training tends to consume all or 
most of the available resources. The messier 
and more contentious forms of teachers' in
volvement required to ex~mine existing prac
tice and to invent new possibilities remain 
undersupported. Second, the training para
digm tends toward standardized solutions to 
the problem of best practice. The more am
biguous aspects of reform-what authentic 
assessment or integrated curricula might 
amount to, for example--are granted com
paratively less attention. 

So: We know how to do training well, and 
could profitably do more of it well; the train
ing paradigm, no matter how well executed , 
will not enable us to realize the reform 
agendas; and resource allocations for profes
sional development represent a relatively 
poor fit with the intellectual, organizational, 
and social requirements of the most ambi
tious reforms. 

Professional Development Principles 
and Practices ·. 

As a basis for achieving a more compelling 
fit, we might seek strategies or mechanisms 
that embody principles consonant with the 
complexity of the reform task. This is not to 
say that these practices and principles will 
provide the smoothest path to the implemen
tation of reform proposals or initiatives as 
they are presently charted; to take these prin
ciples seriously, for example, could prolong 
the implementation of state level curriculum 
frameworks. 

Alternatives to the Training Model 

Four alternatives to the training model rest 
on a common implicit claim: that the most 
promising forms of professional development 
engage teachers in the pursuit of genuine 
questions, problems, and curiosities, over 
time, in ways that leave a mark on perspec
t_ives, policy, and practice. They communi
cate a view of teachers not only as classroom 
experts, but also as productive and responsi
ble members of a broader professional com
munity and as persons embarked on a caree, 
that may span 30 years or more. 
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7' , c· -~l!aboratives and other networks 
'eac,,er h 11 b . . 

S b·ect-specific teac . er co a oratives m 
u J . • d th h ·t· mathematics, s~1encc! . a?. e ~mam 1es 

have grown in size, v1S1b1hty, and influence 
over the past decade. Lord (1991) locates the 
subject collaboratives within an alternative 
paradigm of professional development in 
which the vision of te2chers' professional devel
opment eocom_passe · (a) teac~ers' knowl
edge of academic cc;.: . nt, mstruction, and stu
dent learning, (b) teachers' access to a broader 
network of professional relationships, and ( c) 
teacher leadership in the reform of system
,,ide structures" (p. 3; see also Lieberman & 
McLaughlin, 1992). · 

1\vO accounts suggest how subject collab
oratives equip teachers individually and ~1-
lectively to deepen their subject knowledge 
and to assume a more assertive role in the 
refom1 of curriculum, pedagogy, and assess
ment The first is an ~unt of Philadelphia's 
humanities collaborative (PAms); the sec
ond centers on the mathematics collaborative 
PLUS, one of se\·cral subject matter collab
orativts organized under the sponsorship of 
the Los Angeles Educational Partnership. 

PATiiS (Philadelphia Alliance for Tea~ 
Humanities in the Schools) engages teachers 
directly in the modes of.inquiry relate<;f to the 
various humanities disciplines. The proj~s 
aim to provide urban students a genuine cur
riculum in the humanities-not one that is 
watered down, dumbed down, or pac;:
aged-required a parallel experience ~or 
teachers. The former project director traces 
this decision about teachers' professional de
velopment in p~ to the general absence of 
humanities background in teachers' preser
vice preparation or subsequent studies: 

Most teachers hold degrees in education, 
psychology, and related technical fields; few 
have been trained as historians, scientists, 
philosophers. faen those who do hold lib: 
era! arts and science undergraduate degrees 
rarely continued their pursuit of these sub
jects as graduate students. Advancement in 
teaching depends on certifications and su
pervisory credentials, not on learning more 
about arts and science subjects. (Hodgson, 
1986, p. 29) 

The specific program formats employed by 
PATHS all place teachers in direct contact 
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with the city's ri~h· h~~~~ities collections and 
with the curators· and other experts who _a'?" 
quire, maintain, apd_ interpret them. _M1m
grants were organized to give greater mcen
tives to collaborative\vork. and to ~ngage 
teachers with a broader array of matenal and 
human resources:':. ~•We stacked the d~ck 
quite unasbamedlt':-teache~s could rece1v~ 
up to $300 for an individual classroom proJ
ect, but up ·to $3,000 for collaborative work 
with other teachers,' university people, mu
seums, or libraries (p. 31). One example of a 
minigrant . product is a slid? sho~ . and 
teachers• guide on the Ars Medica exh1b1t for 
art, science, and social studies teachers: "All 
areas tliat can 6eiie6t from the show on the 
artistic images of disease and the medical arts 
through the centuries .. (p. 31.). An out
growth of the: minigrant program is the 
2-week summer institute "Good Books for 
Great Kids,''_ designed to .... : .. - .· 

eniarsc' t~chers• \~DS about literature to 
a much. b~a~er. ~gc of genres and sub
jects, and.to tea.ch them how to do a ~ch 
of the literature iri a variety-of fields that 

. ~ 'would takcific·m be)'OOd whatever the sales
. men f!o-".n~~~book P.ublisbers left on th.cir 

: d~f (~ff.!~1.~_)__ ~ . 
-+~"r -~--~. -, • . • • • 

. l!singJ.!t_~~~t~n•s literature collections m 
the· R~ Boote:_ Room of the Philadelphia 
Free· Lib,jirfand ·1n similar collections, the 
teachcni 'didresearch in these collections 

· andwcrctraincd to seek out books in their 
stib{ecfircas'tiycbiidren's librarians, chil
~re~•j]f~~W:r{sp~ciatists and.special col
lechons··exp_erts.'.'· At-the end of 2 weeks, 
eacb"teacherpresented an oral defense of 
an ··aifnot~t~-d. book list comprising trade 
b~o~s,Jibr~ary ~ks, and special collections. 
books; )ifter· the defense, the teacher re
celv~d $~09 t(?:spend on trade books in the list 
and <?D trips to, bring children to the special 
collections.·.· =. · . 
. Colloq~ia·•·-sponsored by PATIIS meet 
monthly:. throughout the year. In one, 
teachc~ .~orki~g in Philadelphia's Rosen-· 
bach Museu!11 and Library concentrated on 
m·anuscripts· detailing how _ 20th century 
writers revised their work. 'Pus arrangement 
with the Rosenbach permits up to 25 teachers 
per month to study some aspect of the manu
script collection. The colloquia are over-
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subscribed, although they offer neither credit 
nor stipends. Summer institutes in literature, 
history, and languages (which do offer gradu
ate credit) also are conducted on-site where 
relevant collections are held. These insti
tutes, like the colloquia, entail an altered set 
of relations between the schools and other 
institutions (museums, libraries) and be
tween teachers and other experts. Through 
activities organized by PATIIS, teachers 
were able to see how curators conducted 
their own work with primary materials, and 
to work with those mat~rials themselves. 
They got behind the scenes in museums, li
braries, and other archival collections. They 
came to know not only the materials, but the 
people who worked with (and interpreted) 
them. They were able to examine (and some
times contest) one another's interpretations'. 

Hodgson remarks: "[Teachers] have been 
starved (a metaphor teachers themselves 
use) for serious stimuli, and they are im
mensely enthusiastic patrons of museum and 
library collections" (p. 32). When her ac
count is read in juxtaposition with rather . 
common accounts of "unmotivated," "reluc
tant," or "resistant" teachers, one is struck 
by marvelously contradictory images of 
teachers as intellectual beings. In PATIIS, 
we have an oversubscribed colloquium series 
and avid participants in archival rese~h, 
while in much of the· professional develop
ment literature we find a portrait of teacher 
as troglodyte. Surely there is a lesson here. 

In a second example, the _Urban Mathe
matics Collaboratives in more than 15 major 
cities engage teachers with mathematicians 
in industry and higher education; with the 
combined aims of strengthening the caliber 
of math teaching and deepening teachers' 
commitment to all students ( equity). The Ur
ban Math Collaboratives have positioned 
themselves in support of the NCTM stan
dards, though not without substantial discus
sion and debate, and have issued policy state
ments regarding equity, student assessment, 
and teacher professionalism (e.g., Urban 
Mathematics Collaboratives, n.d.). 

In Los Angeles, the mathematics collab
orative (PLUS) retains structural indepen
dence from the participating districts but se
cures a foothold in the school workplace by 
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inviting departments rather than individual 
teachers to join. Observers highlight six as
pects of the collaborative•s strength: (a) a 
capacity for teacher support in subject matter 
teaching that exceeds that of the district or 
university, (b) a norm of informed and steady 
experimentation in mathematics teaching, 
(c) a system of mutual aid that compensates 
for uneven subject matter preparation among 
the district's secondary math teachers, ( d) 
sustained involvement with a professional 
community of mathematicians and mathe
matics educators, (e) a connection to the 
classroom that is sustained by teachers' con
trol over the content and format of the collab
orative•s activity, (f) a broadened conception 
of professional knowledge and involvement 
that engages teachers in discussion and de
bate over the nature of mathematics and 
mathematics teaching, and also engages them 
in policy deliberations surrounding math 
teaching at the local, state, and national 
levels {Little & McLaughlin, 1991). 

Both of these collaboratives, together with 
various models based on the Bay Area Writing 
Project, underscore teachers' involveme~t in 
the constrµction and not mere conswnption 
of subject matter teaching knowledge.2 They 
constilU,te a challenge to intellectual and col
legial passivity. .Further, they prepare 
teachers to make informed responses to re
forms in subject matt.er teaching and student 
assessment without being linked narrowly to 
specific reform proposals. 

Subject matter associations 
The place of teachers• professional associa

tions remains nearly invisible in the main
stream professional development literature. 
We know little about the role played by the 
largest and most prominent subject matter 
associations (NCrE, NCI'M, NSTA, and 
others) in the professional lives of teachers or 
in shaping teachers' disposition toward par
ticular reforms. Although it is clear that the 
subject associations are exerting an increas
ingly powerful influence in the articulation of 
subject curriculum and assessment stan
dards, we have virtually no record of the 
specific nature or extent of discussion and 
debate over subject matter reform. In what 
ways is the ordinary classroom teacher 
touched by an association's involvement in 
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state and national debate over standards? If 
we were to examine the agendas for state, 
regional, and national conferences held by 
these asso·. : :itions, what traces of reform 
would we encounter? How do elementary 
and secondary teachers experience the de
mands associated with subject-specif:c re
forms? In what ways are the various .Jbject 
matter refonns congruent or in conflicr? (The 
Alliance fo • : urriculum Reform, sponsored 
by the Roe; fe ller Foundation, bas begun 
to work with the major subject matter asso
ciations to trace the commonalities and dif
ference.s in the reforms targeted at subject 
paradig~s, subject-related pe~gogies, cur
riculum policy, and assessment.) 

Smaller, more informal regional associa
tions have attracted even less policy research 
attention, yet may prove crucial in shaping 
teachers' responses to specific reform initia
tives. The Curriculum . Study Commission 
(CSC), a long-standing group of English edu
cators spanning elementary, secondary, an~ 
higher education, provides a foruc for pursu
ing a wide range of teaching interests linked 
to the subject discipline. Although the CSC 
· gives serious attention to any ~eform with 
crucial implications for teachers' work, it re
serves its support for those reforms shaped 
fundamentally oy teachers-as some of the 
new frameworks, standards, and assessments 
have been (Wagner, 1991; see also Ellwood, 
1992). 

In each of these examples-the NCIM 
and the CSC-we find an instance of 
teachers' professional community that ex- · 
tends well beyond the school walls, funda
mentally independent of the employing orga
nization, but 1,ositioned to exert considerable 
influence on teachers' dispositions toward re
form proposals. To the extent tliat an associa
tion's most active members also occupy lead
ership roles within their schools, dis' ·cts, or 
collective bargaining units, the associati~n•s 
effect is multiplied. 

Colfaboratio:1S targeted at school reform 
Professicnal development is one integral 

feature of some collaborations targeted to 
school reform. School-university collabora
tions exhibit something of a rocky history. As 
instruments of reform, and as sites for profes
sional development, they have bad difficulty 
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over~ming long-'standing asymmetries i11 :;!a
tus, power, and resources. As partnerships 
have evolved, they have moved toward greater 
parity in obli1r ni0ns, opportunities, and re
wards. The Coalition of Essential Schools 
offers the image of the school " friend,•: the 
insider/outsider. (generally affiliated w,th a 
university) who· remains attached f . the 
school to provide support and critiql'e of 
school progress. The friend, in pricdple, is a 
resource to the :>llective, a way of expanding 
access to infor.n::ition and other resources. In 
the Stanford/Schools Collaborative, certain 
structural mechanisms help to introduce and 
sustain reciprocity • . Governance .: . range
ments achieve parity not only by formal pro
visions for equal representation, but also by 
operations tl:.:t ensure widespread availabil
ity of important information (especially in-

. formation about resources) and provisions 
for exercising influence in the distribution of 
resources. Separate planning committees for 
key program components or events expand 
representation in decision making. The com
mittees arc a distance-closing device that is 
particularly crucial to the school-based par
ticipants (who have greater numbers), reduc
ing the organizational distance from any one 
teacher or administrator to a node in the 
decision-making net.· To the extent that the 
structure·of leade-rship spans groups and in
stituti6ns~ it helps to permeate organizational 
boundaries. Organizational boundaries are 
further blurred by the development of cross
institutional roles (for example, research ac
tivities designed and led jointly by teachers 
and professors, Professor in Residence in 
Schools opportunities, and the incorporation 
of classroc- teachers as lecturers in the 
teacher edL.:_ .ioo programs). However, these 
cross-institutional roles are still small in 
number, low in visibility, modest h £,stitu
tional salience, and perhaps too dt=pc:r- .lent 
on individual wilt. 

Various other partnerships employ new 
conceptions cf the university-school relation 
in the servic-:. of particular reform agendas. 
Faculty fro~ National-Louis University have 
entered int~ a partnership with the Chicago· 
schools in support of various subject matter 
reforms. They express the basic problem this 
way: "For most elementary school teachers, 
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a very different type of instruction is de
scribed in the [Mathematics] Standards than 
they experienced as students." In mathemat
ics, for example, . "the professional develop
ment programs that our Best Practice leaders 
provide require teachers to become actiyely 
engaged in doing mathematics" (Chicago Proj
ect on Learning and Teaching, 1992, p. 6). The 
idea is to promote and provoke break
throughs in conceptual understanding for the 
teachers by facilitatjng mathematical experi
ences rather than by teaching the teachers 
mathematical content or methods. A similar 
investigatory stance toward curriculum and 
instruction also distinguishes a partnership 
described by Maplyn Cochran-Smith and her 
colleagues at the University of Pennsylvania. 
University faculty, experienced and prospec
tive teachers, and secondary school students 
in Philadelphia join in research on aspects of 
a multicultural society (Cochran-Smi~ & 
Lytle, 1992). In this instance, teachers' pro
fessional development is intricately inter
woven with the daily life of the classroom
for example, as English teacher Bob Fecho 
(1992) engages his students in research into 
the relations between language and power. 

Whether broadly conceived or more closely 
focused, these partnerships invite· a reex
amination of the traditionally privileged posi
tion of the. university in r~lation to schools 
and of the asymmetries in the relations be
tween professors and schoolteachers. 

Sp~cial institutes and centers 
Among the accounts that teachers offer 

. when they are asked to describe favorable 
· professional development experiences, cer

tain stories stand out. They are those that 
describe participation in special institutes or 
centers-summer institutes sponsored by 
NSF, for example, where teachers enjoy sus
tained work with ideas, materials, and col
leagues, or centers such as the University of 
California's Lawrence Hall of Science where 
every activity· expresses a commitment to 
make mathematics and science more access
ible, rich, and engaging for students, parents, 
and teachers. Judging by teachers' accounts, 
such institutes and centers offer substantive 
depth and focus, adequate time to grapple 
with ideas and materials, the sense of doing 
real work rather than being "talked at," and 

... ·- ·- . .. 
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an opportunity to consult with colleagues and 
experts. Some are grounded in a conception 
of systemic reform, their influence magnified 
by mechanisms that sustain connections 
among participants (electronic networks) 
and by explicit attention to the local and state 
contexts surrounding subject matter reforms. 

By comparison with the vofume of studies 
directed at district-sponsored training or 
school imp{ovement projects, there is vir
tually no body of work directed toward these 
institutes and centers as a vehicle for teachers' 
professional growth and colleagueship. On 
the basis of anecdotal evidence, two policy 
issues stand out. The first is one of scale. 
Special institutes and centers CQncentrate re- • 
sources, representing a greater cost per par
ticipant and a more restricted access than 

· more modest local ventures. The second and 
related matter is scope or purpose-in a cli
mate of reform, how might participation by a 
relative few achieve a ripple effect among a 
larger number in local schools and districts? 
Some institute sponsors more than others ex
tend their agendas in ways that address the 
realities ofreform; they understand the prob
lem of knowledge use in context. The ·rele
vant contexts include states, where gradua
tion standards are set and curriculum 
frameworks promulgated. They include dis
tricts, where curriculum policy is specified 
and local priorities are expressed. And, most 
centrally, they include schools. It is a com
monplace of the school workplace literatur·e 
that schools are generally not organized to 
exert much influence on teaching practice , 
that collegial norms do not admit speci~l 
claims to expertise , and that the social orga
nization of daily work offers scant reason or 
opportunity for teachers to take much ac
count of one another's interest in new ideas, 
materials, or methods (Bird & Little, 1986; 
Huberman, 1993). So~e schools stand out as 
dramatic exceptions. They have been built 
through acts of leadership and organization, 
not_ legislated, mandated, regulated or co
erced. The policy challenge is to enlarge their 
number. 

Six Principles for Professional Development 

The strategies of professional development 
described above embody, each to a greater or 
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lesser extent, certain principles that arguably 
stand up to the complexity of present re• 
forms. Each principle represents a challenge 
to some aspect of present practice. Each is 
manifest in one or more of the alternatives to 
the conventional training model that are 
emerging in the context of present reform. 
Although stated as design principles-that · 
is, in normative language-they are subject 
to the kinds of rigorous study and evaluation 
by which their consequences for teachers, 
students, and the nature of schooling might 
be demonstrated. Teachers' professional devel• 
opment might reasonably be tested against 
these principles: 

1. Professional development offers mean
ingful intellectual, social, and emotional en
gagement with ideas, with materials, and 
with colleagues-both in and out of teaching. 
This is an alternative to the shallow, ~g
mented content and the· passive teacher 
roles observable in much implementation 
training. Tea~hers do not assume an active 
professional role simply by participating in a 
"hands-on" activity as part of a scripted 
workshop. This principle also acknowledges 
teachers' limited access to the intellectual re• 
sources of a community ·or a subject field. 
Thus, the subject matter collaboratives en• 
gage teachers in the study and doillg of math
ematics, enlarge teachers• access to mathe• 
maticians and mathematical ideas in 
university or industry settings, and establish 
mechanisms of consultation and support 
among teachers. · 

2. Professional development takes explicit 
account of the contexts of teaching and the 
experience of teachers. R>cused study groups, 
teacher collaboratives, long-term partner• 
ships, and similar modes of professional de• 
velopment afford teachers a means of locat• 
i.ng new ideas in relation to their individual 
and institutional histories, practices, and cir• 
cumstances. This principle thus challenges 
the context-independent or "one size fits all" 
mode of formal staff development that intro• 
duces largely standardized content to indi• 
viduals whose teaching experience, exper
tjse, and settings vary widely. The training 
and coaching model, which by its nature 
tends to assume the importance of its training 
content, grants only residual status to ques-
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tions regarding the fit between new ideas and 
old habits, or bciween new ideas and present 
circumstances •. . ::.---:."':'!·-· . 

3! Pro!cssionai"- development offers- ~up• 
port for informed dissent;· In the pursuit of 
good schools. consensus may pIQVC to be an 
overstated virtue! ; Admittedly, deeply felt 
diff.!rences in value and belief can make 
agreements both difficult to achieve and un• 
stable over time. At its extreme, dissent may 
engender a certain' micropolitical paralysis 
(see Ball, 1987), w~He shared commitments 
may enable people to take bold ~ction. None• 
theless, to permit or even foster principled 
dissent (e.g., by structuring devil's advocate 
roles -and arguments) places a premium on 
the evaluation of alternatives and the close 
scrutiny of underlying assumptions. To do so 
may alter that dynamic by which dissenters 
e:ome quickly to be labeled as "resisters:• 

. Although specific 'examples do not abound, 
one might expect that close collaborations 
ar. 1 long-term inquiry-oriented partnerships 
provide more op~rtun.ity than do training 
experiences for the kind of principled and 
well-in!omied·dissent th.at strengthens both 
group decisions and individual choices (e.g., 
Nemeth. 1989):L'~ _ 

~- ?rofessionai development places class
room practi~-ll!.thc larger contexts of school 
pra_ctice and.t'1fed~catiooal careers of chil• 
dren. It is ~~~ed in a big-picture perspec
tive on the·pwposes and practices of school• 
ing, providing teachers a means of seeing and 
acting upon the connections among students' 
experiences, teachers' classroom practice, 
and schoolwide_ structures and cultures. This 
is a challenge to a narrowly technologfcal 
view of curricul~ reform that depends 
heavily on the accumulation of specific tech
nical skills, and to the tendency to treat 
teachers nearly exclusively as classroom deci
sion makers independent of larger patterns of 
practice. It recalls Fullan's (1991) argument 
that re!onns or innovations are simultaneously 
technical and social, and unde~res the bal
ance of · obligations and opportunities in 
teachers' professional development. Partner
ships and collaboratives to a large extent en• 
gage these multiple levels and aspects of re• 
form; special institutes do so t(l :ome extent 
when they help prepare teacher?. to assume 
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leadership or assistance roles in their schools 
or districts. 

5. Professional development prepares 
teachers (as well as. students and their par
ents) to employ the techniques and perspec
tives of inquiry. Without denying that there 
are times when technical skill training is in
deed appropriate, this principle anticipates a 
model based more persuasively on the pur
suit of knowledge. It provides the possibility 
for teachers and others to interrogate their 
individual beliefs and the institutional pat
terns of practice. It acknowledges that the 
existing knowledge base is relatively slim and 
that our strength may derive less from 
teachers' willingness to con.swne research 
knowledge than from their capacity to gener
a.le knowledge and to assess the knowledge 
claimed by others. Those teacher consortia 
and partnerships centered most directly on 
teachers• research come closest to embody
ing this principle. 

6. The governance of professional devel
opment ensures bureaucratic restraint and a 
balance between the interests of individuals 
and the interests of institutions. Despite 
some well-publicized exceptions such as the 
·various subject matter collaboratives, the 
field is dominated by a district-subsidized 
marketplace of formal programs over which 
teachers exert little influence or in which they 
play few leadership roles. Further, few states 
or districts have any mechanism f~r evaluat
ing the criteria on which resources are allo
cated; few have examined the ways in which 
the entire configuration of professional de
velopment obligations and opportunities 
communicate a view of schools, teachers, 
teaching, and teach~r development. Evalua
tion and research, to the extent that they exist 
at all, tend to center on individual projects 
rather than on the policy import of whole 
patterns of resource allocation (for excep
tions, see Little et al., 1987; Moore & Hyde, 
1981; Schlechty et al., 1982). A principled 
view of resource allocation might more read
ily balance support for institutional initi~tives 
with support for those initiated by teachers 
individually and collectively. 

Comparison of the training model with 
various alternatives suggests that there are 
precedents worth preserving and dilemmas 
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worth revealing. To start, it seems we must be 
willing to ask: Among the format activities or 
agreements that make up the most common 
approaches to professional development, 
where does one find the most ambitious re
flection of the six principles? Even among the 
alternatives described here, some principles 
are more clearly evident than others. Princi
ples 3 (informed dissent) and 4 {the big pic
ture or systemic view) prove most difficult to 
locate, though they are arguably central to 
professional development that is at once in
tellectually rigorous and socially responsible. 
What are the most challenging issues? 

Emerging Issues 

In the present reform context, three issues 
dominate policy considerations in the design 
of professional development; 

1. The sheer complexity of the reform 
tasks being proposed, together with the rela
tive absence of tested principles, policies, 
and practices; the contradictions across poli
cies; and the propensity to seize upon early
stage experiments as models. 

2. The problem of fit between the task of 
reform and the prevailing models of profes
sional development-in particular, the domi-

. nance of a training paradigm built on knowl
edge consumption, and the lesser support for 
an inquiry and problem-solving paradigm 
built around knowledge production. 

3. The relative in~ttention to teachers' op
portunity to learn within the salaried work
day and work year-an issue in the social 
organization of teachers• work in schools and 
their participation in · a wider professional 
community. 

The Complexity and Uneven Pace 
of Systemic Refonn 

Complexity and ambiguity are inherent 
features of the more ambitious reforms, mak
ing progress uneven and difficult to detect. 
The picture is complicated further by the 
internal contradictions of the reform move
ment itself, for example, in the competing 

. views of schooling and teaching inherent in 
the basic skills reforms that still dominate 
urban reform versus the more ambitious out
comes embodied in the NCfM standards and 
in other reform initiatives that emphasize 
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higher order thinking. Confronted with com
plexities, ambiguities, and contradictions, in
dividuals and institutions move forward in 
fits and starts. The professional development 
problem mirrors the larger problem of re
form in several ways. 

Limited grasp of possibilities 
Asked to participate in the redesign of 

their work and workplace, participants at 
first invent a narrow range of responses or 
solutions. Michelle Fine, who chronicles the 
progress of Philadelphia's reform effort, says 
simply: ''The categories people have in their 
heads are the categories people have in their 
heads" (Fine, 1992, p. 20). Inertia prevails, 
undergirded by established ideologies that 
explain :md defend massive student f~ure 
(see also Fine, 199n. Such explanations 
"block any sense of possibility" (p. 22). Even 
among enthusiastic teachers, Fine observes, 
few could imagine a '-'sufficiently collective 
effort'' to produce substantial improvements 
in student outcomes (p. 21). 

Conventional forms of pro:-!ssional devel
opment and support ground_ed in training are 
poorly conceived to help people expand the 
possibilities for teaming, teaching, and school
ing. Rarely do they contend with fundamental 
debates and disagreements about the pur
poses of schooling, ~e r~Iationships between 
teachers and students. and the obligations of 
teachers to a wider larger community. It 

· seems unlikely that teachers' sense of possi
bility will be enlarged in the abset;tco of ex
panded information, deeper discussion and 
debate, an~ a tolerance for public dispute 
over fundamental matters. After 3 years, 
Fine considers it progress in Philadelphia 
"that at least now people are fighting aloud" 
(p. 21). 

Policy collisions and the legacy of past 
reforms 

Most plans for systemic reform or restruc
turing underestimate the sustained impact of 
long-standing policy and practice. Teachers 
and administrators witness policy collisions 
between present reforms and their prede
cessors, many still reflected in statute, reg
ulation, policy, and local habit. Darling
Hammond (1990) reminds us that "policies 
do not land in a vacuum; they land on top of 
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other policies" (p. 346). She notes with re
spect to California's new curriculum frame
works: "Several previous policy initiatives 
stand out sharply as competing with the new 
reform" (p. 343). Among them she names 
the state's standardized testing system, 
"which values a typ_e of mathematical knowl
edge and performance very different from 
the concep:ions embodied in the new l:rame
work" (p. 343). She goes on to argue: 

In several respects, policy accretion is a 
more difficult problem than the older prob
lem bemoaned by reformers (which has not 
left us) of ingrained tradition •••• This can 
create an Alice in Wonderland world in which 
people ultimately begin to nod blithely at the 
inevitabilityC1fincompatibleevents. (p. 344; 
see _also Evertsen & ~urphy, in press) 

Pressures for fast-paced implementation · 
Systemic change is also undermined when 

local and state leaders attempt to reduce con
ceptual and practical oomplexities in the in
terest of a fast-paced implementation. The 
California curriculum frameworks serve as 
on,e example of a complex policy instrument 
that is experienced in distilled form by class
room teachers. In her introduction to a series 
of case studies of ~e math framework imple
mentation, Linda Darling-Hammond (1990) 
observes: · · 

The cases suggest that, at least from the 
vant.age point of the teachers interviewed, 
the mathematics curriculum framework 
consisted of a 'statement' ••• and its trans
mission to them occurred when they were 
handed new textbooks, selected by the local 
administration after being approved by the 
state as compatible with the framework. 
(p. 342; see also Peterson, 1990) 

The magnitude of the task 
Observers remind us of the sheer difficulty 

of the reform task and the toll that it takes on 
people. The work of systemic reform is enor
mously difficult, frustrating, slow-and re
warding. Fine (1992) says once-discouraged 
teachers arc ' '.back" in droves l_>Ut they must 
contend with powerful dilemm·as. They expe
rience the frustration of doing what is, while 
envisioning what could be-what Debbie 
Meier, principal at Central Park East (New 
York Oty), is famed for describing as changing 
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the tire on a moving car. A certain amount of 
"institutional schizophrenia" is generated 
around specific institutional routines-prac
tices of student evaluation, for example. And 
the burden is felt especially by the front run
ners, the ones that Schlechty would call the 
"trail-blazers" (Cole & Schlechty, 1992). 
They "offend almost every vested interest, at 
some point" (Fine, 1992, p. 24). 

Political will 
The success of the trail-blazing individuals 

and institutions will rest ultimately on a cru
cial fund of political will. Whatever the short
comings of the knowledge base on which re
form stands, we can nonetheless assert that 
we have sufficient knowledge to move for
ward; we have "the knowledge, methods, as
sessment strategies to transform our class-

. rooms into engaging, critical and creative 
sites of intellectual growth and personal de
velopment" (Fine, 1992, p. 30). What re
mains uncertain is whether we have the polit
ical will to employ our knowledge in the 
service of public (and particularly urban) ed
ucation. Professional development, in this 
view, will prove fn!itless if it fails to cultivate 
and sustain political will. 

The available (though rare) accounts of 
large-scale restructuring efforts thus under
score the systemic character of reform and, 
correspondingly, the collective capacity needed 
to achieve and sustain it. But professional 
development practice remains, on the whole, 
highly individualistic. Rates of participation 
vary enormously~ generating " radically dif
ferent profiles of professional development 
for teachers with comparable experience and 
teaching assignments" (Lanier with Little, 
1986, p. 548; also Arends, 1983). These dif
ferences appear to persist even in schools 
formally comn_tltted to reform initiatives. 

A shift to school-based initiatives does not 
necessarily alter the variable pattern of indi
vidual practice. Schools associated wit~ !he 
Illinois Writing Project showed prom.1S1ng 
changes in language arts scores, but in the 
urban schools "typically less than half the 
teachers in each building attended the volun
tary, after-school workshops" (Chicago Proj
ect on Learning and Teaching, 1992, p . 1). 
What we do not learn is why. Were teachers 
opposed to the assumptions and practices of 
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the Writing Project? Unimpressed with the 
quality of the workshops, or already expert in 
the practices? Pressed by the demands of too 
many projects, or of too burdensome a teach
ing load? Committed to other activities that 
required time, thought, . and energy? Not 
persuaded that participation would make a dif
ference to the students they taught? Dis
couraged by failures of administrative Ieade.r
ship? Thtly discouraged about teaching? 

Here we have a tension between institu
tiqnal imperatives and individual ·preroga
tives, between the conditions necessary to 
attempt systemic change and the conditions 
that engage individual teachers in-their work. 
At best, these are in harmony; at the least, 
we must learn the sources of conflict between 
them. We will be better served by knowing 
the grounds on which teachers choose to par
ticipate or not. As a context for professional 
development, reform movements place a 
premium on institutional perspectives. They 
may absorb all of the resources available for 
teachers' professional development, leaving 
little in the way of subsidy for individually 
inspired intellectual pursuits that may also, in 
quite different ways, make a difference to the 
character of schooling. 

In any event, the complexities and tensions 
illustrated here are not res(?lved by any sim
plistic distinction between voluntary and 
mandatory occasions of professional devel
opment. More productive will be careful con
sideration of teachers' professional obliga
tions and opportunities, of the balance and 
tension between individual latitude and col
lective endeavor, and of the resour_ces and 
rewards devoted to each. 

Problems of "Fit:" Professional 
Development Models and the Task 

of Reform 

Without becoming preoccupied by bar
riers to reform, we might highlight five issues 
that states and localities confront in matching 
professional development to the challenges 
surrounding systemic reform. 

Innovation on the margins 
The training paradigm dominates the 

world of teachers' professional development. 
Short-term skill training workshops far out
number teachers' study groups and well-con-
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ceived teacher research. But the training 
paradigm bas also come under assault: 
Critics charge that most training places 
teachers in passive roles as consumers of 
knowledge produced elsewhere, that the 
"workshop menu" is fragmented in content, 
fonn and continuity-at precisely the time 
whe~ teachers are confronted with the chal
lenge of redesigning the way we do schooling 
(Little, 1989; Moore & Hyde , 1981). 

Alternative approaches of the sort de
scribed above have gained the admiration of 
teachers, administrators, school boards, and 
state policymakers. Some, to be certain , have 
grown in stature and reach over the past de
cade. The history of the Bay Area Writing 
Project (BAWP) is a case in point; the BAWP 
model now guides a large number oflocal and 
regional projects· in many states, and serves 
as the basis for comparable projects in math 
and science. It has attracted state and local 
district funding. 

On the whole, however, innovative ap. 
proach~s to teachers' professional develop
ment-those that correspond most closely to 
the principl~ outlined above-remain small 
in scale and number. Most have been sµp-

. ported with priv.ate dollars (foundation and 
corporate funding) and ha.ve made relatively 
little impact on the configuration of publicly 
supported professional developmen~ •. Part
nerships have formed between individual ac
tivists in universities and schools or districts, 
or between individual consultants and 
schools, or between departments of educa
tion and local schools. In large institutions, 
however, multiple partnerships may operate 
in ignorance of one another's efforts or in 
pursuit of quite different or even conflicting 
goals. 

Lord (1991) maintains that the subject 
matter collaboratives have "magnified the 
impact of local resources-both human and 
financial,'' but provides no detail (p. 1). 
Meanwhile, the risks associated with moving 
from the margins to the center are well known: 
teacher-centered programs such as the Bay 
Area Writing Project or the Los Angeles Ed
ucational Partnership's teacher networks risk · 
bureaucratization when they are absorbed 
within district structures. 
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The li,;,i,~d~-:U of packaged knowledge ant 
standardized programs . • 

Given . the option, d1s~nct and scho, 
· administrators say they will choose a we! 
packaged program of staff d~velopment (Lr 
tie e\ at., 1987). Packaged programs h~ve a 
understandable appeal. They are readily d_, 
fended, managed, and evaluated .. Mo~t d1· 
trict-sponsored staff developm~nt 1s onente 
toward the acquisition of specific ~~wledi 
and skill; assessing impact, though 1t 1s ra_re: 
done, is relatively straigbtforwar_d ( especial 
if centered on changes in observable _teach, 
~ehavior).- · • 

Alternative approaches, by companso1 
are conceptually and pragmatically messie 
The main benefits that participants deri, 
from teacher networks, study groups, curri· 
ulum experiments, and the like may be mo; 
broadly intellectual, motivational, and att 
tudinal. By acknowledging the importance I 
teachers' intellectual curiosities and capac 
tics," and by crediting teachers' ccntributio: 
to knowledge and practice, such approach, 
may "strengthen the enthusias~ teache 
bring to their work and the in~ellectual be· 

· *ey display in the classroom. Over the lo, 
· -run; teachers who participate in experienc 

·of ~ .sort "might be expected to show high 
. rates· o( classroom innovation and to inspi: 
: great~1 ~nthusiasm for le~g on the part· 
. theirsfiidents: Noneth~less, appropriate COI 
· pansons. with conventional staff developme 

·:· ~ ari~~eiy_i~ prove very difficult. This is due 
P.~ t~ _differences in program aims, canter 
~d ~ormat, and in part"to the difficulty 
tracing l;he cruci_al longer term consequenc 
for individual teachers. . 

The proliferation of classroom- and sch01 
based studies over the past 2 decades has f, 
the organized professional development mi 

ketplace. "Research says" is a comm, 
preface to many workshop presentations a: 
exercises, serving as a warrant for reco1 
mended practice. But "research says" I; 
increasingly become a means for exercisi 
institutional authority rather than for inf on 
ing teachers' judgments or framing their o, 
inquiries. Teachers are typically less well I 
sitioned than district speciaHsts or outsi 
consultants to invoke research ( or challen 
it) as a warrant for action-they have l< 
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routine access to sources of research, less 
time to read and evaluate it, and less famil
iarity with its arcane language. 

What is inevitably hidden in the effort to 
translate research are all the ways in which 
the research fin~ings conflict , or are limited 
by d_esign flaws, or reflect particular concep
tions of the phenomena under study. What is 
also missing is an invitation to teachers to act 
not only as consumers of research but also as 
critics and producers of research-to be par
ticipants in a more visible and consequential 
manner. An alternative to the formulation 
"research says," reads something like: "The 
way this question bas been framed in most 
research is. . .. " Or-: "There are three main 
approaches to this problem in research thus 
far. Here's what each has produced .• . . " 
These formulations leave open tlie possibility 
.that the available research knowledge is 
incomplete and that there is room for discov
ery. They neither romanticize teachers' 
knowledge nor unduly privilege researchers' 
claims.3 

· The status of the knowledge base in sup
port of systemic reform is uncertain. Some 
argue that the base is strong, others that it is 
more hortatory and ideological than it is the
oretically coherent or empirically def~nsible. 
Advocates of reform argue that we know 
enough to make considerable difference in 
the ways that students experience school and 
the benefits they derive from schooling. 
Whatever the strength of that claim, it also 
seems certain none of the knowledge we as
sert will be adequate to account for the com
plexities of any specific context, and that 
there is no substitute for local invention and 
inquiry. These circumstances prompt various 
responses to the burgeoning teacher research 
movement (not the first such movement in 
this century). In recent symposia on the sub
ject, debate revealed widely diverse and 
competing views about teachers' preparation 
to engage in research, the nature of research 
topics and methods, conventions associated 
with legitimation of research, and issues sur
rounding the political control of research 
agendas· and products (see Hollingsworth & 
Sockett, in press). 

Phillip Schlechty is fond of observing that 
we are sti!J confined by unworkable concep-
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tions of school and school improvement, 
much as if NASA had decided that we could 
get to the moon by funding improvements in 
the internal combustion engine. 4 In the al
location of professional development re
sources, we find a tremendous reliance on 
research-based solutions, on being able to 
give assurances of certainty. Our own voyage 
to the moon may require that we abandon 
our reliance on the present base of consum
able research and expand our support for 
arrangements for -teachers' involvement in 
the explication, invention, and evaluation of 
local practice. 

The dominance of training over problem 
solving 

States and local school districts have 
learned- in part, anyway-the lesson of the 
implementation problem and the importance 
of adequate local support. In the late 1970s, 
one could reasonably charge that "many 
.. . education reform efforts fell short pri
marily because planners seriously un~eresti
mated teacher training needs" (McLaughlin 
& Marsh, 1979, p. 69). An adequate supply 
of well-conceived training opportunities 
seemed a major contributor to implementa
tion success. More than a decade later, we 
boast a more sophistit?ted understanding of 
the implementation problem, casting it as a 
complex interaction between external policy 
variables (clear statutes, effective authority, 
and the like) and the micro-contexts shaped 
by individuals' and groups' commitments, 
histories, and politics (McLaughlin, 1987, 
1990; see also Ball, 1987). Our conception of 
implementation has evolved "from early no
tions of implementation as transmission or as 
a problem of incentives or authority to con
ceptions of implementation as bargaining 
and transformation" (McLaughlin, 1987, p. 
175). Looking back at the celebrated Rand 
Change Agent Study (1973-1978) from a 
vantage point of nearly 15 years, McLaughlin 
(1990) expresses a certain skepticism about 
the power of policy mandates, especially 
those that take the form of special projects 
aimed at "discrete elements of the education 
~olicy system" instead of embracing the sys
temic nature of problems and the systemic 
ch~acter of local practice (pp. 14-15). 
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But districts' strategies for reform, at least 
with regard to teachers' professional devel
opment do not appear to capitalize fully on 
what w~ have learned about the importance 
and variability oflocal contexts and about the 
transformational nature of reform. In-service 
activities tend to be linked t~ special projects 
or to di~•- . te components of reform and to 
embody a ::elatively traditional conception of 
classroom experience. The most sophisti
cated of these make some provision for fol
low-up in the form of classroom consultation 
and coaching. 

The training-and-coaching strategy that 
dominates local professional development 
has much to recommend it when considered 
as a balanced part of a larger configuration, 
and when linked to those aspects of teaching 
that are properly rendered as transferable 
skills. But the training model is problematic. 
The content of much training communicates 
a view of teaching and learning that is at odds 
with present reform initiatives. It is not at all 
clear, for example, that any form of training is 
adequate to develop the substantive conver- 
sation that Newmann (1990) envisions (see 
also Hargreaves & Dawe. 1990). Nor is the 
content of training set against the con~enfof 
local belief, practice, and policy in any mean
ingful and detailed way. In addition, princi
ples of good training are frequently compro
mised in practice. In particular, schools and 
districts demonstrate far less capacity for 
classroom consultation and support than is 
required by the training and coaching model. 

. Those persons typically designated as coaches 
or mentors are far outnumbered by their cli
entele of regular classroom teachers. They 
zre further constrained by school workplace 
cultures that perpetuate a nC?i'm of privacy 
and constrain advice-giving (Little, 1990b ). 
Finally, to attain results from the training/ 
coaching model requires a consistency of 
purpose and a coordination of effort that is 
not the norm in many districts. Rather, dis
tricts parade a litany of short-term goals in 
their response to various state mandates and 
incentives, local constituencies, or the indi
vidual enthusiasms of superintendents, 
school board members, or o,Jiers. 

Having launched such criticisms, I want to 
reiterate that the skill training and coaching 
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.. _ .. _:•-.?>~-. ·_. 
model to which ~i~-any districts seem we~
ded has demon~,-~ted• consistent results m 
those cases whent: training content can be 
r~presented a$_a· repertoire. of discrete pra~
hces, and whei-~·classroom performance 1s 
oriented toward specified student outcomes. 
At their best local activities incorporate the 
wealth of res~arch on effective training and 
support that we can trace to the various im
plementation ·or innovation studies and to 
studies of specific professional development 
ventures (Guskey, 1986; Romberg & Price, 
1983; Showers;· Joyce, & Bennett, 1987; 
Smylie, 1988; Sparks, 1986; Sparks & ½'ucks-_ 
Horsley, 1990);; Nor are these remarks m a_ny 
way meant to impugn the knowledge, skill, 
thoughtfulness, or good intentions of those 
persons designated by local districts as staff 
development specialists, coaches, mentors, 
and the like; Rather, the aim is to record the 
dominance of the training model, the possi
bilities it offers; and the constraints on its 
effectiveness./: ::-7 :·: : · : 

Conceptions of cost or investment 
Policymakeis' .. require a way of making 

sense o( cosiHr more persuasively, in,vest
ments. lrus_qo(e cente_i:s on issues surrounding 
the ·anocation\>f discretionary resources-the 
moneta.Iy_:~~~fures_that typically come to 
mind whe·n~ ~i-sons consider staff develop
ment budge~ts.'blrect"inonetary expenditures 
inctudes'9niy" tho~ costs directly and neces
satjly~~~-~.!it~;s .wi~h program operations; 
th~e_ 4l_!:l@~-=~!aff salaries. workshop pres
_eriters, .. _sub"s~ifutes, and facilities. (For a 
broader ·conception of investment and its re
Jatio11 ··to· policy cc:1siderations, see Little, 
1992b ·. ,1d Stern, Gerritz, & Little, 1989-.) 
One straiglitfoiward way to compare costs is 
to divide the direct monetary expenditure by 

. the number of actual participants to arrive at 
a per participant cost. By this calculation, the 
per participant cost of some special projects 
may exceed $2,000. 

How does this figure compare with the 
average per teacher investment in profes
sional devetopment'Z In relative cost terms, 
institutes and retreats are an expensive ven
ture; ongoing local_ study groups and after
school workshops are not. The average per 
teacher investment of direct . monetary ex
penditures in California in 1985-1986 (the 
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only year for which such estimates are avail- · 
able) was ap_proxinlately $900 (Little et al., 
1987). That 1s, the total annual professional 
development of the average California teacher 
was subsidized by approximately $900 in pub
lic monies over a single fiscal year. A program 
that invites 25 teachers to a retreat for 5 days 
will invest more than 1 ½ times the resources 
per participant in 3 to 5 days than locai dis
tricts typically invest in an entire year of a 
teacher's professional development. 

The "average teacher" figure is, of course 
something of a fiction; resources are not dis: 
tributed uniformly. Experinlental programs 
typically invest higher amounts in smaller 
cadres of teachers. The most prominent' ex
ample in California at present is the Califor
nia Mentor Teacher Program, which allo
cates approxii:µately $6,000 per year to each 
teacher selected as a mentor. The mentor 
program's per p~cipant investment is thus 
nearly 7 times the average per teacher expen
diture. (I\vo thirds of that allocation· goes 
directly to the teacher as a stipend; the re
maining one third is allocated to the district 
in support of the mentor's work). The pro
gram reflects an implicit policy wager: that 
concentrating resources on fewer than 5% of 
the state's teachers will yield benefit for the 
remaining 95% (see "also Little,19901>). The 
legislative intent attached to the mentor pro
gram outlines a set of obligations to begin
ning teachers, experienced teachers, and cur
riculuin development; to the extent that 
mentors meet these obligations, they gener
ate a ripple effect that lowers the per partic
ipant cost. That is, to the extent that the 
effects extend beyond the individuals who 
are the primary participants, the per teacher 
cost is appreciably lower than the per partici-
pant cost. . 

Investments beyond the ordinary (that is, 
narrow concentrations rather than broad dis
tribution of resources) are more defensible if 
they can meet one of three criteria: (a) They 
can be credibly tied to a ripple effect (so that 
per teacher cost is demonstrably lower than 
per participant cost); (b) one cim claim that 
the direct individual benefit of this specific 
program is far more certain than the benefit 
linked to conventional funding; or (c) ·the 
program contributes in demonstrable ways to 
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increased organizational capacity in ways 
that transcend the impact on those individ
uals who participate directly in the program. 

The state and other players 
When we consider levels of policy inter

vention and influence, we quickly find the 
state and the district to be the most promi
nent players in defining and promoting re
form and in sponsoring formal occasions of 
professional development. In the past de
cade, states have assumed gieater promi
nence in sµaping reform initiatives. This is 
not to say that state policY. offers a coherent 
vision of the fit b~tween teacher policy and 
various reform ventures (Little et al., 1987). 
Nor is it clear that state agencies and legisla
tures have given much consideration to the 
various possi"ble forms that a state presence 
~ght ~ake-though in some of the more pol
icy-active states, such as Connecticut, Ken
tucky, California, and Oregon, the tradi
tional impetus toward regulatory control is 
increasingly tempered by a role centered 
around the supplying of information and in
centives for local experimentation. 

On the whole, however, states and districts 
have been relatively slow to reshape prof es- · 
sion~ development in ways that respond to 
the complexities and ambiguities of reform. 
Much reform legislation reflects a tension be
~een incentives and control, between provi
sions that expand teachers' leadership oppor
tunities (e.g., California's mentor teacher 
program) and provi~ions "that tighten exter
nal controls over teaching and teachers (e.g., 
new credentialing requirements or curricu
lum standards). On the whole, the in~ntives 
are attached to small, voluntary, and periph
er~ activities, while the controls embrace the 
entire teacher work force and shape more 
central aspects of their work. In this asym• 
metry between support and control we may 
find some ~vidence of a pervasive skepticism 
8:mong pohcym~kers about teachers' capaci
ties and motivations, and thus a certain reser
vation about professional development strat
egies that measurably expand teachers' 
collective autonomy. 

Meanwhile, the responsibility and re
sources for teachers' professional develop- . 
m~nt. have for severcil decades (since the 
mid-sixties' federal social reform legislation) 
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resided primarily wit~ di~tri~ts-tha! is, with 
the employing organization. The shift to the 
school site brings control over resources 
closer to the classroom and increases the pos
sibility that content and context might be 
more closely joined. Altogether, the pro
foundly local character of much ref?rm activ
ity would seem to offer substantial oppor
tunity to ,:-eate and support alternative 
modes of professional development-those 
that enable local educators to do the hard 
work of reinventing schools and teaching. 
But there is no guarantee of that. If the estab
lished marketplace of training options fits 
poorly with the demands of reform, it none
theless fits reasonably well with bureaucratic 
structure!> of accountability (by providing a . 
record of participation). If a menu of work
shops fits poorly· with the long-term vision 
and c.ipacity required by genuine reform, it 
responds well to the short-term ·incentive 
structure and resource al.location scheme. 
Finally~ staff development at the local level, 
despite the peIVasive rhetoric of change, 
·scn·cs in large part as a vehicle of organiza
'tional ·maintenance-a point worth· remcm
b:cring hf the surge o'f interest toward reform 

. '(Schk~hty & Whitford, 1983). 
.": tt.~~¥Jlit<! dis~cts have emerged as the 
-:m9S:\..,-u1blc: and powerful players on the re
.: _r~r.m.~f¥~pe. Less visible but potentially 

77-,~~~nµ~ i~ nchieving the fit between re• 
~ .fi~~~ir_c~~nts and teachers' professional 
~ ~~P.'!\C~t are the various professional as
;_S(?Cbtion;s (teachers, administrators, other 
,~lbts. ::nd school boards) and organiza
'}~':-~p-~nting business and industry. 
~~~!l-5 have been active in the support 
o(,~~u.s ccfonn efforts, including those de
\'OJ~ ~-~ tenchc rs• professional development, 
bu~-.•~ is only very recently that they have 
~g~~ J~i<?!~ directly with states in pursuit of 
~-~\q~_.ngcnda (Lagemann, 1992). Of par
~~.lntcmt nnd import is the increasingly 
p<!\_\~f ulJn_nucncc exerted by teachers' sub· 
!c-ct ~ll~r ~ations (peTbaps most prom
mc~tl>:, t:'CTM) in shaping reforms in curric
ulum, iu:scssmcnt. and standards for teacher 
ccrti':K::l.tion. Yet the place of subject matter 
as.soc-Ulhons in the lives and careers of 
tcachcn, nnd_c.spccially in preparing them to 
engage me:imngfull! and productively in re-
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fonn, rem_a'.i~~J\t;/~examined in the re• 
sear~h and, P<>!icy~ literature; . recent case 
studies of the various mathematics colJabora• 
tives may sign'iifashift (Lord, 1991; Salmon
Cox & Bri~·i t~&!>5 •. On the whole, however, 
a:ailablc ~~~nee.suggests a we~k.connec
t1on between ~hose subject a~oc1at1ons and 
the main providers of professional develop• 
ment (the;· districts: private vendors, and 
universities): · J. • · : 

The disposition of the unions toward these 
major reform• initiatives-and particularly 

· any response they may ha,·e made in the fo~ 
of teachers':· professional . development-is 
largely undocumented. In interviews with 
union leaders in 30 California districts, con
ducted in 1986 (Little et al., 1987), we f?~d 
that most locals concentrated on constrammg 
administrators~ access to teachers• time for 
purposes of school• or district-initiated staff 
development.-,: We found no examples of a 
more affirmative or proactive involvement in 
substant,ive{piogram.s of teacher develop
ment althou~ some promising exceptions 
have eineticd:·since: th~t study was con~• 
pleted, for exnmptc; in the form of the policy 
trust _ag~lemcnt p_h>jects established in Cali
fornia (Koppich:& Kerchner. 1990). Nor do 
we krio,itmuar11oout the relative salience of 
th~:-~~ifp?Ji~ 'with other sources in 
shaping teac~rs' response to or involvement 
in r~f9~wltiiJJv~ ~~ascia, 1992). One is 
struct.:. b1_t. some~ countervailing currents. 
F~~--!ji~o}isJi~!C responded to escalat
ing pressure. to balance a concern with per
sonnel iss~es (~inpensation and other con
ditions·._: ~( cm·ptoymc:nt) with responsible 
attenti~~ I t_o:\mntt~rs surrounding profes
sional ·practice. Second, the unions have be
come ffiO!~JJ~qucnt and prominent players 
in shaping tl:ic ·reforms in teaching at the state 
or nati~?.~~ lc~~l-most often those having to 
do with th~ ·preparation and licensure of 
teachers .. Their im•olvement at the local level 
is less .clear, nnd certainly more uneven. 
Among the issues most germane to the major 
reforms dis~ssed here are perceived con
straints on teacher autonomy with regard to 
curriculum and inst.ructjon, and challenges to 
the deep-rooted egalitarianism of teachers 
that arise in various career ladder and men
torship schemes. 

· .. . . . 



We thus have multiple players and multiple· · 
levels of policy and practice. 1\vo major ques
tions seem germane. First, what fit between 
reform and professional development is best 
achieved at each level or niche in the policy 
system, and through what policy mecha
nism? To what extent does policy making in 
each arena rely on regulation or persuasion? 
Second, in what ways and to what extent are 
the various policy orientations congruent or 
in conflict? For example, university faculty 
have maintained an avid interest in the devel
opment of state curriculum frameworks-yet 
university admission requirements have also 
been said to exert a "chilling effect" on inno
vation in the K-12 curriculum (Grubb, per
sonal communication, 1992). That is, col
leges and universities may simultaneously 
foster and impede reform. At the local level, 
a district's interest in comprehensive restruc
turing may operate to displace small, vital 
pockets of initiative by teachers in individual 
schools. · 

The School Workplace and Teachers• 
Opportunity to Learn 

Concentration on formal programs of pro
fessional development tends to obscure is
sues of obligation, incentive, and oppor
t~ty in the salaried workday and work year. 
Investigation of teachers' instructional as
signments, ratio of in-class to out-of-class 
time, and school-level affiliations (depart
ments, grade levels, friendship nets) provides 
us both with a perspective on motivation or 
pressure to learn and with a description of 
those opportunities to learn that are embed
ded in the social organization of schools {Lit
tle, 1990a; see also Glidewell, Tucker, Todt, 
& Cox, 1983; Hargreaves, 1990; Smylie, in 
press). . 

Teachers' central reasons and oppor
tunities for professional development begin 
with the teaching assignments they acquire, 
the allocation of discretionary time, and 
other work conditions encountered day by 
day. They begin, that is, with a teacher's ex
perience of what it is to teach and to be a 
teacher-in general, and in particular cir
cumstances. To some large degree, it is only 
in relation to the daily experience of teaching 
that one can anticipate the contributions of 
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more structured opportunities that range 
from independent reading to formal course 
work, conference attendance, skill training 
workshops, leaves or sabbaticals, participa
tion in committees or special projects, and 
scheduled consultation with colleagues. 

Reform movements tend to orient us to
ward an institutional (and largely functional
ist) perspective. By this perspective, the 
schools' capacity for supporting the profes
sional development of teachers is expressed 
in a system of obligations, opportunities, and 
rewards. Teachers' obligations for profes
sional preparation and development reside 
formally in certification and recertification 
requirements, teacher ev_aluation standards, 
and other personnel policies and practices. 
They arc communicated informally by insti
tutional norms regarding teachers• perfor
mance. 

In acoording precedence to the institu
tional and collective view, however, the lan
guage of reform underestimates the intricate 
ways in which individual and institutional 
lives are interwoven. It underexamines the 
points at which certain organizational inter
ests of schools and occupational interests of 
teachers may collide. Critics of reform move
ments stress the tendency to "de-skill" teach
ing and a corresponding tendency to legiti
mate institutional surveillance and coercion 
under the rubric of "vision" and ''instruc
tional leadership" {Carlson, 1992; Har
greaves, 1992). Carlson describes the prin
cipled opposition mounted by a teachers' 
association to the "specter of standardiza
tion" they detected in basic skills reforms 
built around programmed materials, pre
ananged objectives, and batteries of stan
dardized tests (p. 113). Smylie and Smart 
(1~0), examining sources of support for and 
opposition to merit pay and career ladders, 
note that "the primary beliefs and assump
tions that guide the development of relation
ships among teachers include nonns of inde
pendence and professional equality" and 
find it naive to suppose that such programs 
will generate widespread support unless they 
resolve "social and nonnative incongruities" 
{pp. 152, 153). Each of these cases is consis
tent with the observation that members of an 
occupational community may find that "what 
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is deviant organizationally may be occupa• 
tionally correct (and vice versa)" (Van 
Maanen & Barley, 1984, p. 291). 

As the arena in which teaching traditions 
and reform imperatives confront one another 
most directly and concretely, the school 
workplace is both the most crucial and the 
most complex of domains in which we play 
out the possibilities for teachers' professional 
development. Teachers' motivations, incen• 
tives and frustrations come foremost from 
the i~mediacy and complexity of the class
room: teachers' responses to the students 
they teach and the circumstances in which 
they teach them. Idiosyncratic classroom re• 
alities may take precedence over broader in• 
stitutional interests, leading teachers to pro
tect a "strategic" or "elective individualism" 
(Hargreaves, 1993; see also Flinders, 1988). 
The impetus to protect one's autonomy may 
be intensified by various circumstances sur
rounding collegial and institutional life_:_the 
norms underlying peer a~ptance and admi
ra ! ion, and the fabric of relations between 
tezchers and administrators. The Academics 
and Coaches who make up the dominant 
cliques in Bruckerhoff's (1991) social studies 
department _at Truman High express quite 
different teaching priorities, but they have in 
common their selective resistance to admin
istrative pressures. Clearly, taking the work
place seriously requires more than shifting 
staff development resom:ces and activities to 
the school site. · 

Conclusion 

Five streams of reform present a challenge 
of considerable complexity, scope, and ambi~ 
g~1ty. Yet the present pattern of professional 
cievelopment activity reflects an uneven fit 
with the aspirations and challenges of present 
reform initiatives in subject matter teaching, 
equity, assessment, school organization, and 
the pro:essionalization of teaching. Much staff 
development or in-service communicates a rel
atively impoverished view of teachers, teach
ing, and teacher development. Compared 
with the complexity, subtlety, and uncertain
ties of the classroom, professional de\'.elop• 
ment is often a remarkably low-intensity en• 
terprise. It requires little in the way of 
intellectual struggle or emotional engage• 
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ment and takes. ~~t/s~~rficial account of 
teachers• hi t ·• • ···7 , ' - • ·umstances. Com• s ones. or. cue . . f 
pared with the· oom··tcxity and amb1gu1ty o 
the most ambitfous·ie·romis; prof~ssional de
velopment is ·tcxf ofteii" substantively weak 
and politically margin~.: . 

Professional development must. be ~on• 
structed in ways that deepen the d1scuss1on, 
open up the debates, and enrich the ar~ar of 
possibilitk ,; ~or action. Ground for optimism 
resides in those innovations on the margin 
that embody principles consonant w!th the 
complexity of the reform task and w1th the 
capacities and': commitments of a strong 
teacher wor_~-~o~~e~~,.:: · 

. -:· :-~.:.-.,!;·.: 

-~ _.-:; :·.<-:x.:.: Notes 
Preparation of this article was supported by the 

Consortium foi'.: Policy: Research in Education 
(CPRE), ·as pari· or the project Evaluating Re• 
form: Systemic Reform. 'with funds from the Of• 

. 6cc of Educational Research and Improvement 
(OERI), t,.S~':: Department of Education (No. 
RR91172005):~ ,::-._ .-·.- .:. : 

'°'Jch descriptions may be in the making. For 
example, ·se~ F"uic. (in press), Evertson and Mur-
phy (~ Pt~)rancp.turphy (1991). · 
. 2nirougliout·tticsc examples are references to 
teacheis•::·own.~researcli'and to teachers as re• 
seaicn"e-~ ft'~rnc'..i~portant respects, teachers' 
cxpan~ngp_rcscneo· as-,i"distinct community of 
cduciitional~h'ers has taken on the character 

··of Ii ni'O'l-em~'fiti Teacbers• research-as an intel
Jec:tuatf~d;=~Utf~: cnterprise-has been the 
focus~~f.r*_~(~~ -symposia, th* subject of a 
fo~~i:x}~gi.~~~; ., ·~l":1Ille (Hollingsworth & 
Scxkett. in P.icss), ·and a means for investigating 
thc-nafuro;_:9f p·ror~ssional_ community among 
teachcis (TI.irca"tt c·t a.I.~ in press). 

'On tlicp'robicffis of the Conner, see Buchmann, 
a \ • \ " • • • • 

1990. and'for:nn example of a challenge to re• 
seaiclicrs• privileged ·standing in the reform dis• 
course, SC~ ~cspor and Barber, 1991. 

◄ . ' . I tm•c: _recalled this example from various 
speeches. but Schlechty (l~?J) elaborates the ba• 
sic argumcn_t::' -- :; • · 

.:5The st~ady shift away from participation in 
uni\•ersity course work and toward district-cen• 
tercel actiyity can be attributed only in part to 
changes iri the age distribution of the teacher work 
force. O,·er the past 2 decades, formal staff devel
opment has become district business conducted° 
largely by specialists located in a district's central 
office (Moore & Hyde, 1981). Teachers are more 
lilc~ty to choose from a menu of district-sponsored 
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workshops than they arc to receive release time or 
other individual subsidies to attend conferences 
hosted by subject area associations or institutes 
sponsored by universities (Little et al., 1987). 
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Seductive Images and Organizational 
Realities in Professional Development 

J UDIT H WARRE N LIT T LE 
Far West Laboratory for Educalio11nl Rtsearch nnd 
De,.,efopment, Sa11 Francisco 

T his article is an exercise in healthy skep1icism. Findings on effec1ive staff
developmen t programs, rcponcd with some enth usiasm and confidence 1 
have been subjected to a d oscr look. T he c11th11s iasm survives; the confiden~e 
has bec11 1cmpcrcd. 

. Studies of efkc1ive professional-development programs have proliferated 
111 rcce111 yca,s, spawning a host of compelling images: collaboratio n, 
~oopcra1~011, pa,_tnersh ip, mutual at.laptalion or accomplishment, collegial
Hy, •~nd 1ntc~a_c11ve develo p ment among thcm.2 Such images are seductive, 
crca1111g a v1s1o n of professional work and p rofessio nal relations at on ce 
!ntellec1ually s timu la1 ing, educationally rigorous, and professionally rcward
'.11g. On closl'r c~amina1ion, however, conditions 1hat arc po werful enough to 
ll llr~ducc new ideas and practices in classrooms and to sustain "collegial" 
rcla 11o ns among teachers require a degree of organization, energy, skill, and 
cn,l11rance o f1 c11 u ndcrcs1 imatf'cl in !l11m mary rcpor1s. A doscr look rcvt'als ihc 
d1allt·11gt·s of organi1.at ion and kac.lcrshi p and uncovl'rs the !!trains that 
accompan y (and perhaps yield) the trium phs.' 

This article is adapted from " Desig11s, Co11texts and Consequmces in the Real World 
01 Sta/~ D~tlopmmt," a paper presented al the annual meeting of the American 
:'ducat1011al Restrarch 1hsoriatio11, New Orleans, 1984. The work 011 which this article 
IS base~ wn.f .wpported by co11trnct 110. 400-79-0049 from the Natio11al Institute of 
Educat1011 to thf' Center for Actio11 Research, Inc., Roulder, Colorado. The views 
r~flectt? /rrrein do 110! _11ecessnrily reflect the views of the Nat ional I nstitute of 
~,luca~10 11, DIHI 110 off1c,a f tmdorsement .thoul<l be inferred. T his article draws on 
mterv,e~ and observatio11 data collected ill three elementary and three secondary 
schools in a larg': urban school district. The study was conducted in collaboration with 
the distric~'J ~I/ice of _Sta fl Development. SchoolJ were selected 011 a combillation of 
~ucces~ cn t~r,a a,1d involvement in district-sponsored staff develop ment. T aped 
m ten11ews, mformal conversations, and direct observations were conducted with more 
titan one hundred leac/1ers, all administrators and all (a.uigned) district staff 
developers. 

..• ~ 
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T WO PR OGRAMS: A TA LE OF TORTOISE AND HA RE 

A comparison of two sta ff-develop ment programs illustrales Lhe organization, 
initia tive, and skill required to achieve collaborative, rigorous programs of 
effeclive p rofessio nal developmen t. T he two programs had certain cha rac• 
teristics in common. Both were designed with care, thought, and imagination 
by the sa me district specialists, all of who m had reputations as masterful 
classroom teachers. BoLh programs began wiLh a focus on ideas dcrivct.l from 
research o n effec1.ive teaching that were considered to he worth testing in 
p raclicc. (Basically the programs com bined princip les of mastery learning 
and interactive teaching, wiLh an clement o f p roacti ve classroom manage
ment.) Both programs were inltoduced by well-conceived ,md well-conducted 
training sessions in wh ich staff developers themselves employed the praclices 
they expected teachers to use. Both provided teachers with a notebook of 
reference materials that paralleled the train ing sessions. Both required 
panicip,Hion by faculty groups or 1eams a nt.I both provided ti me d u ring 
training £or group discussion, p lann ing, a nd problem solving. Fi nally, both 
programs received enthusiastic evaluations from participan ts. 

Three years after the programs were la unched, one had p roduced 
widespread implementation of new practices, renewed professiona l com mit
ment among experienced teachers, enduring habils of professional develop
ment in participating schools, and changes in the routine organization of 
school life ranging from time schedules to job pos tings. The other program 
continued to gel good marks from its participan ts lo ng after they had ceased to 
think about the ideas to which they were introduced or to use the recom
mended classroom practices. As an in-service progra m, the la uer program 
was l,cucr than most i 11 the eyes of 1ead1crs. As a nll0,11iingful co1111 ihuto r to a 
professional repertoire, it was virtually inconseque111ial. T he simi lari ties in 
the two programs are substantial, but the differences arc critical and merit 
close anention (see Figure I ). 

COLLECTIVE PARTICIPATION: WHAT'S A GROU P FO R? 

Acting on the prem ise that influential programs of staff development require 
the interest and participatio n of a "critical mass" o f staff, designers of both 
progr;ms SCL a criterion level · for school participation: one-third of a 
secondary school faculty and th ree-quarters o f an eJcmem ary faculty. In the 
less successful program, teachers were asked to participate in training as a 
grou p. In 1he more successful one, teachers and prin cipals were isked to 
parlicipate in lrairiing and implementation as a g ro up; in effect, the school 
Sta ff made a commitment lO work with the dis trict in a lest of promising ideas 
that invo lved training as one of severa l acl ivities. Teachers a t one elementary 
school p laced considerable weight on their collective com mitment to the pilot 
p rogram in accounting for its success: 
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Figure 1. Designs and Consequences in Two Profession:il Development Programs 

Program 
Characteristics 

Designs: 
focus 

Skills Training 

Co.llective 
Participation 

Collaboration 

Time 

Leadership • 

"Pull-out" Program with 
Classroom Follow-up 

"Mastrry learning" and 
inwrnnivc t<"ad1ing 

Training modeled expectl'd 
practkt·s, suppli<"d cle.ir 
matl'rials, providl'd for 
group disctmion 

School-based groups 1·ecruited 
for training only 

Tr:1iners receptive to te.ichcrs' 
suggestions ror revising 
I raining 

FivC'-day and eight-day train
ing cydcs, with one or two 
classroom visit.~ 

Principals agree to teacher 
r<'l!'asc time 

Long-term School-based 
Pilot Program 

"Mastery learni'ng" and 
interactive teaching 

Training modeled recom
mended pr.ictices, supplied 
clear materbls, provided 
"application" time each 
session 
School-based groups recruited 
for training and implementa
tion 
lnvitation;il process for site 
selection, collegial team work 
for implementation. Staff 
dcvC'lopers and 1e:1chers dis• 
cover together how to imple
ment ideas in practice 
Three-year commitml'nt;· 
weekly in-service and curricu-
111111 planning sessions 

Principals rake direct, active 
leadership role in implemen
tation 

.............. ·-············· ·················-········-·············· .. ···-········ - ························································· 
Co11seq1unces: 

Evaluation of 
training 
l mplc-111<'111:l• 
tion 

Positive Positive 

Low, 1111C'ven High 

I th!nk that it. would be a disadva ntage not to have the whole school 
behind the proJe~t .... I don't see how a few people . .. in one school 
can hnve much impact on the whole sdwol. (Teacher) 

Adn~i~ting that there were some vari.itions in interest and enthusiasm the 
pan1~1pants d~scribe a s itua tion in which persons have some l~ti~ude to 
recrull others m the name o f professional g rowth and school improvement. 

I'm _not enougl~ of a dreamer to think you're going to get a whole faculty 
~ehmd so~ethmg without a little coercion, a little polite coercion. And 
rf you don t do that you don' t ever lnve -111y ,.rowtli · . r I 
(Teacher) · • 0 · 

111 your acu ty. 
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The argument can be made, of course, thar professional growth is 
principally a mauer of individual preCerence and skill, and that school 
improvement is the cumulative eHect of many individual efforts. Certainly 
that is an argument advanced by many teachers, backed by their own stories 
o( learning to teach through a combination of trial and error, luc~ and 
persistence. Teachers in all six schools described their isolated experiments 
with ideas "picked up" in classes, from reading, from other reach ers, or by dint 
o·r their own imagination. 

Nonetheless, teacher&" accounts and q ur observa tions also suggest some 
limits to that argument. First, teachers have few opportunities to watch each 
other at work, and tend to form impressions of each other's competence from 
students' comments and from casual glances through classroom doorways. 
The criterion £or "good teaching" is often no more than the sense that things 
are "going well" in the classroom . H trying a new approach requires a 
disruption in established routines, if it will thereby create the appearance 
o f floundering an<l place reachers al risk of hcing judge<l negatively by 
colleagues, teachers may be less likely to make the auempt. The more complex 
and unfamiliar a practice, and the greater a departure it requires from past 
practice, the more likely it is that teachers will indeed struggle with it. 
Teachers in one school reported that "it's hard to keep a theory in your head" 
when embro iled in the day-to-day press of classroom life, even ir one admires 
the theory and wants to test it in prac tice. A group of implementers may o ffer 
a combination of technical advice (problem solving), moral support, and 

toleran ce fo r mistakes. . 
Second, new practices may require time-consuming study and preparation 

even before they can be tested in the classroom . A teacher left to rely on 
individual preference and skill many reasonably choose to avoid a new 
practice rather than take the chance that a substantial investment of time and 
tho~ght will not pan out. If the experiences in these schools serve as evidence, 
practices thal have resulted in greater swdent achievem<:nt and classroom 
order have required precisely that kind of extensive thought and preparation; 
without denying the attractiveness and occasional utility o [ "tricks," "little 
hints," and ready-made materials, these teachers trace their most impressive 
accomplishments lo more complex undertakings that stretched the limits of 
their knowledge and experience. Collec tive participation on some scale (even 
four members of a single department or two-person gradl' level Learns) cased 
the burden. Teachers describe group discussions ol i<leas, shared work in 
preparing written materials and designing lessons, and collaborative review 

of progress. 
Finally, some practices that teachers have found to be effective over time 

may show those effects only when used on a large enough scale to alter the 
emire pattern of teaching and learning in a building; sporadic, isolated 
attempts in individual classrooms may seem 1101 1.0 "work" when they simply 
have not been tested on a scale large enough for their virtues to become evident. 
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Practices of this sort are beyond the power o( a single teacher either lo sustain 
or 10 alter; they draw their influence from collective participation. 

COLLABORATION: THE INTERACTION OF PEOPLE ANO IDEAS 

Three provisions for collaboration among Slaff developers, principals, a nd 
teachers helped lo ensure that a collcc1io11 o( IJodies would become a group 
whose ~ embers shared equull y in the obligations and the risks, invested 
equally 11~ the hard work o f appl ying ideas in practice, and were credited 
equall>• w11h the accomplishment. 

A Four-stage Negotiation with Pilot Schools 

ln pr~p~ring f?r a pilot program, district personnel constructed a four-step 
negot!a_uo n w11h schools to ensure clear agreemc111 that the ideas were 
! >101111s111~ and pla11!-iihlt· (wort h i111plc1111·11ti11g), that tl'adu:18 would 
1111pk111l·111 ~ he ideas n,llcc.:t ivcly over a long enough period to sec effects, aud 
tl~al :' work111g par_tnership would be forged among teachers, principal, and 
d1stn c1 personnl'I. fht· terms or p;irticipation in the project rdlectc.:d cl'rtain 
"working hypotheses" on the pan of staff d1:velopers about the conditions 
~time, collective support) required 10 understand, test, and institutionalize 
ideas that were both unfamiliar and complex. 
. In a firs t s1e~, the progra~'s designer and coordinator presented the project 
~n ~ro~d outlrne lo a mec1111g o f a ll elementary school principals, with an 
mvua_uon to declare interest. Principals who were i11terested on the basis of 
tha t _f,_rst ~resemation were invited to a second meeting, where the terms of 
pa_ru~1~a11on wer~ ~labor~ted f~r_ther. One condition was an agreement by 
pr111np.1ls 10 paruc1pa1e 111 1ra1n111g a 11d eventually 10 displace the district 
consult~111 as m~tructor and resource person in the building. That provision 
was designed l~ improve the prospects Lhat any changes in teaching practice 
would l'1td11rc: II 11cvcnhclcss had the cffcc.:l of narrowing the field drastically.• 

Well, as I remember, when we met wiLh the coordinator four years ago 
and ~he ta lked ~~ou.t 1!1is, she mentio ned the fact that when the principal 
gets mvolved, 11 1sn t JUSl a mauer of siuing through lhe in-service with 
the facu lty and participating that way. Yo ur involvement had 10 be a lot 
?ceper :ind , .. there was lot of training and background tha t went into 
II, even, bcfon•. yo_u bq~an working with the facult y .... There were a 
number o f pnnopals that showed an interest umil she made that 
stale~em an~ then it kind of cleared the field, really and truly. She was 
lookmg for five schools a nd she almost didn't gel five schools because 
there were not five people who were willing. Because she was very, very 
c_lear abou~ the a mo unt of time it was going lo take. As I look back on that 
fi rst year, ll did. (Principa l, Westlake Elementary) 
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A thir\'.f step required the principal to confirm agreement with at least 75 
percent of the facu lly before committing the school to participation. Teachers 
a nd principal at o ne elementary school trace their decision lo participate to a 
combination of the principal's stand on the program a nd the faculty's own 
disposition to explore p romising new ideas: 

I told the faculty tha t I'm willing to be involved if you are. I 'm willing 
to spend the time, I'm willing to commit mysclL (Principal) 

Four years ago, when we were deciding a bout this, the whole sta ff sat 
down and talked about it. It was put 10 a vote .... We voted asa faculty 
and it's been great. Not everyone goes along who leheartedly but everyone 
would have to admit they've learned somelhing. (T eacher) 

In a fourth step, entire faculties o f the proposed pilot schools met to hear a 
tlc•script ion hy district p rrso1111el or what would b1• c·xpcTtc·d overt he three-yea r 
tenure or the program: 

We had an opportunity ... the fi ve schools that were selected had an 
opportunity to meet one ent ire afternoon with the coorclinator. _And she 
discussed with them in detail the proposal, the amounl of ume and 
commitment that it would take. And they had a chance again a t that time, 
at Lhal point, if Lhey wanted to, to withdraw. And there was o ne school 
that did withdraw ... because they didn't have the support of the 
faculty. (Principal) 

As might be expected, no negotiation procedure, no mauer how stringem, is 
su{(icienl to anticipate the actual lime required, the actua l dilemmas faced, 
the nature and pace of o bservable progress. Still, the orig ina l 11egotiaLion 
forestalled the kind of resistance or indifference tha t might have emerged had 
Lhe district left the terms of participation uncleur in the ho pes of attracting 
schools more readily. 

The persuasiveness of this negotiation rests on shared agreemems (clarity) 
of three sons: agreement abo ut the promise of the program ideas, agreement 
o n the nature of the roles and relationships required of teachers and 
principals, and the adequacy of the description lo reflect a n actual sequence 
o f implementntio n. For the mnstery learning project, the ideas wt-re powerful 
enough o n their face 10 auracl nearly half the cle111e11li.lry sd1ool p rincipa ls. 
The role envisioned for principals, however, was apparemly enough of a 
deparwre from the role that was being then enacted uy m ost principals to 
discourage their participation. Good intentions and "recepti vity" apart, 
Leachers and principals may resist program opportunities that represent 
radical departures from their view o( what being a teach<•r or being a principal 
pe.rmits or requires. 
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Professional Relations 

At stake in staff development are basic rights to the description, analysis, 
interpretation, and evaluation of classroom practice. Teachers' favorable and 
unfavorable judgments about staH development revolve precisely around the 
issue of teachers' rights to propose or share in such analyses and around their 
obl igation to accept the analyses (and advice) of others. The salient point here 
is not whether a description is recognizable (i.e., demonstrates familiarity 
with the real world of classrooms), or an analysis accurate or plausible, or 
particular advice p leasing to the teacher. Those are separate, if important, 
matters. The point here is whether the interaction called "staH development" 
is conducted in ways tha t are properly reciprocal, calling Cor shared aims and 
collaborative effort among fellow professionals. 

In this program, teachers and staff developers alike found their views 
mutually valued, sought, credited, and tested. The issue for teachers and for 
programs of s1arr. drvclopmcn1 is how s11c:h reciprocity was <'sta blishcd as the 
basis ror shared work, a nd was conrirmed in the course of routine interaction. 
Several contributors seem likely. 

Firs1. all parties were explicitly invited to act as knowledgeable 
contributors. The district consultant was expected to combine classroom 
experience with " theory" to provide a n initial introduction 10 new ideas, and 
to advise teachers as they prepared curriculum units and materials. Teachers 
were expected to contribute knowledge gained from close observation of 
present practice and from efforts to apply new ideas to actual classroom 
situations. The principal was expected 10 contribute knowledge gained from 
observ;11ion of clnssroom practice ;mcl from additional readings of theory and 
research. Working as a group, they discovered am! resolved the problems of 
ins1ru11H·111ali1y, congruence, and "cost" rhat Doyle and Ponder5 and others 
have associated with teachers' decisions whether to introduce new principles 
and prac1ices into the dassroom.6 The Lask was sufficie111ly complex to make 
collaboration sensible and fruitfuJ.7 

Program implementation became an enterprise in which teachers, 
principals, and staff developers discovered what it meant 10 move from 
general ideas on paper to specific applications in classrooms. Over time, the 
ideas evolved and took shape in numerous concrete ways in an instance of 
what Bird (in his article in this issue) characterizes as "mutual accomplish
ment." 

Thus, collaborative arrangements between staf£ development and schools 
offer the opportunity to demonstrate reciprocity among fellow professionals, 
to develop clearly known and shared aims, and to establish trust by building a 
history of predictable performance. 

Second, time for shared work was a lloued in the weekly schedule. The 
district consultant visited the school at least once a week. Periods of 
"instruction" were structured to introduce new elements of theory; to permit 
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questions, comments, observations, and problems raised by teachers; and to 
organtze a period of group work to connect theory to practice. Knowing that 
the principal was devoting yet another morning each week to studying with 
other principals, teachers willingly spent additional afternoons after school 
working on materials. 

Third, decisions about the focus and scale of curriculum units emerged out 
of teachers' analysis of core topics and critical skills at each grade level. 

Finally, criteria £or classroom observation emerged out of the shared 
discussion of theory and prat tice, were agreed upon in advance, and were 
specified at a level of detail that made a ll parties comfortable about what 
might be important 10 notice. Observers used anecdotal records to capture as 
faithfully as possible a ll that was said by teachers and students; these no1es 
served as evidence around which teachers and principal or consultant would 
organize conference discussions. Suppol'I for implementation indu<led an 
element of what has since come 10 he termed "coaching."R 

Time 

Learning 10 teach is, according to one teacher, like learning to play a musical 
instrument. Beyond the wish to make music, it takes time, a grasp or essential 
patterns, much practice, tolerance for mistakes, and a way of marking 
progress along the way. In the more successful of the two programs, a major 
contributor was the organization of time. While the less successful program 
relied on a " pullout" training session of several days, followed by one or two 
classroom visits. the more successful program org-dnized before-school 
sessions every Wednesday morning for more 1han two years. Each sessio n 
consisted partly of new inat<"rial introduced by th<.· resource consultant, the 
principal, or-in latrr stages-teadH'rs, followe<l by group work on 
curriculum in grade-level teams. Frcque1IC)' of involvement was high: the 
sheer number of opportunit ies that teachers had IO work on ideas and their 
application in classrooms. Extended duration provided for gradual and 
incremental command over a set of ideas and cumulative discovery of the ways 
that they could be applied in classrooms: 

Whenever a basic idea was presented, people would ask, "Now, how are 
we going to apply this?" (Teacher) 

The first six months, according 10 teachers, were slow and clumsy on all 
sides. Teachers were uncertain of how If) make sense of what they were 
hearing; staff developers and principals were learning from and with teachers 
which advice was sound and which was off the mark. Teachers commented: 

You couldn't do it otherwise .. .. You havr to gel far enough into it to 
see the advantage. 
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Units were horrend~us h~ da~es to prepare a t first. Everyone was 
new. • It was a hu le easier m the second year and even easier in the 
third. 

It 's difficult a1 first beca use it 's complex. 

We SJ)(!nt the fint year p roving i1 to ourselves. It took a while 
I I •.• no t 

I 1at t 1ey movecl loo fast bu1 1ha1 it was all new material. 

G!ve yourself time to see it work. You' ll be frustrated at first because it 
will seem ~ve~whelmi ng. If you'll go step by step and give it at least six 
mon~hs, give II a chance a nd don't take shortcuts ... then you'll be 
convinced. 

. Such co~ ments, toge1hcr with 01her observations of both programs, call 
mto quesuon approaches c-ha mctrri ted as "minimal i iucrvemion " even 
wh_e~ suppo_rted by wcl 1-uesignecJ rmnerials a11d thoughtfully co~ducted 
trammg sessions.9 

PROJ ECT LEADERSH I P AN D T HE PRI NCI PAL'S ROLE 

T ~e c~ucial role of build ing p~incipals. was acknowledged by bolh programs. 
Pn~cipa ls we~e approached fmt for discussions of the underlying ideas and 
the1rcoopera11on was sought in recrui1i11g in terested focu lty members. Jn,only 
onr of thr two p~ograms, however, were the pri11dpals explicitly requi,cd 

10 
ass_urnc a more d1~ cct le.,_de~ship ro le in regard to the project, and supported in 
do111g so. In the ~ 110~. pr111c1 pa ls were·expcc ted 10 learn the theory and practice 
or m,'.stc~y leam 111g. T hey a llendcd weekly in-service sess ions conducted by 
thr t.llstn ct co11suha111. T hese weekly sessions as described b l . h d 

· · I • Y eac ers an 
pn11c1pa s:_scr~ed several p~rposes. First, the principal became increasingly 
knowlcdgcahlc al,out a spcc1r1c set o ( concepts and practices. Because he was 
knowledgea ble, h~ was a fa ir and helpful judge of classroom instruction. He 
was able to recogm ~ progress in teachers' efforts to implement new ideas, and 
wa~ a reasonable Judge of requests for materia ls, released time, or oth er 
assistance. Jn the words of one teacher: "The pr incipal has been the mainstay 
here-:-he knows the program and can answer teachers' questions." 

~ct.mg as a resource person Lo teachers over a three-year period, the 
principal: 

A_uended i 1~-service sess!·o n~ and read relevant materia ls tha t equipped 
him lo assist teachers 111 implementing Lhe recommended ideas and 
methods. 

Conducted in-service sessions for teachers in a fashion that combined 
theory, research, a nd practice. · 

Gave advice on curriculum units and ideas for cou rse ma terials. 
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Obser ved in classrooms often enough to make feedback useful and t,o 
recognize and credit teachers' accomplishments. 

Spent time in a weekly workshop conducted by teachers. 
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From Lhe point of view of one elememary school principal, direct 
involvemem in the program exemplified a shift from a "gatekeeper" stance 10 

a "cha nge-agent" stance; he attributed the change in parno his reading of the 
results of the Rand Corporation 's "change-agem " study. 10 In the five years 
prior to the pilot project, this principal increasingly engaged in actions that 
could be viewed as assisting or promoting change (rather than merely 
permitting or approving it). T he gradual development of tha t role is re£lected 
in Figure 2. In secondary schools, school size and curricu lum complexi ty may 
make this sca le of direct involvement difficult; princi pals a rc confronted with 
establishing a structure or leadership in which selected teachers, as 
department heads or team leaders, can take the ini tia tive in ma uers of 
curriculum and instructio n. 11 

CONCLUSIONS, DIL EM MAS, AN O CHALLENGES 

On the evidence, some strategies more than others appeared promising over a 
range of relevant goals (i mprovemem of rc.ichers' com petence, confidence, 
a11<l commitmcnl; implcmcntalion of school-ba~ecJ improvt•ments in instruc
tion or curriculum; balancing the need for stability against the demand for 
change; and the like). Researchers concl uded that staff development is most 
influential where it: ( 1) ensures collaboration adequate to produce shared 
understa11tling, shared in vestment, thoughtful developme111, a nd the (air, 
rigorous test of selected ideas; (2) requires collective pa rticipation in training 
a11d implementation; (3) is focused on crucia l ptohlems of curriculum and 
instruction; (1) is comluctetl often eno ugh a nd long enough Lo ensure 
progressive gains in knowledge, skill, and confidence; and (5} is congruem 
with and conLributes to professiona l ha bills and norms described elsewhere as 
norms of collegiality and experimentatio n. 12 

Together, these program elements constitute a set of design characteristics. 
T hese are complex conditions; each contributing £actor also poses certain 
dilemmas for those who design, conduct, and participate in such effo rts. Some 
of the dilemmas associated with program clements have been displayed in 
Figure 3. Others, associated with the p lace of such programs in district 
initiatives, include these: 

Staffing 

The successful program required a dispropon ionate concentration of sta ff 
resources on a five-school pilot progra m. Although the budget for the 
progra m was hardly exhorbi1ant ($10,000 in federa l funds during the year of 

c,mlinucd rm pae:e 41 
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Figure 2. An Emerging Role of Principal in Staff Development 

Time 
Period 

1960s 

1973-197'1 

197·1-1975 

1975-1976 

1976- 1980 

Nature of Principal's Behavior 

"Coordination" of Title I projects 
-approve ideas 
-propos.il preparation 
-11ego1ia1 ion or fund~ 
-general supervision or project directors 

Participant in collective in-service in response 
to state legislation 

-approve ideas 
-prepare proposal 
- participa1e in (si1 in on) tracher training 

Part icipant in in-service: obser"er or teachers 
CARE f?rogram 

-approve idea 
-approve teacher release time 
-sit in on 1eacher training 
-altend principal training 
-observe teachers in classroom 
-hold conferences with teachers 

Precision teaching 
-approve 1eacher-ini1iatcd idea 
-approve released time for team o r teachers 
-encourage trained teachers Lo ,rain 01her:1 
-sit in on training ("shari11g")st·ss ic111 conducted 

1,y returning teachers 
Maswry learning: instrunor/ consult :1111/ 
"resource person" 

-approve and promote idea 
- seek group commitment 10 in-service 
-a11end principal training 
-a11end teacher training 
-conduct teacher training 
-altend teacher-conducted training as 

participant 
-ohst·1 ve and crit iq11t' dassroom prrlonnanct• 
-rt'arrangt• sdu:clulc•s to 1wr111i t joint wo1 k 

amo1_1g teachers 
-arrange released time for teachers 
- report re levant research 10 teachers 
-encourage teachers to serve as consultants 

to other schools 

Ro le "Image" 

Principal as 
"gatekeeper" 

Principal as 
change ngent 

~tlap1cd from _J. W. Liule, School Succes.f and S111/f Droelopmenl (Boulder Colo . 
.,enter for Ac11on Research, Inc., 1981), Appendix A, p. 40. ' .. 
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Figure. !I, Dimensions or Influential Starr Developmem 

DIMENSIONS 

FOCUS 

CONTRIBUTJONS 

Permits concreteness and 
"practicnlity" that in tum 
permit usclul assistance 

Contributes to a shared 
language for <lescri hing, 
analyzing, and refining 
teaching practices 

Permits teachers or schools 
to Lry out a set of ideas on 
a large enough scale, with 
enough concentrated 
effort, 10 test their effects 

Permits more rigorous 
evaluation of the relative 
inlluence of staff develop• 
men! 

DILEMMAS 

Practicality may win out over 
relevance or defensibility 

Guiding principles may be 
comprom ised 100 casually 
in the search for practical 
";idaptal ions"' 

Choice of promising focus 
may be limited by ambi
guous or con£1icting 
research, by prevailing dis• 
1ric1 prioritic~ 01 circum• 
stances, by existing patterns 
or practice 

Good ideas may go unmatched 
by powerful program or 
evaluation design, leading 
people to say, "We tried it 
and it didn't work ... 

•••••• ~•••••••-••••••••••-•••••••••• -••• oo •••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• ••-• •••••••-••••••-• ••• ••••••• •••••••••-••••••••• •••••••u ••••••••••••• 

ORGANIZATION 
OF 
INSTRUCTION 

Model in tr.iin• 
ing the 
practices you 
expect teachers 
or principals 
10 use on the 
job 

Increased credibi lity of 
claims that the itlt·as arc 
eHcctive anti practiml 

increased con[itlcncc 
through experience and 
observation 

Partidparm nHcr morr 
1hough1ful and prccisc 
evaluations or training 

Pcr~ons will 1101 notice model• 
ing 1111k~~ it is c•xplidtly 
111:itc:<I 

A performan ce: that i~ too 
smooth and polished may 
discourage persons and may 
erode rather than build 
ronfidcucr 

Alm asprc:ts or intended 
practice must hc mocklctl
tlemands lor preparation 
time, skill, imagination, 
and good will 
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Figure 3. Dimensions of Influential Slaff Developmem (cont i,iued) 

DIMENSIONS 

InLroduce new 
ideas in 
sequence 

DcmonsLrate, 
illus1ra1e what 
ideas look Ii kc 
in JJrac1ice 

Provide opponu
l ies for actua I 
practice 

Provide feedback 
Oil 

1)('rfor111ann· 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

Cu111ulalive, progressive 
command over new ideas 
and practices; increased 
wi llingness to lry new 
ideas in practice 

DILEMMAS 

Time constra inLs, and the 
temptation 10 "cover" more 
1 han can be mastered 
through practice in a single 
session 

The p revaili ng view that how 
one leaches is a mailer of 
" just s tyle" 

Overcoming 1he relative 
isolation of the day-to-day 
work s ituation , in which 
exposing one's ideas and 
prat·ticrs 10 others is rare 
and " 1hrl·a1cning" 

•••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••-••••• • ••• •••••••••••••••• • ••• •••••-• .. ••• • • ••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ••u•••••-•••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

TIME 
Fn·quc·1u·y 

D11r:i1io11 

GrC'all'r c·o1111n.111d a nd 
con fidence with 1nor<• 
opportunities to discuss. 
practin·. ohst'l'Vl', rdkr1 

Oppor11111ily fo r 1m1,-;n·ssh·1· 
gains over ci111e
r u11111la1ivc, i11cn·111e111al 
increases in knowlc:dge, 
ski ll , and confidence 

If 1101 seen as usdul, mon• 
con1ac-1 likely 10 erode 
commi1mc11t rather than 
build i1 

EHtTl rd ic·s 011 i111 rt.'.asi11g 
cx pcc1alions ovc-r lime
escalating stringency and 
comprehensiveness 

Problems of bringing new 
people in as experienced 
innovacors gain under
s tanding and skill
"crceping exclusivity" 

Limited resources-people 
"spread thin" 
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Figure 3. Dimensions of lnnuentia l Sm[( Development (continued) 

DIMENSIONS 

ROLES AND 
RELATION
SHIPS 

Collective 
involvement 

Collaboratio n 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

Relevance more assured 
when " we're all in i1 
together" 

O pportunity for moral 
support and technical 
ad vice from co lleagues 

T olerance for struggle wi th 
new ideas and practice 

New ideas tested on a la rge 
enough scale to wi111css 
effects and 10 work 
through problems of 
impleme111alion 

Strengthens habits of shared 
work and problem 
solving-builds a faculLy 
1ha1 is rnpable of <lcsig11-
i11i.; ;111cl ma11agi11g 
improVl'mCnl 

Opportunity lo build known 
and shared aims 

Opportunity 10 build 1rus1 
by demonstrating 
reciproci l y, deference 

Opportuni ty to develop a 
shared la uguage for 
describing, analyzing, and 
relining practice (i.e., 
opportunity 10 be useful to 
one another) 

DILEMMAS 

A collection of bodies is no1 a 
group: mere exposure 10 
1raini11g as a group is 
insulfidc111. Effect rc·quircs 
group identity (and i111erac-
1ion) for purposes of 
imp lemen tation 

Terms of group involveme111 
in c·a rly suiges rnuSL be 
n<'i-;oti,ut<l in a manner that 
prtst·rvcs underlying 
principles, tstabl ishcs role 
expectatio ns, and accom• 
modates Joe.a l realit ies 
without "pulling punches. " 
The 1empLa1ion will be to 
t·mphasitt· 1h,· all racl ions 
a111J downftlay Il ic h ard 
work in ;in !"ffon 10 a11 rac1 
par1ic-ipan1s 

Schools 1ha1 have had 
previously successru l group 
involvcml~lll wilh sLaH 
developmmt are more likely 
to accept tlw terms-the 
problem of creeping 
exclusivity 

" Imposed" programs limiuhe 
opportunities £or 
collaboration 

Existing norms limit persons· 
ski ll and willi11g11css 10 act 
rccipron1lly (t·.g., hy giving 
spc·dfic k edback on 
performance) 

The closer people move 10 1hc 
building and the classroom, 
the higher the risk 10 seH
esteem and professional 
standing (high gains, high 
demands) 
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Figure 3. Dimensions of lnfluen1ial Starr Development (continued } 

DIMENSIONS 

SETTING: 
T HE 
WORKPLACE 

Consistency with 
expressed 
values and 
priorities of 
building and 
district 

Norms 
supporting 
collegia lity 
among teachers 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

OpporlUniLy for observing 
and assisting actual 
practice (e.g., "roaching") 

lluil<ls foculty moralt• and 
sense of indivi<lual an<l 
group erricac:y over time 

Relevance 
-professiona l develop

ment is an obligation o f 
the job: participation is 
rewarded 

- participation in specifi c 
programs is credited 
and protected 

Tolerance for struggle 
Access to resources 
Rewards for demonstrabk 

success 

Extl'lldt·d staff resources
more minds ;ind bodies to 

concentrate o n applying 
ideas in practice 

Prospects for "polite 
coercion" in the face of 
promising ideas or 
compelling circumstances 

Prospects Cor continuity (life 
a f1cr funding) 

DILEMMAS 

Coaching is a potentially 
powerful practice that 
violates cciually powerful 
and entrenched norms-it is 
viewed as useful when ii 
happens but happens only 
when actually structured hy 
someone with influence 

Hard for newcomers to join
the language and practice 
are too soph isticated; 
"closrd" collegiality and 
creeping exclusivity 

Multiple and sometimes 
conflicting priorities 

Values reflected in teacher 
contracts 

Multiple sources of infl uence 
over resources and rewards 

Sheer complexity of groups, 
interests, and circumstances 
may place limits on 
tolerance 

Success is rarely measured in 
ways that are programm:Hi• 
cally or politically powerful 

The more complex the prac• 
tices, the more time it will 
take and the more difficult 
it will he to richieve ;md 
demonstrate an dfect 

Crit ical practices of collegial
ity are the exceptio n rather 
than the rule and may have 
to be built (rather than 
simply built upon) by stnrf 
development (talk about 
instruction, observation, 
shared planning and 
preparation, reciprocal 
teaching, or coaching) 
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Figure 3; Dimensions o f Influential Starr Development (continued) 

DIMENSIONS 

Norms 
supporting the 
routine 
examination, 
evaluation, and 
refinement of 
practice 

Role o f the 
principal in 
stimulating, 
strengthening, 
sustaining 
collegiali ty and 
conLinuous 
improvemen1 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

Habits of careful scrutiny 
that separate judgments 
about prncticcs and 
consequences from 
judgments of personal 
worth 

Rights of initiative (" it 
comes with the territory") 

Tactics of leadership 
-announcing expec:ta• 

tions for collegial and 
experimenta l work 

-modeling collegial and 
experimental work 

-sanctioning teachers' 
efforts 

-defending and protect
ing new efforts against 
internal and externa l 
strain 

DILEMMAS 

This perspective is in 
compelition with the views 
1hat "teaching is a matter of 
s tyle" and "you don't 
interfere with another 
teacher's teaching" 

These are not the practices for 
which principals are 
typically selected, prepared 
or rewarded 

•••••••••••••.o••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••• •••••• .. • ••••••••••H• • • .. • • •••••••••••-•••••••••••o••••••••••••••••• ••• 

FOUR RULES 
OF THUMB 
AND A 
SPECULATION 

Four rules or thumb for 
teachers and staff 
develo pers: 

If you want it, say it 
If you want it, teach for it 
If you want it, organize for 

it 
If you want it, reward i t 

And a speculation about what 
diffcrcnct it makes: 

There's no such thing as an 
"indlcclive" or neutral 
piece of stalf development. 
Every exposure to staff 
development will either 
h11ilcl commirmr nr to 
profrssim1al i111pmvcrrwn1 
or will erode 1hat 
comrnitmcnt 

the study, in a total district budget of more than $200 million), it permitted a 
single resource coordinator to be assigned Cull-time to the project. During the 
same time period, each of Lhe remaining eleven members of the districl's staff. 
development office was charged with organizing minicourses, conducting 
workshops on a variety of topics, and serving as the assigned resource person 
for twelve elementary and secondary schools. Their infl ucnce was predictably 
diffuse. 
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Budget 

The succe~ful_ pro~ram . was fundt d with federal dollars as support for 
desegregauon; 111 this, as 111 programs described by others, u a shift in federal 
dolla~s or pr~ori~ies will jeopardize the project. (That is, although the 
p racttces su_rv1ve m the pilot schoo ls, there is no basis o f continued support 
a nd expansio n .) 

£xcl1uit•ily 

The invitationa l procedure by which the district's o ne hundred elementary 
schools were narrowed first to fift y interested candidates and finally to five 
scle_c1cd s ites n ea1ed conditions powerfull y conducive 10 success. On a p ilot 
basis. such a p roccdu1c w.is suhs1a111ivcly warranted. Nonetheless it also 
p~·rn~its (_,·vc11 requires) selecti ng o ut 95 pcrn·111 of tlw dis trict's scho;,ls. The 
d1s11w 1 nsks a fm m of "rrn·ping l'Xd11sivity" by which the bulk o f prog ram 
rTsourc·t·s al"l' drvo1cd 10 thl' mosr sophis1i<~11 cd, most t•1wrge1ic faculties. To 
n~ai1~1.ii11 an i11vi1atio11al prm:cdurc over time would thus require that a 
distract develop a program o f preparat ion that would equip interested schools 
to compete successfull y for participatio n in the program. 

Pri11cipals 

The suc:cc·sshrl program was heavily reliant 011 the direct involvement of 
building pri_ncipal~, who f~,m icipatcd in p rincipals' 1rai11ing scssions, helped 
10 conduct 11H;crv1ce sessio ns with faculty, joined pla nning sessions with 
1t·adu:rs. ohsnvnl in dassrooms, puhlidu•d 1cad1c1s' a<·complishmcnts, 
orga,111.~·tl sd1cdult•.~ and o tlH'r aspc('IS of s<'hool wo rk to faci litate teachers' 
w_ork w_11h o m• a1~0Lhcr, and pro1ccted teachr rs against other demands and 
d1strac11ons. 111 1h1s manner, the program built an enduring system of support 
that wc11_t well beyond the delivery of good skills training. u Such a pattern of 
lc,~dcrslup, ho wever, also calls for prac1iccs for which most principals are 
ncllhcr prc·parcd , sclec1t·d1 11or rewarded. u 

T eachers as Colleagues 

T he successful program rested on long-term habits of shared work and shared 
p~oblem solvi_ng among teachers. Such pauerns o f mutual assistan ce, together 
wuh_ mecha 111s~s by which teachers can emerge as leaders on mauers of 
curriculum a nd instruction, are also atypical. 16 According to o ne review, work 
teams among teachers have proved relatively uns table, particularly in the 
ab~cn~e o f

17 
a n explicit " po licy o f teaming" on the pan o f bu ilding 

principals. The very success of the pilot project described here calls auention 
'.~ the ~a~ctcr ?f ~.rofes_s ional work in sch9ols and the degree to wh ich 

reflecuon-111-acuon 18 might be made an integral pa n of teaching. 

REALITIES IN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 4.3 

The " Fit" or Integration of S taff Developmmt 

A fit of staff development with major lines 0£ program develo pment and 
authority is argued to be both critical and pro blematic. In tracing the human 
and material resources devoted to staff developmem in three districts, Moore 
and H yde found staff development was politically weak and program
matica lly marginal, in :1pi1e of higher-th.in-predicted allocations or mo ney 
and time.19 Responsibility for staff development is o ft.en widely diffused, low 
in the bureaucratic hierarchy, and isolated from major initia Lives in curricu
lum and insLruction .20 In ma ny urban distric ts, the main contribu tion of staff 
developmenL in recent years may have l,ccn "lo keep things from geuing 
worse"21 by introducing a measure of stabil ity in times o f rapid change. T here 
is no evidence tha t the projects described here were any more centrally 
connected to the structures of power and policy, nor any less vulnerable to 
shifts in budgeL priorities, than the projects described in other studies. 

In effect, we arc confronted with a tremendous problem, or challenge, o f 
organilation, leadership, and scale. IL is s impl y im p lausible tha t a small cadre 
o f staff developers in any district will add measurably 10 the general fund of 
teachers' knowledge, skill, and enthusiasm, or that programs of the sort just 
described could be mounted by a district on a scale large enough to exert 
widespread influen ce. The lessons are of a diHerent order of magnitude; the 
guidelines generated by these program examples are properly seen as 
g uidelines for the organization and leadership o f professional work in the 
day-to-day work or Leaching. 

Noles 
I J. W. Liule, School Sucn:ss a11d Stalf l )evelo/munt: The Uole of.Staff Droe/opmmt in 

Urban Desegrrgated School.1 (Boulclcr, Colo.: Cc:mt•r for Action Research, 1981 ). 
2 P . Bcrrnan a nd M. W. McLaughlin, Federal l'rograms Su/1/1orti11g £ducatio11al Cliange, 

Vol. VIII: l mplementirig and Sustaini11g ln11ovatio,u (Santa Monica, Calil.: The Ra ncJ 
Corpora1 ion, 1978); W. J. T ikunoH, J, B. A. Ward, and G . A. Crilfin, lnteractiue Research and 
Droelopment on Teacliing, Execu1ive Summary (San Francisco: Far Wes1 Labora1ory, 1979); 
Liule. School S11cces.1 and Stafl Deuelopmmt; G. A. Griffin, A. Lieberman, a nd J . Jacullo• 
No10, /n111racti11e Research a11d Develofmu11t 011 Schooli11g, Final ll11porl of tht: lmf1lementatio11 
of theStrattgy (New York: Tt'ad1ers College, Columbia Universi1y, 1982); a nd T . Bird, "Mu1ual 
Adap1,11ion and Mutual Accomplishment: Images or Change in a Fie ld Expt'rimrn1," Trachers 
College Record 86. no. I. ( FaJI 1984): 68-85. 

5 J . Lanier, "T ensions in Teaching Teachers theSkillsor Pedagogy," in Staff Developme111: 
£ igl1ty•St1co11d Yearboolt of the Nat iom1l Society for the Study of £d11catio 11, ed. G. Grillin 
(Chicago: U niversi1y o l Ch icago Press, 1985). 

1 A negotiation sequtncc ajmtd al clarity o r underuanding does no1 ensure "recep1ivity" 10 
a program o r naff devclopmem. The experience of the mas1uy learning projcc1 is evidence 1h:11 
making ml idea clear may serve 10 discourage pt'uons from p11nicipa1ing in a collabora1ive 
vcn<urc. The negolialion does have 1hc virtue or rt'vealing the limils and possibi lities o f 
shared work in advance o r an agreement 10 proceed, thus making s11bsequcn1 s1cps less <enuous. 

5 W. Doyle and C. A. Po nder, "The P ractic:ili<y E1hic in Teacher Decis ion Making," 
lnlercha11ge 8, no . 5 ( 1977-1978): 1-12. 
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Wednesday : 

Personnel A ction Planning in Communities: Report s 

M ilwaukee: Rut h Cohen 

The first major initiative in Milwaukee's personnel action plan has been the decision 
to create a local/regional opportunity for its educators to gain a masters degree in 
Jewish studies w ith a concentration in education. Milwaukee has submitted a 
grant to the Bader foundation to partially fund a masters program that will be run 
by the Cleveland College of Jewish Studies. The program wi ll include some courses 
in Milwaukee taught by Cleveland College faculty, video-conference courses, and 
summer courses in Cleveland at the college. The program w ill be housed at MAJE 
(the Milwaukee Association for Jewish Education) which w ill also coordinate and 
co-staff the internship program. 

Ruth described the process by which this initiative moved t hrough the Milwaukee 
system. A personnel action team reviewed the results of t he educators ' study and 
devoted much t ime t o a variety of issues. It focused on the Cleveland College 
option as it seemed a very substantive way to begin. After several meetings with 
Lifsa Schachter (by t he committee, by Milwaukee's core planning team), after 
experiencing t he video-conference t echnique and ~fter Ruth Cohen and Ina Regosin 
visited the Clev eland College, : :-.e personnel ac t ion team wrote up the proposal as 
their recommendation. The recommendation went to the Lead Community Init iative 
steering committee w hich voted on four different proposals made by different 
action teams that g rew out of Milwaukee's strategic planning process. The 
Cleveland College Proposal being only one of them. 

Ruth also described t hree other initiatives that came before the steering committee 
(one on teen programming t hat was returned to commit tee; one on funding family 
educators that has been submitted for joint funding by priv ate grant and federation 
funding; one for a feasibility study of a day school high school that was also 

· recommended for funding) 

There are also seven teams (2 congregations, 4 day schools, JCC camping division) 
participating in a series of four seminars which are part of the goals project. In 
addition to the planning meetings, Dan Pekarsky has done one seminar and the next 
one is scheduled for next week. 

Milwaukee is now trying to decide how to move the personnel planning process 
forward. 
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Atlanta -- Steve Chervin 

Steve indicated that positive progreess is being made in terms of developing a 
personnel action plan, but that the issue of mobilizing community support and 
funding has proven more difficult. 

The Harvard Goals Seminar has served as a catalyst for the personnel action 
planning process. The group from Harvard has met 2 -3 more times. They have 
developed the case story method and taught it t o their colleagues who did not 
participate in the seminar. They are also exploring ways of using it at the annuyal 
teachers ' conference. 

The principals ' councils have become the lynchpin of the personnel planning 
process. Steve described how he and Janice Alper, the director of JES (Jewish 
Education Services) have planned and "driven" this process t ogether. Each council 
will create a comprehensive plan for its own instit utions 

In the day school principals council, the group has reviewed current offerings. 
None are based in school improvement models, none are teacher driven, for the 
most part they are volunt ary not mandat ory. 

As a next step, they have decided to hold a "town hall meet ing" for all day school 
teachers. It is scheduled for April 3 for two hours after school. They expect to 
draw a large turn-out from the 50-6- potential teachers. Three questions are on the 
docket: 

1. What do you see as your needs for professional development? 
2. What do you see as the schools' needs for professional 
development? 
3. What are t he next steps that you would like to see? 

One of the ideas that Steve and Janice have in mind is the development of a day 
school teachers' council. 

In the EDC (the supplementary schools' principals council), they have begun to 
survey the teachers in terms of areas of interest while at the same time addressing 
the issue of minimum standards w ith the principals and rabbis. When the latter 
group was asked about minumum standards: that is, what do teachers in your 
school need to know in order to teach? what are the domains of knowledge and at 
what level of expertise does this knowledge need to be held, they responded that 
they could not respond to the question without f irst revisiting the area of 
knowledge for what -- that is the goals question. A March 23 meeting is planned 
for rabbis and educators to begin dealing with this issue. 

The early childhood educators council will also deliberate this issue in terms of early 
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childhood. They are at a more preliminary stage. 

Steve then raised nine areas of ambiguit y and tension w ith regard to our other 
agenda, i.e., mobilizing community support. 

1 . The relationship between the CJC (council for Jewish continuity) and the regular 
planning and allocations process of the Federation. 

2. The relationship between CJC and the central agency (JES). 

3. Steve's job, a department in federatio·n 

4. Planning for the new high school 

5. Multiple capital campaigns going on in the communit y 

6. Campaign assignments wit h educational agencies 

7. Funding for the CJC, an off-the t op of t he campaign allocation? 

8. Competing campaigns in terms of federation issues 

9. The emerging need to orient educational programming toward supporteing fund
raising objectives, i.e. , as a campaign tool 

Given the lack of clarity in terms of funding, the community is unable to provide 
concrete answers to problems. 

Baltimore --Chaim Botwinick 

In Baltimore, a planning group mainly comprised of Jewish education professionals, 
representing all settings and denominations was formed with Chaim and Marci as 
its co-chairs. After its first meeting the group divided itself into three small 
workgroups according to setting: day school, early childhood, and congregctional 
schools. 

The issues that emerged from the day school group's first meeting were: the 
establishment of a kuppah for professional development, videotaping of 
microlessons, mentorship, scholar-in-residence program and the establ ishment of a 
staff development institute for day school teachers. 

Chaim also described a program initiated and f unded by the Children of Lyn and 
Harvey Meyerhoff Foundation called: Breishit: In the Beginning, Machon L'Morim for 
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Jewish Early Childhood Educators. This is a program geared to the enhancement of 
the Jewish content of early childhood programs in a limited number of settings. It 
is a two year initiative designed for both teachers and directors of these 
institutions. 

Additionally, the task force on educational personnel of CAJE (Center fo r 
Advancement of Jewish Education of The Associated) recently developed a 
proposal for communally funding of benefits for educators. Chaim has been 
involved with gathering information for the committee. Hopefully, he will be able to 
share both the process and the outcome at one of our future meetings. 

"Best Practices" In ln-se·rvice Education in General Education 
Gail Dorph 

Gail then shared a w orking paper w hich synthesized recent work in general 
education that had specific implications for t he development of in-service initiatives 
at the communal level. The document is attached. The discussion particularly 
focused on the summary section of the paper: Conditions Necessary for Learning to 
Teach in New Ways and Principles Against which Prof essional Development 
Opportunities may be test ed. 

Map of Current In-Service Opportunities w ith Reference to Best Pract ices 
Information -- Barry Holtz and Gail Dorph 

Gail and Barry then shared a planning guide (enclosed) which could help 
communities chart their present in-service offerings. As an exercise, we walked 
through several communal examples using the chart to both test its usefulness and 
workability. Participant s were asked to take the in-service maps that they had 
created for the current seminar and "plot" them into the chart for our next session. 
(yet to be scheduled) 

Additionally, everyon·e w as encouraged to think about how to use the chart and 
the summary in the current process in which communities are engaged. This could 
serve to raise the level of discourse and provide an impetus for thinking about the 
personnel action plans as opportunities to try out initiatives different from those 
which currently exist. 

Thursday: 

Denominational Presentations and Discussion 

The morning began with four presentations: two from denominational 
representatives w ho are university based--Robert Hirt from Yeshiva University and 
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Kerry Olitzky from Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion-- and two 
from denominational representatives who are based in service-delivery positions-
Robert Abramson from United Synagogue and Aharon Eldar from the Torah 
Departme,- of WZO. 

Bob Abramson described two programs that United Synagogue's Department of 
Education runs: a school based program for supplementary school educators (U
STEP--United Synagogue Teacher Education Program) and a peer leadership 
program for day school administrators (PAL-- Peer-Assisted Leadership). 

U-STEP is a 1 2 !-.our per year two year program designed together with synagogues 
for the professional development of their elementary school staffs. Its strengths 
reside in: its on-going nature; bringing together whole faculties (including the 
principal) of institutions; United Synagogue supplied teachers who are experienced 
Jewish educators; and a curriculum designed to have realistic classroom 
implications. United Syngagogue provides the teachers for the program. 
Synagogues provide transportation and room and board. 

PAL is a program that has been developed with Far West Laboratories and funded 
by the Wexner foundation. It includes an intensive three day preparatory program, 
6 days of paired principals visiting each other using techniques that they have been 
taught, and a :oncluding three day retreat to process the themes and issues. The 
program has been very successful in terms of the three cohorts of principals who 
have participated. There is now discussion of how to continue to develop this 
program once grant monies have run out. 

Aharon Eldar described the approach of the Torah Department of WZO with regard 
to In-Service education particularly in Orthodox day schools. The faculty of the 
Torah department includes a cadre of Israel based educators who have been 
"shlichim" and Torah department teacher-shlichim who are in the states. 

He described three models with which they are currently working. All are based in 
the commitment to only work with schools who are prepared to hold on-going 
seminars during a given academic year. 

1 . Three one-week seminars on the same subject which will be determined by the 
school and Torah Department together. 
2. 4-5 meetings a year in one school on one topic 
3. On-going school seminar in which Torah department faculty participate several 
times a year. 

For all these models, the "preferred" siyyum is a seminar in Israel which builds on 
the studies of the previous year. 
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In addition, the Torah department has developed a program for master teachers. 
This program is being run in cooperation with the Associated Talmud Torah (ATT) 
of Chicago. It includes two teachers from each of their affiliated schools who 
attend three hour seminars once a week. These seminars focus on subject matter, 
methodology and supervision. At the conclusion of the year of study, there is a 
three week seminar in Israel. There are two incentives offered: the three week 
seminar in Israel and increased salary on the A TT salary scale. 

The formula for funding these programs is similar to that described by Abramson: 
Torah department supplies faculty; schools provide transportation and lodging. 

Robert Hirt described Yeshiva University as a central address for Jewish education 
both because of the Azrieli School's interest in and commitment to in-service 
education and because of the network of schools and agencies that are connected 
to its professional group, the Educators' Council of America. He reported that the 
Azrieli School was very interest ed in meeting t he needs of local communities for 
substantive in-service which is w hy he had asked A lvin Schiff to also be present at 
this meeting. He suggested t hat one very productive approach to the issue of 
designing in-service education opportun ities in t he lead communities would be for 
the community professionals to present the challenges t hat they are currently 
facing. 

Kerry Olitzky described the organizational structure of the Reform movement in 
general in order to help clarify its approach to in-service educat ion in particular. He 
mentioned three areas of service emphasized by the UAHC: curriculum 
development, producing text book literature and teacher training and development. 
For the most part, UAHC's teacher training is developed in concert with its regional 
offices. Thus, the offerings and their intensit y is dependent on the way in which 
each region is organized. 

Kerry then defined the province of t he College as educational leadership 
development; pilot projects, such as, the development of national pilot training 
program for beginning teachers over Internet; summer study programs for 
educators at the various campuses of t he college; and institutionally based pilot 
project such as ECE (experiment in congregational schools out of HUC-LA and 
family education pilot out of HUC-JIR, NY. 

Discussion 

After questions of clarification and explanation, the discussion turned to issues that 
the communities are facing with regard to development and implementation of 
personnel action plans. Issues that emerged included: 
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1 . Development and implementation of induction programs for new teachers 

2. Development and implementation of professional growth oopportunites for 
educational leaders 

3. Development of supervisors and mentors who can give classroom guidance and 
support 

4. Access to competent teacher trainers (people who are able to provide a 
combination of subject matter and pedagogical expertise 

5. Development minimum standards for teachers in various settings 
(does this include domains of knowledge, areas of competency, religious standards 
and commitments?) 

6. Development of infrastructures to support in-service (released time for teachers, 
salary increments that are meaningful which are tied to on-going professional 
development) 

7. Develop lay-educational partnerships to support professional development 

Where are we now? Next Steps 

In our closing session, we discussed 
a. the timetable for current communal planning processes 
b. the challenge of creating outcome statements for the year 2000 
c. creating capacity to plan and implement inservice education programs 

Everyone agreed to use the chart that Barry created to chart their current in-service 
offerings. 

Gail brought in a suggested list of outcomes for the year 2000 for review and 
comment. Items included: 

1. % of our teachers will hold masters degrees in Jewish education. 
2. % of our teachers will be enrolled in masters degree programs in Jewish 
education. 
3. # of central agency personnel will be qualified to and responsible for ongoing 
professional development programs for teachers. 
4. % of central agency professional development offerings will be in the form of 
systematic programs that include focus on subject matter, pedagogy and classroom 
support. 
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5. % of schools w ill have on-going staff development built into their school 
programs. 
6. % of schools will have an infrastructure which allows teachers to both learn 
new "things" and work together to plan and support each others' w ork. 
7. % of schools w ill have a f unded " leaad teacher" position. This person will be 
responsible for supporting teachers in learning t o teach in new ways. 
8. In our community, there will be # of teacher networks: 

a. organized according to subject matter 
b. organized according to issues of teaching and learning children of " x " age 

9. In our community, there w ill # of "community" teachers, w ho will receive 
benefits although teaching in more than one place. 
10. In our community, there w ill be a benefits structure for teachers teaching # 
hours. 

One of the issues that we discussed in December and again in the course of this 
consultation was our communal capacity to deliver services that would be required 
by the creation of initiatives that go beyond that which is current ly being offered . 
This issue w as the impetus for inviting denominational presentations during the 
course of the current seminar. 

Gail and Barry described a ClJE plan to develop a "virtual college for In-Service 
Jewish Education." This would mean the development of a serious cadre of t rained 
people, Mentor-Educators, (for want of a better term) who would be able to help 
plan and implement programs within their own communities and perhaps even 
nationally. The approach that they suggested would include: identify ing appropriate 
candidates who are currently in central agencies or schools, designing a program 
that would bring them together to learn about current "best-practices" in in-service 
education, devising st rategies for them to collaborate on the integration and 
adaptation of the latest thinking about learning to teach and the development of 
new approaches to in-service education in Jewish education. We discussed this 
idea, and although, it was well received, we did not have enough time to discuss it 
at length. Gail will be back in touch with seminar participants to discuss the idea 
more fully and to receive "nominations " for the first cohort of mentor-educators to 
be recruited. 

We agreed to meet again before the summer break if at all possible. 

C:ICIJE\PlANS\COMSEM.MAR 
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WORKING PAPER 

(CIJE--LEAD COMMUNITY SEMINAR 3/95) 

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHERS? 
(from general education) 

Research shows that the differences in teacher qualifications across schools 
account more than any other factor for the differences in student achievement. 
(LDH, 1994) 

Professional development must be approached from four interconnected premises: 

*teachers are understood to have life-long professional needs and these will 
be met only if treated, as in the case of any learner in terms of continuity and 
progression; 

*for continuity and progression to be realized teachers' developmental needs 
must be assessed on a reguJar basis 

*schools devise a plan for development from which also f low needs for 
professional development if the school's development plan is to be 
implemented successfully 

* professional needs arising from personal sources {e.g., appraisal) have to be 
reconciled with school needs arising from institutional sources (e.g., a 
development plan) (Hargreaves, 1994) 

Staff development must be grounded in the mundane but very real details of 
teachers' daily work lives and in a form that provides the intellectual stimulation of 
a graduate seminar. By intellectual stimulation, we mean engagement with the 
substantive knowledge to be taught and the sustained analysis of teaching as a 
professional pursuit. (Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991) 

The most promising forms of professional development engage teachers in the 
pursuit of genuine questions, problems, and curiosities, over time, in ways that 
leave a mark on perspectives, policy, and practice. (JWL, 1993) 

There is little significant school development without teacher development. 
There is little significant teacher development without school development. 
(Hargreaves, 1994) 



Content 

Three components need to be part of a comprehensive approach to teacher 
professional development in order to make a difference in teachers' effectiveness 
and in student outcomes: 

1 . Subject Matter Knowledge 

In order to teach for understanding, McDiarmid, Ball and Anderson ( 1989) 
argue that teachers need a "flexible" understanding of their subject matter. 
They define this as the c: :+:.y t o draw relationships within the subject and 
make "real world" connections. It also means what scholars in :'.·1at field do 
and how increase one's own knowledge. A growing body of case studies 
shows that teachers w it h flexible subject matter understandings are better 
able to connect students and subject matter in w ays that respect both (see, 
fo r example, Grossman, 1990; Wilson, Shulman & Richert , 1987). 

Majoring in an academic subject in college does not guarantee that teachers 
have the specific kind of subject matter knowledge needed for teaching. 
(NCRTL, 1992) 

Many teachers have never had the chance to develop understandings of their 
subject matters that are required in order to teach for meaning. 

2 . Know ledge of Educat ion (particularly including knowledge of learners and 
what will make subject matter meaningful to learners) ' 

Building bridges between students and subject matter also depends on 
another kind of knowledge which Shulman ( 1986) has labeled "pedagogical 
content knowledge." PCK includes the most powerful w ays to represent and 
formulate a subject so as to make it comprehensible to others. It is a 
melding of knowledge of students and knowledge of subject matter. To 
teach for subject matter understanding, a t eacher must be able to view the 
subject throu~h the eyes of ··he learner and to interpret the learr . -·s 
questions and comments t hiOugh the lens of the subject matt er. 

To foster meaningful learning, teachers must construct experiences that 
allow st udents to confront powerful ideas whole. They must create bridges 
between the very different experiences of individual learners and the 
common curriculum goals. They must understand how their students think 
as well as what they know. (LOH, 1993) 

Teachers must combine deep knowledge of subject matter and a wide 
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repertoire of teaching strategies with intimate knowledge of students' 
growth, experience, and development. 

3. Clinical Guidance in Learning t o Teach 

Teachers need support in their classrooms to figure out: how to synthesize 
new practices, how to work with their students to create community, 
etc .. (LDH, 1990) 

The National Center for Research on Teacher Learning suggests that 
"substantial changes in teaching practice are likely t o occur only when 
teachers have extended, ongoing assistance that is grounded in classroom 
practice." (NCRTL, 1992) 

Differentiation 

Professional development opportunit ies should be appropriately designed w ith " the 
teacher-as-learner " in mind. This would include attent ion to: 

1. School Setting (day, supplementary and pre-school) 

2. Students: {developmental issues, affiliation) 

3 . Teachers: Experience/background/training 

4. Subject M atter to be taught 

Systematic Training Opportunities 

1. Time 

Learning to teach like learning to play a musical instrument. It takes time, a 
grasp of essent ial patterns, much practice, tolerance for mistakes, and a way 
of marking progress along the way. A major contributor to the success of 
professional development is the organizations of time. More successful 
programs organize regularized time involvement at frequent intervals over an 
extended duration. (JWL, 1986) 

2. Duration 
Learning new roles and new practices requires t ime, opportunity and mental 
space. Learning to teach in new ways, i.e .. , transforming one's practice and 
roles requires considerable time and effort and seems to follow a particular 
process, for most teachers. 

.., 
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Learning to teach in new ways is developmental. The process involves not 
only unlearning things t hat teachers and others have thought were good or at 
least standard practice, but also figuring out exactly what these new ideas, 
strategies, techniques mean and look like in the classroom and school. The 
sequence often involves the following four stages. 

*level #1 awareness 
* level #2 interpretation 
* level #3 understanding 
*level #4 reflective self evaluation 

Without adequate opportunities to learn or the support for the learning, there is no 
guarantee that teachers will move beyond the awareness level. (McDiarmid, 1994). 

3. Experience 

Experience of Teacher (Feiman & Floden, 1983) have reviewed several 
different approaches to staff development t hat support t he claim that The 
issue addressed by these " stage t heories" relates t o increasing the relevance 
of in-service offerings for t eachers. 

Incentives 

When a participant is selected to take part in training, either by being designated as 
a representative of a particular group or through a competitive selection process, 
the effect size was significantly greater than for all other incentives. 

Other incentives that were examined that were also significant include: college 
credit, released time, increased pay and certificate renewal. (Wade, 1984) 

Compensation 

In general education teachers' salaries have improved over the last few years, but 
they continue to remain lower than those of similarly educated workers. Teachers' 
salaries v ary great ly among districts and states. "Typically, teachers in affluent 
suburban districts earn more t han those in cities ... These variations contribute to 
surpluses of qualifies teachers in some locations and shortages in others, and they 
influence teacher retention, especially early in a teacher's career. Those who are 
bet ter paid tend to stay in teacher longer than those with lower salaries. (LOH, 
1994) 

Enrollment in teacher education programs has f luctuated in recent decades as 
salaries for teaching have risen and fallen. When salaries are up, enrollment is up; 
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when salaries are down, enrollment is down. (Murnane, et. al., 1991) 

Empowerment 

We must create contexts in teachers ' work l ives that assist and sustain meaningful 
changes. These contexts should consist, preeminently, of engaging teachers in 
rigorous examinations of teaching: the concrete challenges and problems they 
face, the range of possible solutions, and most important, close examination of 
whether, over time, there is progress in addressing these challenges. (Goldenberg 
and Gallimore, 1 991) 

Successful Models Of Professional Development Using Models of 
Empowerment 

1. Teacher Collaboratives and Networks 

2. Subject Matter Associations 

3. Collaborations Targeted at School Reform 

4. Special institutes and Centers (JWL, 1 993) 

Aspects of Evaluation 

1. Reaction: assesses how the participants felt about in-service training 
' 

2. Learning: measures t he amount of learning that was achieved 

3. Behavior: measures w hether participants changed t heir behavior as a result of a 
staff development intervention. 

4. Results: determine w hether t here w as an impact in the classroom, usually on 
students, as a result of teacher training 
Wade (1984) 

Leadership 

In the more successful staff development model, teachers and principals were 
asked to participate in training and implementation as a group; in effect, the school 
staff made a commitment to work on the training activity. 

Principals direct involvement with the professional development initiative 
exemplified a shift from a "gatekeeper" stance to a "change agent" stance. (JWL, 
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1986) 

SUMMARY 

Conditions Necessary For Learning To Teach In New Ways 

1. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need a community of colleagues. 

2. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need the support and leadership of 
their building principal 

3. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need support in the classroom in 
changing t heir practice. 

4. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need to be part of a larger learning 
community. 

5. To teach in new ways, teachers need opportunities to develop new 
understandings of the subjects they teach, the roles they play in the school 
and classroom, and t heir membership in a learning community. 

6 . To learn t o teach in new ways, teachers must L _ .-villing to assess their own 
practices critically. 

7. To learn t o teach in new ways, teachers need time and the opportunity to 
get away physically and mentally from their daily work in the classroom. 

8. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need sustained funding and policies 
to support their professional development. 

9. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need the public and policy makers to 
afford professional development activities the same priority as classroom 
teaching. (McDiarmid, 1994) 

Professional development opportunities may be tested against these principles: 

* Professional development offers meaningful intellectual, social, and emotional 
engagement with ideas, with materials, and with colleagues in and out of teaching. 

*Professional development takes explicit account of the contexts of teaching and 
the experience of teachers . 
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*Professional development offers support for informed dissent. 

*Professional development places classroom practice in the larger contexts of 
school practice and the educational careers of learners. It is grounded in a big
picture perspective on the purposes and practices of schooling, providing teachers a 
means of seeing and acting upon the connections among students' experiences, 
teachers' classroom practice, and school wide structures and cultures. 

*Professional development prepares teachers to employ the techniques and 
perspectives of inquiry. 

*The governance of professional development ensures bureaucratic restraint and a 
balance between the interests of individuals and the interests of institutions. (JWL, 
1993) 
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MEMO 

TO: CHAIM BOTWINICK, RUTH COHEN, STEVE CHERVIN, INA REGOSIN 

FROM: GAIL DORPH 

CC: ALAN HOFFMANN, BARRY HOLTZ, GINNY LEVI, NESSA RAPOPORT 

RE: CIJE-LEAD COMMUNITY CONSULTATION--MARCH 8, 9 

3/3/95 

Our meetings will take place at the CIJE office at 15 E. 26th St. on Wednesday and Thursday 
from 9:00 to 5:00. 

In preparing for our meetings, I have been gathering information from general education in the 
arena of professional development. I anticipate using criteria such as those found here to help us 
think about the strengths and weaknesses of current inservice offerings and in thinking through 
our future plans. 

I am sending this draft to you at this time even though it's not yet finished so that you can think 
about these areas and issues as you prepare your reports. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Shabbat Shalom 



WORKING PAPER 

{CIJE--LEAD COMMUNITY SEMINAR 3 /95) 

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHERS? 
(from general education) 

Research shows that the differences in teacher qualifications across schools 
account more than any other factor for the differences in student achievement. 
{LOH, 1994) 

Professional development must be approached from four interconnected premises: 

* teachers are understood to have life-long professional needs and these will 
be met only if treated, as in the case of any learner in terms of continuity and 
progression; 

* for continuity and progression to be realized teachers' developmental needs 
must be assessed on a regular basis 

*schools devise a plan for development from which also flow needs for 
professional development if the school's development plan is to be 
implemented successfully 

* professional needs arising from personal sources {e.g., appraisal) have to be 
reconciled with school needs arising from institutional sources (e.g., a 
development plan) (Hargreaves, 1994) 

Staff development must be grounded in the mundane but very real details of 
teachers' daily work lives and in a form that provides the intellectual stimulation of 
a graduate semin.ar. By intellectual stimulation, we mean engagement with the 
substantive knowledge to be taught and the sustained analysis of teaching as a 
professional pursuit. (Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991) 

The most promising forms of professional development engage teachers in the 
pursuit of genuine questions, problems, and curiosities, over time, in ways that 
leave a mark on perspectives, policy, and practice. (JWL, 1993) 

There is little significant school development without teacher development. 
There is little significant teacher development without school development. 
(Hargreaves, 1994) 
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Content 

Three components need to be part of a comprehensive approach to teacher 
professional development in order to make a difference in teachers' effectiveness 
and in student outcomes: 

1. Subject Matter Knowledge 

In order to teach for understanding, McDiarmid, Ball and Anderson (1989) 
argue t hat teachers need a " flexible" understanding of their subject matter. 
They define this as the c: ·ty to draw relationships within the subject and 
make "real world" connec1.ions. It also means what scholars in .:1at field do 
and how increase one 's own knowledge. A growing body of case studies 
shows that teachers with flexible subject matter understandings are better 
able to connect students and subject matter in ways that respect both (see, 
for example, Grossman, 1 990; Wilson, Shulman & Richert, 1 987). 

Majoring in an academic subject in college does not guarantee that teachers 
have the specific kind of subject matter knowledge needed for teaching . 
(NCRTL, 1992) 

Many teachers have never had the chance to develop understandings of their 
subject matters that are required in order to teach for meaning. 

2 . Knowledge of Educat ion (particularly including knowledge of learners and 
what will make subject matter meaningful to learners) · 

Building bridges between students and subject matter also depends on 
another kind of knowledge which Shulman (1986) has labeled "pedagogical 
content knowledge." PCK includes the most powerful w ays to represent and 
formulate a subject so as to make it comprehensible to others. It is a 
melding of knowledge of students and knowledge of subject matter. To 
teach for subject matter understanding, a teacher must be able to view the 
subject through the eyes of ··he learner and to interpret the lea:-;· . -'s 
questions and comments thiDugh the lens of the subject matter. 

To foster meaningful learning, teachers must construct experiences that 
allow students to confront powerful ideas whole. They must create bridges 
between the very different experiences of individual learners and the 
common curriculum goals. They must understand how their students think 
as well as what they know. (LOH, 1 993) 

Teachers must combine deep knowledge of subject matter and a. w ide 
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repertoire of teaching strategies with intimate knowledge of students ' 
growth, experience, and development. 

3. Clinical Guidance in Learning to Teach 

Teachers need support in their classrooms to figure out: how to synthesize 
new practices, how to work with their students to create community, 
etc .. (LOH, 1990) 

The National Center for Research on Teacher Learning suggests that 
"substantial changes in teaching practice are likely to occur only when 
teachers have extended, ongoing assistance that is grounded in classroom 
practice." (NCRTL, 1992) 

Differentiation 

Professional development opportunities should be appropriately designed with "the 
teacher-as-learner" in mind. This would include attention to: 

1 . School Setting (day, supplementary and pre-school} 

2. Students: (developmental issues, affiliation) 

3. Teachers: Experience/background/training 

4 . Subject Matter to be taught 

Systematic Training Opportunities 

1. Time 

Learning to teach li ke learning to play a musical instrument. It takes time, a 
grasp of essential patterns, much practice, tolerance for mistakes, and a way 
of marking progress along t he way. A major contributor to the success of 
professional development is the organizations of time. More successful 
programs orga_nize regularized time involvement at frequent intervals over an 
extended duration. (JWL, 1986) 

2 . Duration 
Learning new roles and new practices requires time, opportunity and mental 
space. Learning to teach in new ways, i.e .. , transforming one's practice and 
roles requires considerable time and effort and seems to follow a particular 
process, for most teachers. 

.., ., 



Leaming to teach in new ways is developmental. The process involves not 
only unlearning things that teachers and others have thought were good or at 
least standard practice, but also figuring out exactly what these new ideas, 
strategies, techniques mean and look like in the classroom and school. The 
sequence often involves the following four stages. 

* level #1 awareness 
* level #2 interpretation 
*level #3 understanding 
*level #4 reflective self evaluation 

W ithout adequate opportunities to learn or the support for the learning, there is no 
guarantee that teachers w ill move beyond the awareness level. (Mcrnarmid, 1 994). 

3. Experience 

Experience of Teacher (Feiman & Floden, 1983) hav e reviewed several 
different approaches to staff development t hat support t he claim that The 
issue addressed by these "stage theories" relates to increasing the relevance 
of in-service offerings for teachers. 

Incentives 

When a participant is selected to take part in training, either by being designated as 
a representative of a particular group or t hrough a competitive selection process, 
the effect size was significantly greater than for all other incentives. 

Other incentives that were examined that were also significant include: college 
credit, released time, increased pay and certificate renewal.(Wade, 1984) 

Compensation 

In general education teachers' salaries have improved over the last few years, but 
they continue to remain lower than those of s imilarly educated workers. Teachers' 
salaries var '/ great ly among distriet s and states. "Typically, teachers in affluent 
suburban districts earn more than those in cities ... These variations contribute to 
surpluses of qualifies teachers in some locations and shortages in others, and they 
influence teacher retention, especially early in a teacher 's career. Those who are 
better paid tend to stay in teacher longer than those with lower salaries. (LOH, 
1994) 

Enrollment in teacher education programs has fluctuated in recent decades as 
salaries for teaching have risen and fallen. When salaries are up, enrollment is up; 
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when salaries are down, enrollment is down. (Murnane, et. al. , 1991) 

Empowerment 

We must create contexts in teachers' work lives that assist and sustain meaningful 
changes. These contexts should consist, preeminently, of engaging teachers in 
rigorous examinations of teaching: the concrete challenges and problems they 
face, the range of possible solutions, and most important, close examination of 
whether, over time, there is progress in addressing these challenges. (Goldenberg 
and Gallimore, 1991 l 

Successful Models Of Professional Development Using Models of 
Empowerment 

1 . Teacher Collaboratives and Networks 

2. Subject Matter Associations 

3. Collaborations Target ed at School Reform 

4. Special institutes and Cent ers (JW L, 1993) 

Aspects of Evaluation 

1. Reaction: assesses how the participants f elt about in-service training 

2. Learning: measures the amount of learn ing that was achieved 

3. Behavior: measures whether participant s changed their behavior as a result of a 
staff development intervention. 

4. Results : determine w hether t here was an impact in the classroom, usually on 
students, as a result of teacher training 
Wade (1984) 

Leadership 

In the more successful staff development model, teachers and principals were 
asked to participate in training and implementation as a group; in effect, the school 
staff made a commitment to w ork on the training activity. 

Principals direct involvement with the professional development initiative 
exemplified a shift from a "gatekeeper" stance to a "change agent" stance. (JWL, 
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1986) 

SUMMARY 

Conditions Necessary For Learnin,g To Teach In New Ways 

1. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need a community of colleagues. 

2 . To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need the support and leadership of 
their building principal 

3. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need support in the classroom in 
changing their practice. 

4. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need t o be part of a larger learning 
community. 

5. To teach in new ways, teachers need opportunities t o develop new 
understandings of the subjects they t each, the roles they play in the school 
and classroom , and their membership in a learning community. 

6. To learn t o teach in new ways, teachers must L J Nilling to assess their own 
practices critically. 

7. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need time and the opportunity to 
get away physically and mentally from their daily work in the classroom. 

8. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need sust ained funding and policies 
to support their professional development . 

9. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need the public and policy makers to 
afford professional development activit ies the same priority as c lassroom 
t eaching. (McDiarmid, 1994) 

Professional development opportunities may be tested against these principles: 

*Professional development offers meaningful intellectual, social, and emotional 
engagement with ideas, w ith materials, and with colleagues in and out of teaching. 

* Professional development takes explicit account of the contexts of teaching and 
the experience of teachers. 
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* Professional development offers support for informed dissent. 

* Professional development places classroom practice in the larger contexts of 
school practice and the educational careers of learners. It is grounded in a big
picture perspective on the purposes and practices of schooling, providing teachers a 
means of seeing and acting upon the connections among students' experiences, 
teachers' classroom practice, and school wide structures and cultures. 

* Professional development prepares teachers to employ the techniques and 
perspectives of inquiry. 

*The governance of professional development ensures bureaucratic restraint and a 
balance between the interests of individuals and the interests of institutions. (JWL, 
1993) 
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TO: CHAIM BOTWINICK, RUTH COHEN, STEVE CHERVIN, INA 
REGOSIN 

FROM: GAIL DORPH 

CC: JANICE ALPER, MARCI DICKMAN, ALAN HOFFMANN, BARRY 
HOLTZ, GINNY LEVI, NESSA RAPOPORT 

RE: FOLLOW UP ON MARCH CIJE-LEAD COMMUNITY 
CONSULTATION 

3/16/95 

I am currently working on the notes of last week's consultation. In 
the meantime, I want to send you several things: 

1 . Two articles by Linda Darling Hammond that address some of 
the issues that we spent our time discussing, particularly the issue 
of building capacity. 

2. The plan for a masters program in Jewish studies with a 
concentration in education to be run by the Cleveland College of 
Jewish Studies for the Milwaukee Jewish Community. 

( As you remember, as part of their personnal action plan, 
Milwaukee has submitted a proposal to the Bader foundation to 
fund an MA program for Milwaukee educators that would be run by 
the Cleveland College of Jewish Studies.) 

3. Two blank charts on which you can describe the map of current 
in-service offerings in your community. 

In order to keep us moving forward, I am asking you to fill it out 
and send it back to me by the last week of April (the week af ter 
Pesah). This will give all of us a frame of reference from which to 
work when we meet next. Additionally, it will help us chart our 
progress over the coming years. 

In thinking about our next meetings, there are at least three agenda 
items on the docket: 
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1 . Presentation of the findings of the study of educational leaders 
in our communities and the implications of these findings --Ellen 
Goldring will participate w ith us in these meetings. 

2. Sharing our current in-service maps as well as our personnel 
proposals for the coming fiscal year. 

3. Examining current programs and their implications for our 
personnel action plans (e.g., Melton Mini-School Pilot in Chicago 
adapted and modified for Jewish teachers, Induction program for 
new, untrained teachers in supplementary schools originally 
designed by JTS and New York region of United Synagogue, etc.) 

4. Planning for next year 

I would like to make a suggestion for meeting dates based on 
calendar of NY staff and Ellen's calendar (I know it is not ideal 
because it does not begin on a Sunday, but between our collective 
calendar and taking into account Jewish Educators Research 
Network, Shavuot, Mother's Day, Father' s Day, etc ... ) are May 21 
and May 22. Can you please let me know if these dates can work 
for you? 



March 1995 

What Mi~ht be Learned from the MEF materials on Community Moblization in Lead 
Communities for Future Work with New Communities: 

1. These materials emphasize the need for community organizing expertise from the beginning 
of CIJE's entry into a community. 

2. The issue of community mobilization as a factor of success should be an active consideration 
from the start of our work in a new community. 

3. CIJE's outstanding "programs"--Goals, Harvard--serve in themselves as successful 
community mobilizers. 

4. If we come into a community to do a seminar or work with an institution (Atlanta's new high 
school), we should think through the issue of press coverage ahead of time, in conjunction with 
the community/institutional leaders. 

5. An issue we need to think about seriously is intra-communal communications: That is, how 
can as many stakeholders as possible be kept informed of the process of their own community's 
strategic planning and implementation for Jewish education? How can they be made to feel that 
their day-to-day efforts are part of a national picture of transformation? Our researchers 
highlighted the lack of a newsletter or communications organ as a problem in keeping people 
interested and motivated in the (slow) transformative process. 
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MEMO 
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FROM: 
CC: 

RE: 

4/12/95 

Chaim Botwinick, Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen , Ina Regosin 
Gail Dorph 
Janice Alper, M arci Dickman, Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, 
Nessa Rapoport 
NOTES FROM MARCH CIJE-LEAD COMMUNITY 
CONSULTATION 

Enclosed you will find the notes of our March seminar, the Working 
Paper on In-Service Education, a bibliography, and the chart we 
created to be used to survey your present in-service offerings. 
(Remember, the chart is keyed to the categories on the Working 
Paper). I hope that you will find the notes to be useful in your current 
planning process. 

In May, you will be receiving your communal reports on the results of 
the leadership survey. I am sorry that we will not be able to meet as a 
collective w ith Ellen to discuss what we have learned as I have been 
unsuccessful in finding a time for us to meet again this spring. If you 
have any further suggestions, I would love to here them. 

~or:man ;t'az! Li Meantime, I would ask each community to chart their current i.n-
F;::-:,r Melto: pset service offerings and send the charts to me. Additionally, perhaps it 
Me.lvin Meriane would be helpful if you would take the time to write an update on the 
Lester Pollaclz planning process. I will then distribute both of these products. I 
CE~~les Ra.:ner would like to send these things out in the middle of May. 

&tiler Lea.n Ritz 
William Schatten 
Richard Scbeuet 
l1JD1ar Schorsch 
David T eubsch 
Isadore Twersky 
Bennett Y anowitz 

Executir,e Director 

Alan Hoffmann 

At this point, I am thinking that we should try to meet again toward 
the end of August. 

Immediately after Pesah, I will be in touch with each of you to discuss 
CIJE's "virtual college" plan. (see page 9 of notes) 
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From: Gall Dorph 

Phone Number: 212-532-2360 

Fax Number: 212-532-2646 

Hiya, I faxed a preliminary memo yesterday with some suggested dates for our next 
seminar. We're having trouble with the dates for our next CIJE-lead community 
consultation. I want to make three more suggestions: 

May 17, 18 
May 23, 24 
May 31, June 1 

Please get back to me before the end of the day on Friday with your availability for any 
or all of these times. 

I think that it is important that we find the best time among these times for the most 
people. Otherwise, it seems as though we might not be able to meet until sometime in 
July or August which seems ~long to wait. 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET < 

Date sent l\\s\95 Time sent No. of Pages (incl. cover): \ 

To: • Janice Alper 770-677-9499 
--,, • Chaim Botwinick 410-469 1M 13 :;, fJ$t ~3- -g'f-)) 

~ Steve Chervin 404-874-7043 
· Ruth Cohen 414-271-7081 
• Marci Dickman 410-466-1727 From: gall dorph 
" Ina Regosin 414-962-8852 

Organization: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

COMMENTS: 

HIYA. HAPPY AFTER LABOR DAY! 

Phone Number: 212-532-2360 

Fax Number: 212-532-2646 

THIS IS TO CONFIRM THAT WE ARE ON FOR A LEAD COMMUNITIES 
CONSULTATION ON OCTOBER 1 AND 2 IN NEW YORK. ON MY DOCKET ARE 
TWO SPECIFIC ISSUES: 

REPORT ON EDllCA TIONAL LEADERSHIP COMMUNITY REPORTS 

DISCUSSION ON IMPLICATIONS OF REPORTS FOR COMMUNAL PERSONNEL 
ACTION PLANS 

UPDATE ON TEI (TEACHER EDU CA TOR INSTITUTE) 

ELLEN GOLDRING WILL BE JOINING US. 

PLEASE LET ME KNOW WHAT' S ON YOUR "DOCKET" SO WE CAN ADD IT TO 
OUR AGENDA. 
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Memo 

TO: JANICE ALPER, CHAIM BOTWINICK, STEVE CHERVIN, 
RUTH COHEN, MARCI DICKMAN, INA REGOSlN 

FROM: GAIL DORPH 

CC: ALAN HOFFMANN, BARRY HOLTZ, NESSA RAPOPORT 

RE: CIJE-LEAD COMMUNITY SEMINAR ON EDUCATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP - OCTOBER 1, 2 

We wiU meet Sunday morning (10/1) at my home. 
588 West End Ave. Apt. 2A. Phone Number 212-769-0725. 

We'll start at 10:00 am and go through the evening, thus, we'll be having both 
lunch and dinner together on Sunday. 

On Monday, we will meet at the CIJE offices. We'll decide on our starting 
time before we break on Sunday evening. 

We' ll finish on Monday by 3 :00 pm 

AGENDA 

Sunday 

Community Updates 

Among the things that you report on, please focus on status of personnel 
action planning process. 
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Educational Leadership Ellen Goldring 

Presentation of Findings 

Ellen Goldring will present major findings from the Study of Educational 
Leaders. (In this mailing, you will find the report of the leaders in your 
community. Please take the time to read it through before we meet.) Her 
presentation will be followed by time to discuss and clarify the issues raised. 

(Sometime in here, we will have a break) 

An Examination of Pre-Service and In-service Standards for Educational 
Leaders in Public and Private Schools 

An Examination of Pre-Service and In-Service Programs Designed to Meet 
Standards in General Education 

We will then tum to the issues of standards in public and private education for 
both pre-service and in-service education of educational leaders. We will 
compare those norms and standards to the findings in our study. 

Monday 

Implications and Responses to Study and Norms and Standards 

We will discuss the implications of these reports (and what we have seen of 
norms and standards in general education) for the personnel planning process 
in your communities and for CUE nationally. 

Update on CIJE 

l. TEI 
2. Best Practices Volume on JCC 
3. Harvard Seminar 
4. "Goals Project" with JCC camps 
5. General Update on CUE: staff and projects 
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- SUMMARY OF CIJE-LEAD COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 

DA TES OF MEETING: 

P ARTI CfP ANTS: 

COPY TO: 

October 1-2, 1995 

Janice Alper, Chaim Botwinick, Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen, 
Marci Dickman, Gail Dorph, Ellen Goldring, Barry Holtz, 
Nessa Rapoport 

Adam Gamoran, Alan Hoffmann, Ina Regosin 

Prior to the meetings, participants in this consultation received the findings of the CIJE study of 
the educational leaders in their own communities. These documents described the findings 
across the three communities as well as describing the ways in which local leadership was 
different from the aggregate profile. The main purpose of the consultation was to discuss the 
contents of these reports and to discuss their communal and national implications. 

I. COMMUNITY UPDATES 

We began the two days by hearing brief communal updates. Updates focused on the status of 
personnel action planning and the involvement of community leadership in the personnel 

• planning process in general and the lead community initiatives in general. 

• 

Atlanta 

Steve Chervin put the Lead Community project in the context of the larger Atlanta "scene." The 
issues he raised included: 

1. Atlanta's campaign was down 
2. There is concern about government cuts in support of human services 
3. Federation's role in education and its relationship to the central agency 
4. Fnndraising for new initiatives and the relationship of that activity to the regular 

campaign and existing endowment operations. 

Atlanta's federation has undergone a process of self-study. One of the committees that was 
reviewed was the CJC, the "home" of the lead community process in Atlanta. Steve alerted us to 
the fact that there was some discussion about the future of this committee. As part of a larger 
reorganization of federation operations, Steve's department was integrated into the planning and 
allocations department. 

Janice Alper reported on several changes in the regular groupings of people who are meeting. At 
the beginning of the personnel action planning process, there were two groups: a day school 
group that included heads of schools and their lay chairs and a supplementary school council of 
principals. These structures have changed some: the day school presidents now meet as an 
independent group; the day school group now includes assistant principals; there is now an early 
childhood directors council; the supplementary school group has met several times with 
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congregational rabbis (as part of the personnel planning process). She also reported on several 
JES initiatives that had been well received, particularly the initiative for children with special 
needs. Interestingly, this initiative had been championed from its inception by lay leaders and has 
included lay participation every step of the way. Additionally, she has continued to meet 
periodically with the group of principals which attended the Harvard Principals' Institute. That 
group has exerted leadership in the personnel action planning process both for themselves and for 
the community. 

Baltimore 

The CIJE committee completed its work by forwarding a personnel action plan to CAJE, the 
federation "address" for educational planning. This plan is in outline form. The next step is for 
the committee on personnel of CAJE to review the recommendations and develop those 
initiatives that they feel merit funding. Because the next stage of this process will be handled by 
a standing committee of CAJE, the CIJE committee has been disbanded. 

Additionally, Chaim's job has been redefined. He will no longer wear two hats, educational 
planner at federation and director of CJES. He will be devoting all of his energies to becoming 
the advocate for Jewish education at the federation. Particularly, he will be involved in a major 
fundraising effort on behalf of Jewish education in Baltimore. Marci has been appointing acting 
director of CJES and has already begun to strengthen its board through developing a retreat on 
the goals of the central agency. CIJE has been her partner in the planning of this retreat. 

Chaim also spoke briefly about the plans to offer health and pension benefits to full time 
educators in Baltimore. We look forward to a more complete report of this initiative as issues of 
benefits are on the docket in each of the communities. 

Milwaukee 

Ruth Cohen reported on the beginnings of the Cleveland College of Jewish Studies program in 
Milwaukee. 15 participants (the maximwn allowed) have been accepted to the program and four 
more are on the waiting list. The participants come from across movements and work 
settings--two coming from the JCC in Milwaukee. 

She suggested three areas of this program that merit special attention as we think about the 
potential of this program as a pilot project: 

1. The internship: One of the elements of the program is a field based internship. 
How will this internship be constructed? Who will be the Milwaukee team that 
supervises the interns in their placements? 

2 . Evaluation: How will this project be evaluated? What constitutes success? 
3. Future of program graduates: How can Milwaukee be thinking about the 

graduates of this program in order to increase their benefit to the whole 
Milwaukee system? 
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In addition, Ruth reported that the teen initiative which was part of the larger Milwaukee 
strategic plan for Jewish education was moving forward. Two consultations, called by the JCC 
and involving input from Barry Chazan, lead community representatives locally and CIJE staff 
nationally, had taken place since our last meeting. 

II. PRESENTATION OF DATA ABOUT EDUCATIONAL LEADERS FROM CIJE STUDY 
OF EDU CA TORS-- COMMUNITY REPORTS ON THEIR EDUCATIONAL LEADERS 

Ellen Goldring presented some of the data on educational leaders, particularly the data on 
educational background and training and professional development. The report·takes a stance on 
defining adequate training for educational leadership positions. Its claim: one needs adequate 
academic background in education, subject matter content, and educational administration/ 
leadership. Current masters degrees in Jewish education offered by Institutions of Higher 
Learning in Jewish Education were counted as providing adequate background in the first two 
areas but not the third. Both Marci and Janice, who are graduates of the Rhea Hirsch School of 
Education at HUC-LA, questioned this stance. Although they agreed that this program did not 
meet the standards that Ellen was setting out (that is, a masters degree of 32 + hours in 
educational administration/educational leadership), their sense was that it had indeed supplied 
them with the rubrics and skills to work as educational leaders. 

3 

There were some positive surprises in the findings. A larger percentage of supplementary school 
principals had actually been "trained" in two out of the three areas (general education and 
Judaica). On the other hand, few leaders had all three components of training as defined by this 
study. Few educational leaders were involved in professional training. Not surprisingly, few 
communal opportunities for growth are actually available to them. Disappointingly, few reported 
dissatisfaction with the opportunities for training available to them. 

The possibility of community's receiving additional data was also raised. Ellen asked that 
communities put their requests in writing and the MEF team would review them and respond. 
The issue of more specific data reported at the communal level can raise issues of confidentiality, 
e.g., if information is broken down by denomination and setting, there may be only one or two 
respondents per community in a given category. 

As we went through the data, a few significant typographical errors (dealing with numbers) were 
brought to our attention. In addition, some suggestions were made about clarifying the 
presentation of certain data in chart form. Ellen said that each community would receive one 
more version of this report that would incorporate these suggestions. 

Ill. EXAMINATION OF PRE-SERVICE AND IN-SERVICE STANDARDS AND 
PROGRAMS FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERS 

Ellen presented information on the pre-service and in-service standards for educational leaders in 
public and private schools, and on the programs available in general education for educational 
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leaders to meet these standards. 

In summary: Widely accepted standards in general education throughout the United States hold 
that educational leaders should have background and training in three areas: education/pedagogy, 
a subject matter, and administration/supervision. Preparation in education/pedagogy consists of 
an academic program leading to a BA or MA and a license or certification in general education. 
Subject matter preparation for elementary school may include a broad range of academic 
subjects, while high school teaching usually requires majoring an academic subject area. (For 
Jewish schools, the appropriate subject matter knowledge would be in a content area, such as 
Hebrew, Jewish history, Jewish literature, or a related field). After teaching for "x" number of 
years, one can then go on to gain an additional degree in educational administration and be 
licensed as a principal. 

In order to maintain their licenses, principals like teachers are required to participate in ongoing 
professional development. The number of hours differs from state to state, but such requirements 
are standard. 

The group reviewed a selection of materials on professional standards in both general and Jewish 
education in order to better understand the requirements (standards and norms that exist) and the 
content of preparation and professional growth programs. These included: 

a. "The Licensure of School Administrator: Policy and Practice", by Carl R. 
Ashbaugh and Katherine L. Kasten; 

b. "Performance Domains of the Principalship'', from the National Committee for 
the Principalship; 

c. "Requirements for Certification of Teachers, Counselors, Librarians, 
Administrators for Elementary and Secondary School", compiled by John 
Tryneski; 

d. "Guidelines and Requirements for Licenses" from the National Board of License 
for teachers and Principals of Jewish Schools in North America; and 

e. selected statistics from the Digest of Educational Statistics. 

These documents gave a sense of how the various states of which the lead communities are a 
part define their standards. Additionally, the document on domains (#b) gave some sense of the 
contents of educational leadership programs. 

A discussion followed comparing standards and programs existing in Jewish education with 
those existing in general education. 

Monday 

• IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR ACTION 

Monday morning's discussion focused on possible implications of the findings for action at the 
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communaI°and national level. This discussion was divided into two parts. The first asked the 
question: what kind of program models are available or might be created to address the lacunae 
in background and training of current educators. The second asked: If we had our druthers, what 
kinds of leadership functions would each community like to fill for which there are currently no 
candidates. Without a discussion that looks at leadership in at least these two ways, we felt that a 
plan for action would be incomplete. 

A. Models 

In order to begin the first discussion, Gail and Ellen outlined five models that the CIJE could 
pursue that would address the lack of pre-service and in-service training. They included: 

1. Pre-service Programs 
a. impact what is currently occurring in schools of Jewish higher learning 
b. entice (other) universities to offer programs in Jewish educational 

leadership (such as the University of Wisconsin at Madison) 
c. recruit people with Jewish content and entice them to attend current 

leadership programs in non-Jewish universities 

2. Institute Model (professional growth model) 
a. Harvard Model (subcontract out, but design content) 
b. TEI Model (CIJE also does instruction) 
c. ongoing programs 

3. Principal Center Model (grassroots, resource centers) 

4. Leadership Academy Model (state/district approach to professional development, tied 
to standards - analogue: BJEs?) 

5. "Training of Trainers" Model 

Participants added the following additional suggestions: 

1. Distance Learning 
2. Professional Organizations, such as NATE, CAJE, JEA as locus of professional 

development 
3. Series of Retreats 
4. Israel 

Pursuing some of these models implies communication with current programs and offerings, 
whereas, pursuing other models might mean the creation of new institutions and programs. An 

example of the latter might be a National Center for Educational Leadership which might 

develop both pre-'?d in- service programs. ~ ~ s.&.,,j/ (,)_ V 

~u,J).~11~~ 
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B. New Positions 

We then turned the discussion on its bead by asking: What positions or functions need to be 
present in our communities for which there are currently too few/ or no qualified candidates. 
Suggestions included: 

1. Specialist in pedagogy of Jewish subject matter 

6 

2. Expert on models of staff development who can work both at communal level and 
institutional level 

3. Jewish educator on staff of JCC, JFS, NS 
4. Evaluation expert who can work at communal and institutional level 
5. Grant writer at communal and institutional level 

One of the interesting features of this discussion was not only the generating of domains and 
functions that need to be filled in communities and are, for the most part missing, but also the 
idea that such experts could work at both the communal and institutional level. 

V. DISSEMINATION 

The discussion turned to plans for disseminating these reports at the communal and national 
levels. 
We discussed our common concerns centering on the impact of these findings on each of the 
communities. One of the important issues raised was the lack of opportunities for people at the 
leadership level to be trained. 

Although there is considerable commonality between the communities in their findings, there are 
also significant differences when an individual communal profile is drawn. Thus, no "generic" 
executive summary was part of the communal reports. Ellen distributed the swnmary and 
conclusion sections of the integrated report and suggested that communities might use these to 
help them craft executive summaries of their reports. 

Everyone agreed that the· first step in dissemination of this report is to share the results with the 
principals themselves who participated in the study. This step would serve not only as a way of 
sharing information but the beginning of designing a personnel action plan to meet their needs. 

Additionally, key lay leadership must be made aware of the situation and involved in thinking 
about what local communities can do to support lay leaders in efforts to be involved in ongoing 
professional growth. We decided that Gail and Alan would be in touch with each community's 
leadership team to discuss ways in which CIJE might be helpful in making this case and 
colJ aborating on creating such strategies . 

VI. CIJE UPDATE 
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Barry and Gail gave a brief update of some current CIJE projects; 

1. Best Practices volume on JCC's-- will. be available in early 1996 
2. CIJE's planning involvement in upcoming retreat for alumni of Wexner Heritage 

Program, taking place at the beginning of December 
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3. TEI -- Teacher Educator Institute (we began to discuss recruitment of candidates for next 
year's cohort) 

4. Harvard Principal's Institute scheduled for March to include both participants from last 
year and new participants this year. (Fall, '96) 




